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ABSTRACT 

Electrospinning of nanofibrous mats and scaffolds enables generation of 

scaffolding that is not only highly porous, but also has a structure that essentially 

mimics the natural basement membrane. As a result, the method has proliferated 

extensively, and is commonly used for diverse applications such as water filtration 

or tissue engineering, the latter of which may involve the use of natural or synthetic 

materials. Common laboratory scale electrospinning setups can be built 

inexpensively with merely a syringe pump, a high voltage supply, and an aluminum 

foil target. These systems, however, are limited to flat target surface geometries that 

span several centimeters. While a scaffold can be cut or folded to conform to a bone 

or other biological surface, spinning directly onto a surface with significant peaks 

and troughs results in poor fiber uniformity. Furthermore, if an alteration of fiber 

properties is preferred, the high voltage setup limits user access and customization 

of parameters during the spinning period. Finally, control of the electric field is 

compromised by the proximity of grounded electrical components. 

As its first aim, this project develops a robotic control system to enable 

custom coatings of arbitrary surfaces. By augmenting the traditional electrospinning 

system with a three-dimensional robotic control system, electric field focusing 

fibers, and additional aerodynamic forces terms ‘electroblowing’, the device can be 

produced across targets with strong topographic anisotropy. The second aim 

continues to enhance these attributes with biocompatible soy based scaffolds. 

Craniofacial implants are often complex in geometry, and conformal bandages are 
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particularly hard to produce in these areas. Soy based scaffolds will be produced for 

3D-printed replicas of these situations. Finally, the methods developed across this 

aim enables the development and use of a handheld electrospinning system that 

combines a coaxial high velocity air flow with the high voltage spinning element to 

reduce effects of operator error. The final goal of the thesis is to test whether fiber 

control successfully reduces effects of fiber anisotropy in vitro and to use the 

enhanced fiber control mechanisms to produce scaffolds with significant anisotropy, 

depositing aligned fibers at a target point to eventually enable generation of 

scaffolds with programmable variable spatial alignment similar to tendon. 

When completed, the systems described will enable custom production of 

coatings or scaffolds for functionality as scaffolding on medically relevant surfaces. 

Specifically, this means first, that scaffolds can be used with confidence to improve 

fixation even of non-cylindrical implants and enhance local tissue integration, and 

second, that implants can be customized with areas of ‘guidance’ fibers or local drug 

depots to either promote regeneration and population by surrounding tissue or 

mimic natural anisotropic cues necessary for mechanical or biological functionality. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Electrospinning 

Electrospun scaffolds have some properties which are ideal when employed 

in a biological context. These fibrous mats are particularly attractive for use as 

scaffolds for tissue engineering applications due to the fiber size: they provide an 

effective 3 dimension space with surface features in the size range of natural 

extracellular matrix (ECM).[1–3] Native ECM is constructed principally of collagen, a 

fibrillary protein that entangles to form long smooth fibers of roughly 100-200 nm 

diameter, while electrospinning is commonly used to create fibers in the 100-5000 

nm range. Furthermore, electrospun scaffolds deposit with good porosity, with total 

porosity yields commonly between 30 and 90%, a range typical of collagen gels.[4,5] 

These scaffolds also demonstrate mechanics similar to native ECM due to the similar 

fibrous nature.[4,6] Electrospinning bioscaffolds have been validated as cellular 

scaffolds for skin and bone regeneration.[7–10] 

Electrospinning involves the creation of nano- or micro- fibers from polymer 

solutions or melts through the application of high voltage to the solution. A 

schematic of the method is presented in Figure 1 and should be consulted 

throughout the following description. When pumping the polymer through a small 

needle, termed the ‘spinneret’, the polymer is charged to tens of kilovolts relative to 

a ‘target’ located some centimeters away. The voltage creates an electric field from 

the spinneret to the grounded target, where the fibers will deposit. When the force 
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from the electric field overcomes surface tension forces in the polymer droplet, a jet 

of polymer will form. In the general case, this can lead to the solution spraying 

towards the target, in a process termed electrospraying. If, however, the polymer 

solution is sufficiently capable of entangling, the polymer will instead form a jet 

called the Taylor cone, where the polymer strands will entangle and it will deposit 

as a fine fiber on the target.[11] As a technique, electrospinning began development 

for use in scaffold production, though the limited deposition rates limited 

commercial applications.[12]  

 

Figure 1: Schematic of traditional electrospinning setup 

A typical electrospinning setup including a syringe pump and high voltage supply, 
a plastic syringe with a blunted needle, and a grounded metal target. 

 

1.2 Electrospinning as a Conformal Coating 

Electrospinning can provide additional benefits when applied as a surface 

coating for implantation in the body. Failure of implants, outside of implant 

mechanical failures, often stem from limitations on their integration with the 

surrounding tissue.[13–16] In the simplest case, this can be aided through the use of 
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tissue glues. Electrospun scaffolds, with their large surface areas, enhance bonding 

strength in testing of both pins and plates.[17,18] In the absence of surgical 

adhesives, the bond strength of the depositing ECM will still be enhanced.[19] 

Modern implants which do not rely on surgical adhesives to ensure adequate 

fixation due to improved biomechanics require a healthy tissue interface.[20] Such a 

scenario increases the usefulness of electrospun conformal coatings as electrospun 

scaffolds could enhance development of healthy interfacial tissue. Fibers create an 

environment ideal for cellular invasion and can favor the migration or 

differentiation of useful cell types. Scaffolds functioning as a periosteal mimic, for 

example, encourage local integration similar to native bone, even resulting in boney 

deposits as opposed to the encapsulation of the non-native surface[9]. Scaffold 

properties, such as porosity, can further encourage productive immune responses at 

the site of surgical insult.[15] 

Electrospun scaffolds can also be functionalized to directly benefit the 

surgical site. Functionalization can be accomplished trivially by adsorbing useful 

proteins or small molecules onto the scaffold’s high surface area, or by using the 

fiber itself as a delivery device by dissolving or emulsifying compounds into the 

electrospinning solution.[21] Scaffolds loaded with antimicrobials can aide the body 

in clearing infections present in the compromised local tissue during surgery, as 

well as improve cell survivability.[19] Long term drug delivery from the fiber can 

provide effective local concentrations of small molecules or growth factors 

providing direct control over cellular migration and differentiation without risks 
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associated with systemic delivery.[22] Further advances in local drug delivery from 

electrospun scaffolds include the use of ‘core-shell’ fibers, which enable tunable 

delivery rates while maintaining high loading, and even layer-by-layer coatings on 

the fiber surface, enabling drug delivery to react to changes in the local 

environment.[23,24] 

1.3 Difficulties Applying Electrospun Scaffolds to Implant Surfaces 

Despite these successes in proving the usefulness of electrospun scaffolds for 

tissue integration and fixation, there is little implementation of electrospun 

scaffolds as coatings on biomedical implants. To explore the reason why, first the 

process of electrospinning must be analyzed in more detail. 

The electrospinning process is made up of two major stages: an initial linear 

jet phase, and a final whipping phase. Four forces compete to create these two 

phases: the two stabilizing forces of electrostatic attraction to the target and surface 

tension, and the two destabilizing forces of drag and intra-fiber electrostatic 

repulsion.[25,26] Stabilizing forces serve to ‘straighten’ the fiber. In the case of 

electrostatic attraction, these are simply the forces generated along the field lines 

between the spinneret and the target. Surface tension of the spinning solution is a 

force which attempts to reduce the surface area of the fiber as much as possible. 

When electrostatic forces are low, this results in the solvent beading on the 

spinneret and when polymer entanglement is low, this results in bead formation. 

However, when entanglement is high and the electrostatic force is high, the fiber is 

not split into droplets and instead the force results in the ‘columnar’ morphology. 
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These stabilizing forces are the dominant forces during the initial phase of fiber 

creation. As the fiber becomes increasingly thin and the solvent evaporates, the drag 

force becomes more significant and the surface tension less significant. The fiber 

begins to wave and in doing so, the large amount of charge ‘embedded’ in the fiber 

behind repels the waving fiber in front.[27] Rather than being a stabilizing force, 

this results in rapid whipping and the fiber begins to travel in a helical fashion. The 

fibers still travel toward the target as a group, but the electric field lines are nearly 

parallel, so there is little straightening effect of the electrostatic attraction of the 

target. This whipping further narrows the fiber and widens the deposition area. The 

forces during the initial straight jet region are predominantly electric field-based, 

that is, they are a function of the spinneret-target voltage and distance. The forces 

during the final whipping phase are predominantly voltage and distance based, that 

is, they are a function of the spinneret voltage (which drives the charge density on 

the fiber) and the distance over which the whipping occurs over. 

Based on the above conclusions, application directly onto an implant is 

limited simply by the forces present during electrospinning. The example devices 

referenced under ‘Electrospinning as a conformal coating’ are either cylindrical and 

rotating, or flat. In both cases the distance variable is fixed between the spinneret 

and the target. A non-flat surface, as is present in many implants, affects both the 

electric field and the whipping area. As can be concluded from the discussion above, 

changing field properties can change fiber parameters, such as diameter. [11] This 

has consequences for both cellular reactions and drug delivery parameters at 
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minimum. Of course, the electric field being non-uniform as a result of a non-flat 

surface also results in electric field forces concentrating fibers along electric field 

lines onto the closest regions and the changing distances can affect scaffold 

deposition thickness. These further issues will be approached during the research 

components of this thesis. 

In this thesis there is an attempt to ameliorate these issues through the use of 

robotic assisted electrospinning. While robotic electrospinning apparatus are 

commonly used for generation of large or aligned scaffolds, here we will attempt to 

design and use a full 3D robotic system to allow the tracking of underlying geometry 

to enable coating of any implant geometry.[28,29] 

1.4 Methods of Focus 

Typical electrospinning setups prepare materials around 6cm across. While 

this might seem ideal for coating larger devices, the reality is quite the opposite: 

when the electric field varies with position, only depositing scaffolds over small 

areas (specifically areas small enough that the electric field is largely isotropic) can 

ensure that fibers travel through a controlled electric field. Furthermore, without 

focus, the fiber deposition will be biased by uneven electric fields. This is especially 

hard to compensate as the matrix deposited is both thin and opaque making it 

difficult to estimate the thickness of the deposited mat. Focusing of the 

electrospinning fibers is most often accomplished through the use of auxiliary 

electrodes.[30,31] The electrospun fibers are highly charged, and can be oriented to 

extend through the manipulation of the electric field. This has even been 
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demonstrated through the ‘steering’ of the depositing fibers using auxiliary 

electrodes with controlled voltages, similar to the scanning of the electron beam in a 

cathode ray tube.[32] 

The degree of focus is somewhat limited due to the fiber ‘whipping’ process, 

which necessitates divergence of the fiber under ‘traditional’ electrospinning 

methods. The whipping behavior is necessary to stretch the fiber to obtain smaller 

diameters and to allow excess solvent to evaporate. If these are unnecessary, the 

initial Taylor cone yields functional fibers directly. By spinning over a much shorter 

distance, termed ‘near-field’ electrospinning, fiber instability is avoided, and even 

without additional field manipulation, the fiber is spun almost directly onto the 

target. This allows control over individual fiber positioning.  

In this thesis, the work will focus on far-field electrospinning as the process 

is already in use to create many effective biological scaffolds. As a result, focusing is 

accomplished through the use of a single ‘ring’ (or annulus) electrode positioned 

between the spinneret and the target. As it is the intention of the work to enable the 

production of scaffolds onto surfaces of complex geometry, more complex focusing 

methods were deemed impractical. The field can be difficult or impossible to 

properly control from stationary elements while the spinneret is in motion, and it 

would further require a controllable high-voltage supply to be generated for each 

auxiliary electrode. Furthermore, while multiple rings extending close to the target 

can yield enhanced focus it risks contact with surface topography. These limitations 

will be calculated in detail in 3.1.3 Electric Field Focusing. 
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1.5 Electrospinning Target Design 

For the moment, consider the designation of ‘target’ to be specifically related 

to the grounded or electrified element that serves to attract the electrospun fibers 

produced through the methods described above. Electrospinning targets are most 

commonly flat pieces of copper, aluminum, or steel, though some alternatives 

including drum-shaped, wire, or tread-mill are also fairly commonplace.[11,28–

30,33] The usefulness of the latter will be discussed later in the context of aligned 

fibers, the former, however, demonstrate the general requirements of conventional 

electrospinning targets: they must be uniform and conductive. 

Fundamentally, as the fibers follow the path of the electric field, they can 

collide with components that are not themselves ‘targets’. In fact, the whipping 

motion of the fibers encourages entanglement with anything in the fiber path. A 

poorly optimized electrospinning setup, with multiple Taylor cones simultaneously, 

often creates garlands of entangled fibers despite the fibers being of similar charge 

and electrically repelling each other.[34] This demonstrates that so long as the 

electric field remains present and controlled, the path between the target and the 

spinneret can be used as a sort of ‘docking zone’ when components of many types 

can be places to serve as fiber collectors. This is the simplest way to coat objects in 

an electrospun scaffold, but it does come with significant limitations. 

Consider the case that the spinneret is positively charged and the target is 

grounded and a plastic part is used as a collector placed between the two. While the 

collector (not the target) is likely to start nearly un-charged, as the charged fibers 
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deposit, charge on the object surface will increase. The target is both non-

conductive and not grounded and as the surface charge increases, two adverse 

outcomes are generated: fibers will reduce deposition on the target rapidly, and the 

electric field becomes altered changing fiber spinning properties. This is not as fatal 

as might be initially assumed simply because charge will bleed off into the humid air 

around the target, but both drawbacks remain significant. The fibers will not deposit 

as quickly, may not entangle as well into an even scaffold, and, depending on the 

extent to which the electric field is disrupted, the fiber qualities can change 

dramatically, in the extreme case of a large impinging insulating object, spinning 

may cease entirely as the electric field collapses. Due to corona losses at the charged 

needle, the target can become charged by the emitted ions without fibers even 

landing.[27] For these reasons, this thesis will pursue the development of spinning 

parameters which do not use targets isolated from the collector. 

Conductive collectors can be used as targets themselves, avoiding the 

collection uses mentioned above, and enabling scaffolds to deposit directly onto the 

item to be used.[19,35] In general, these targets have other limitations: they must 

either be fairly flat, or of constant radius when used with a setup capable of rotating 

the target. The conductivity requirement is actually quite lenient, and as a result, the 

creation of conductive targets is not especially difficult. Not only are many implants 

made of metals, but the current carried by fibers during electrospinning is under a 

single microampere.[27] Targets can have resistances to ground of tens or hundreds 

of mega-ohms and result in a target that charges under a hundred volts. For 
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comparison, electrospinning often uses spinnerets charged at 10 kilovolts or more, 

so the charged target could easily mean an electric field error of under a single 

percent. This is especially evident when it is considered that electrospun scaffolds 

are nearly dry when they are deposited on the target (to limit fiber fusing) and in a 

dry state the resistance of the scaffolds usually result in a surface with 

immeasurable high (greater than 5 mega-ohms) resistance. For this reason, non-

conductive collectors can be doped with conductive phases or polymers, or coated 

in a conductive layer or gel for use as general-purpose targets without excessive 

consideration.[36,37] 

The limitations on geometry, however, are independent of target 

conductivity. A target with fairly high resistance is functional because even a high 

resistance leads to a small change in the electric field due to the low currents and 

high voltages used. A target that is not flat suffers the opposite fate: spinning 

distances are often quite short, around 12cm is extremely common, and a change in 

distance of a single centimeter could result in an electric field error of 10%. Even 

more detrimental is that the fibers are assumed to whip across a large area in the 

traditional spinning scenario. A single needle may be capable of creating a scaffold 

over ten square inches in size on a flat target, but will greatly favor deposition onto a 

region that is positioned closer to the needle. Thus, collector conductivity 

considerations do not compensate for electrical field consideration addressed 

earlier.[38,39] 
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1.6 Commercial Electrospinning Robots 

Commercial electrospinning apparatus are available and can greatly aid in 

the creation of electrospun scaffolds over the minimalist benchtop setups, for 

example SprayBase and IME Technologies offer lab-scale devices.[40,41] The 

essential components, the high voltage supply and the syringe pump, are common to 

those traditionally implemented, however these devices commonly include an 

enclosed chamber and fixation devices for rapid and repeatable setup. The 

insulating enclosed chamber reduces the effects of surrounding conditions, such as 

airflow and nearby electrical devices while also reducing operator exposure to 

electrospinning solvents. Such ‘basic’ systems may be augmented with additional 

quality control features including software control pumps and voltage supplies or 

imaging systems to ensure Taylor cone formation. Some advanced systems include 

fiber current detection (with the voltage and pump rates held constant, fiber current 

varies with fiber properties), and mechanisms to detect the thickness of the 

deposited mat.[42] More expensive systems even include environmental controls to 

improve system reliability.[29] Although not all of these features will be 

implemented in the design used for the bulk of the work in this thesis due to the 

limited scope, the system was designed to enable such applications in the future. 

Commercial systems capable of automatic positioning and even spinneret or 

target motion are also available.[40,41] Electrospinning targets may be positioned 

to fix the target-spinneret distance, and often are capable of rotation. This rotation is 

employed at lower speeds for the generation of larger scaffolds along the target 
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circumference or at high speeds to generate aligned scaffolds. Motion beyond this is 

not available at this current time. In robots capable of spinneret head motion, the 

fixtures are of Cartesian design.[28,40,41] That is, they translate the spinneret head 

in (usually) one axis back-and-forth, and in devices combining the ability to 

automate spinneret-target distance with spinneret position, the positioning axis is 

moved by the first. This is used principally for the creation of scaffolds larger than 

the deposition area on a flat or rotating target. In this way scaffolds can be of almost 

arbitrarily large areas can be generated. 

The total motion remains highly limited in all designs with motion controls 

implemented only for the creation of large flat scaffolds or for ease of setup. For 

example, no true three-axis control is available over the spinneret because a larger 

horizontal scaffold can be generated with a single translational degree of freedom, 

and a larger vertical scaffold is more easily produced with a rotating target. 

Industrial robots capable of the general application of a coating to a surface employ 

a minimum of 3 translational degrees of freedom (X, Y, Z) and 2 rotational degrees 

of freedom (yaw and pitch). Indeed, additional control over target positioning is 

often implemented as well. Although fully 5+ degrees of control will not be enabled 

in the designs employed in this thesis, a minimum number, necessary to develop a 

uniform electrospun coating will be demonstrated for different target geometries. 

Targets with surface angles of up to 45 degrees were successfully coated using only 

3 translational degrees of freedom, while targets with geometries with more acute 

angles required the use of an additional yaw axis for a total of 4 degrees of freedom. 
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1.7 Electroblowing 

Electroblowing is the addition of a gas-assist to the electrospinning 

process[43,44] It is a recent development spawned at the same time as multiple 

recent spinning derived technologies focused on increasing the usefulness of 

electrospun scaffolds.[45–48] Specifically, a gas is flowed around the spinneret 

toward the target, and the drag it introduces around the fluid helps to pull the 

solution into a fiber much like the electrical field forces pulling the scaffold towards 

the target function in the traditional electrospinning setup. The use of gas assist to 

create fibers started with melt blow spinning, the creation of fibers from molten 

polymers exclusively using the drag force from a high-pressure air supply.[49] In an 

attempt to apply the technique to solutions that are being electrospun, the process 

of solution blow spinning was developed.[45,50] When attempting to use the 

technique, larger micron sized fibers of PLGA could be spun well, but thinner 200 

nm fibers did not collect in high densities onto a target, often being blown around 

the target area. This limitation could be remedied through the use of electric field 

attraction to assist fiber deposition. The use of high voltages to focus micro- or 

nano- sized materials onto a target area as in flocking or powder coating is so useful 

and effective that it is applied in automotive paint work.[51] 
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Figure 2: Schematic of an electroblowing setup 

A typical electroblowing setup including the parts of an electrospinning setup, a 
syringe pump and high voltage supply, a plastic syringe with a blunted needle, and 
a grounded metal target, along with the additional parts necessary for the 
solution-blowing actions, a high pressure air supply, an air pressure regulator, 
and a coaxial nozzle directing the air around the needle.  

 

Implementation of electroblowing generally comes with advantages in fiber 

uniformity as well as fiber production rates. The electroblowing assist gas provides 

a controlled environment around the electrospinning fiber. Due to the effect of local 

humidity and temperature on viscosity and solvent evaporation, and the effect of 

humidity on corona and other forms of charge loss from the fibers, the shielding gas 

can improve fiber uniformity even in poorly controlled environments.[52,53] The 

addition of the drag force also enhances the rate that fibers can be ‘pulled’ from the 

spinneret without maintaining such a high force further from the nozzle which could 

cause the fibers to break apart into droplets and without using a higher electric field 

and risk yarning and entanglement of fibers pulled from multiple Taylor cones. 

Many researchers have demonstrated increases in production rate of tens or even 
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hundreds of times.[54,55] The gas assist focuses and directs fiber travel, and it 

provides an electric field independent force on the fibers tackled in detail in 4.1.1 

Electroblowing of Soy Fibers. 

1.8 Aligned Fibers 

Biological tissues are commonly anisotropic, from cardiac muscle aligned as 

a ribbon folded around itself[56], to nervous[57] and vascular[58] tissue with long 

aligned channels surrounded by circumferentially aligned supporting cells.  In fact, 

tissues that are semi isotropic are quite exceptional, for example, spongy trabecular 

bone and fatty tissues. As a result, tissue engineered materials are increasingly 

focused on including anisotropic properties in the design, from classic examples 

such as tendon and ligament repair scaffold materials to advanced nerve guide 

conduits and cardiac patches.[59–61] Specifically, material anisotropy can affect 

both gross mechanical properties and cell level ECM-cell-material interactions. 

Electrospun materials are inherently anisotropic. In fact, even ‘randomly’ 

distributed fibers are in fact aligned almost perfectly in a single plane.[62] This is 

simply due to the method in which the fibers are deposited, one layer after the 

other. As a result, an electrospun scaffold with similar porosity as a foam, has very 

limited channeling through its thickness.[63] When constructing filters, this can be 

ideal, as a filter will have enormous surface area and free space, while still 

maintaining small pore sizes through its thickness. Furthermore, the scaffolds are 

far stronger than an isotropic material would be, when it comes to stretching, an 

important material property for high pressure filters.[64,65] While these properties 
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have a significant effect on the ways electrospun materials have been used in the 

past, these can be problematic when applied to biological constructs. In fact, this 

planar fiber arrangement makes cellular invasion of the scaffold difficult due to poor 

interconnectivity. Attempts at reducing this planar anisotropy by including 

sacrificial fibers which erode to leave a more porous structure, or inflating the 

scaffolds to introduce z-axis fiber angle offset have been somewhat successful at 

increasing the ability of cells to infiltrate the scaffolds.[62,66–68] In parallel with 

these attempts to reduce the planar anisotropy of the scaffolds, there have been 

attempts to increase linear anisotropy in order to better mimic biological 

anisotropy. 

There are two main avenues used to align electrospun materials in a single 

dimension: electric field manipulation, and spinneret-target displacement.[69] 

Electrospun fibers have an extremely large aspect ratio: even fibers as thin as 

200nm can be centimeters or greater in length.[70,71] The fibers are charged and 

their attraction to a target with lower charge is a major contributor to fiber mobility, 

as described in detail above. The directionality of the fiber during the whipping 

phase is effectively random, and in a simple flat isotropic target, the result is a non-

woven scaffold with fibers distributed at random angles on the surface. Careful 

arrangement of non-conductive parts of the target can be used to bias fiber 

orientation on landing, such a setup is shown in Figure 3A.[32,72] In the simplified 

case of two parallel conductive plates with a thin gap in between, fibers will limit 

contact with the less conductive regions, collecting preferentially on the two 
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conductive targets, however given the length of the fibers, many will not whip in 

such a way that collecting wholly on the conductive surface is an option. Many fibers 

will cross over the non-conductive region, simply due to their orientation and length 

when whipping towards the target. Fibers that are nearly parallel with the non-

conductive region will be pulled to one side or the other, but fibers more orthogonal 

to the non-conductive stripe cannot entirely reorient and instead will be pulled in a 

more orthogonal arrangement to limit exposure to the non-conductive area. The 

result is that the scaffold that spans the gap between the electrodes is aligned. 

Patterning these non-conductive regions can lead to almost limitless ‘programming’ 

of alignment across the target area including circular alignments or local patterning. 

The density of the fibers generated is limited as the depositing fibers shield the 

underlying target patterning. To create aligned scaffolds at larger scales, two 

parallel wires can be used as a target, leveraging the same principle as shown in 

Figure 3B.[33,70,71] However this greatly limits total scaffold size and eliminates 

the ability to locally adjust fiber orientation. 
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Figure 3: Example methods to produce aligned fibers in electrospun scaffolds 

Three ways are described to create aligned fibers.  The first two, A and B, rely on 
electrostatic forces to align fibers.  In A, non-conductive traces are added to a solid 
target.  The fibers shift to maximize the area on the conductive surface, effectively 
aligning across the non-conductive gaps.  These gaps can be entirely customized.  
Most of the fibers will land on the conductive surface.  In B the target is replaced 
with parallel wires.  With a much smaller conductive surface area the yield of 
aligned fibers in increased, though there are significant limitations to the 
complexity a user can build into such a setup.  The final method, C, spins fibers 
onto a rotating drum or mandrel.  The long fibers are pulled into alignment by the 
shear force experienced when landing onto the rapidly translating surface. 

 

The most commonly used, and most efficient method of aligning fibers is to 

instead provide strong shear forces on fiber deposition by moving either the 

spinning heads or the targets at high speed. Regardless of the target construction, 

relying on the electric field alone to provide the forces aligning the fibers will result 

in many fibers collecting on electrodes rather than spanning between them. 

Furthermore, the parallel electrode approach worst best for aligned scaffolds of a 

limited range of lengths. When electrodes are closely spaced, there is only a little 

force turning the fibers to align across the gap, leading to limited alignment, but 

spaced too far apart and the collecting efficiency plummets as fibers fail to bridge 
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between the electrodes and, instead accumulating on individual electrodes. To 

create fibers with controlled alignment of arbitrary length at high efficiency, the 

target can instead be moved rapidly under the depositing fiber. In this way the 

target remains isotropic, and a directional force is simply added to the system. As 

the leading edge of the fiber lands, the moving target will pull the fiber into 

alignment along the direction of motion. If the shear rate is high enough, alignment 

can be quite significant. This is most often accomplished with a spinning drum 

target, though a well-balanced extremely high speed mandrel can also be used so 

long as the shear is similar.[11,73,74] An example is illustrated in Figure 3C. For 

arbitrarily large aligned scaffolds, a belt system can be used.[28,75] The target 

material is essentially unmodified allowing for complex surface characteristics to be 

embossed without compromising fiber alignment, though there is a limitation that 

the drum or mandrel must remain balanced to enable rapid translocation. The speed 

of rotation can also be varied, allowing for differential alignment along the thickness 

of the deposited fiber: e.g. a slow rotation for two hours followed by a fast rotation 

for two hours resulting in a scaffold with longitudinal alignment on the top 100 µm, 

and random alignment on the bottom 100 µm. Due to the high shear rates necessary, 

it is difficult to create areas of different alignment side-by-side without special 

considerations during construction due to the substantial accuracy and acceleration 

required (linear acceleration of 24cm/s2).[74,76] Furthermore, to alter the direction 

of fiber alignment is not possible as fibers are aligned along the rotational object’s 

circumference. Thus, while it can be argued that there is a control element to the 
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fiber alignment in such systems, it cannot be used to create fibers with differential 

alignment along the scaffold generated. It should be noted that near-field 

electrospinning setups, or setups which include target translation using devices 

other than discs, drums, or belts, may be capable of more complex motions.[75,77] 

A method of fiber deposition leveraging near-field electrospinning can 

compensate for these limitations. Near-field electrospinning as a method is quite 

similar in solution properties and spinning equipment, however the needle is 

positioned quite close to the target.[75] This comes with some limitations, such as 

the need for the solvent to evaporate much more rapidly from the depositing fiber, 

but also comes with some advantages, such as the effective lack of whipping 

instability. The whipping phase of electrospinning may enable narrower fibers, but 

the randomness of the fiber orientation during whipping means that comparatively 

strong forces are needed to bring the fibers into alignment. By spinning close to the 

target and avoiding whipping instability, the fiber jet is almost perfectly straight. By 

translating either the target or the spinneret, each fiber can be positioned in a 

customized location in a customized geometry.[77,78] With such powerful control 

comes one extremely significant repercussion: the rates of fiber deposition are 

extremely limited. There is some avenue of tradeoff though. With a somewhat 

focused fiber, translating the target at more moderate speeds should still enable 

controllable fiber orientation and in a programmable way that can be varied with 

target positioning without such severe deposition rate penalties. 
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Successfully aligned electrospun scaffolds have found use for anisotropic 

tissue regeneration.[79] Unidirectionally aligned electrospun scaffolds also 

demonstrate improved mechanical properties in the direction of alignment. Nerve 

tissue, for example, also develops with strong directionality. When creating nerve 

conduits, including an aligned matrix can greatly enhance cell growth and 

directionality.[80] However tissue anisotropy is not limited to mechanical force 

transduction or even steric guidance. Nerve cells, for example, are extremely 

sensitive to growth factor and signaling gradients.[52] These gradients help grow, 

mature and guide these cells. Growth factor gradients in electrospun fibers have 

been accomplished through the gradual alteration of solution loading while altering 

depositional location of loaded fibers or through complex modification post-

spinning.[81] While large aligned electrospun scaffolds are created through the use 

of a rotational target, these methods are not easily compatible due to the speeds at 

which the target rotates. Through the use of alternative alignment methodologies 

and the use of a robotic electrospinning apparatus, the ability to create aligned 

scaffolds correlated with aligned chemoattractant may be possible. This thesis will 

attempt to generate scaffolds with controllable anisotropy with limited depositional 

spot size so that further development may make the production of fibers aligned 

alongside chemokine gradients possible. 

1.9 Materials to Develop 

Two polymers in particular were tested by electrospinning in this thesis 

work, polystyrene and soy protein isolate. Polystyrene provides an ideal test bed for 
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the optimization of an electrospinning device due to its robust fiber generating 

properties. While fiber morphology is affected, polystyrene fibers can be generated 

from a wide array of solvents of varying vapor pressure and even alterations of 

environmental conditions without the need for any additional modification.[82–84] 

Polystyrene fibers can have industrial applications, and, if the surface is 

functionalized, can provide a surface for cell culture. Polystyrene fibers, however, 

are not generally used for tissue engineered scaffolds without further 

functionalization due to hydrophobicity of the underlying material preventing cell 

attachment[85]. 

Soy protein scaffolds have reportedly  significant bioactivity.[86] Soy protein 

isolate spun from fluorinated solvents has proven itself to be biocompatible in vitro 

and an effective wound dressing in vivo.[87,88] However, in the past, the usefulness 

of soy scaffolds was limited , due to the toxicity and expense of the original solvent, 

hexafluoroisopropanol, employed. Recent research has found that modified soy 

protein recently made commercially available can create fibers using water as a 

solvent.[89,90] Water borne fibers are often difficult to spin due to the effects of the 

high surface tension of the solution, the low vapor pressure, and low protein 

solubility all of which are affected by environmental parameters such as humidity 

and temperature.[52,91] Thus, water-borne soy-derived fibers serve as a 

demonstration of biocompatible fibrous coatings generated under some of the most 

difficult conditions. 
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1.10 Hypothesis 

Electrospinning fiber properties, such as diameter, can be spatially controlled 

through the implementation of robotic control, electric field manipulation, and 

additional aerodynamic forces to enable dynamic control over fiber morphology to 

improve fiber uniformity across non-flat surfaces and to enable controlled local 

anisotropy. 

1.11 Aims of This Thesis 

Specific Aim 1: To design and construct an electroprocessing robot capable of 3D 

movement 

Aim 1.1: Model the electric field present during electrospinning and use the 

model to design and construct an electrospinning robot capable of motion in 

3 dimensions 

Aim 1.2: Implement electroblowing process into electrospinning robot 

Aim 1.3: Validation of electroblowing and electrospinning control by 

generating polystyrene electrospun scaffolds on highly sloped targets 

Specific Aim 2: To use the electroprocessing robot capable of 3D movement for the 

production of soy based scaffolds onto non-flat targets 

Aim 2.1: Electroblow soy fibers onto sloped targets to test whether the 

tracking of surface geometry is relevant to fiber properties 

Aim 2.2: Electrospin soy fibers onto sloped targets to test whether the 

tracking of surface geometry is relevant to fiber properties 
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Aim 2.3: Electroprocess soy fibers onto targets developed from CT scans to 

generate custom scaffolds tailored to individual anatomy 

Aim 2.4: Employ modified electroblowing spinneret in a handheld 

electrospinning apparatus 

 

Specific Aim 3: To test the in vitro effects of scaffolds prepared by the robot 

Aim 3.1: To test whether scaffolds prepared with surface geometry tracking 

reduce variability of cellular responses in vitro compared with scaffolds 

prepared without geometry tracking 

Aim 3.2: To use the control systems of the robot to induce fiber alignment 

and anisotropy for the purpose of guiding cells to grow in an anisotropic 

fashion  
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODS 

2.1 Finite Element Modeling of Electrospinning and Electroblowing Behavior 

2.1.1 Electric Field Modeling 

In order to appreciate the effect of different charged and uncharged 

components on our system, a model must be constructed to demonstrate the 

electrical field strength and local voltage. This was performed by constructing a 

finite-element model (FEM) of the electric field in MATLAB 2015b (Mathworks) 

based on partial differential equations (PDE) using the PDE tool. This model 

functions by estimating the electric field in small triangular areas based on 

fundamental electrostatic relations and slowly building to model the entire area 

under consideration. Details of the equations used to model the electrostatic field 

are presented in Appendix A. Briefly, charged components were modeled as having 

a constant voltage (0 in the case of grounded devices) termed the ‘Dirichlet’ 

condition, free space was modeled as having no stationary charge of its own, termed 

the ‘Neumann’ condition. In order to simplify analysis and improve performance of 

the model, this was performed in a 2D model scenario. This was also necessary for 

many of the examples that were tested due to the limitations of the 3D FEM partial 

differential equation solver in MATLAB. A further discussion on the merits and 

limitations of the 2D model is also presented in the appendix. 
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2.1.2 Airflow Modeling for Alignment of Fibers 

Initial testing of the possibility of airflow to generate a shear force on the 

target capable of aligning fibers was modeled using a primitive FEM of flow 

implemented in the MATLAB ‘app’ QuickerSim 1.6 (QuickerSim). This application is 

an implementation of the Navier Stokes flow model. This means that one major 

assumption was made: that flow is incompressible. This may be an issue when the 

model is meant to represent airflow at significant speeds. Nevertheless, the 

application is capable of directly interfacing with other MATLAB models which can 

be useful for further development of electroblowing models. The geometry of the 

model as well as the plot of the air velocity was constructed in a second program, 

Gmsh v2.12. Newer versions of MATLAB support robust meshing in 2D and 

visualizations, using only MATLAB and should be considered for further 

development. Code is presented in Appendix A. 

2.1.3 Airflow Modeling of Electroblowing Spinneret 

Modeling of the airflow in the electroblowing spinneret was generated in 

Fluent in Ansys 17.2 (Ansys). The model was constructed as a 2D axis-symmetric 

model of the spinneret head itself, greatly enhancing the rate the model could be 

computed and enabling a sufficiently accurate result to be computed using the 

Ansys license available. To simplify the model and decrease solution time 

somewhat, flow was rendered as laminar, though the energy equation was included 

to account for the effect of compression on the flowing air, which is somewhat 

significant at the spinneret tip. The air inlet was specified as a pressure inlet set to 
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5psi and the open walls of the model were specified as pressure outlets. Models of 

electroblowing behavior could not be constructed due to the limitations of the FEM 

method. Specifically, the solvent was rapidly evaporated, and the solids remaining in 

the fiber became too small for straightforward modeling. Models to aid in the 

conceptualizing of spray behavior, however, could be constructed by using a 2-

phase mixture model and allowing the spinning fluid delivery rates to be greatly 

exaggerated; see Appendix B. 

2.2 Methods of Fiber Generation 

2.2.1 Electrospinnning / Electroblowing Parameters 

Electrospinning and electroblowing parameters used in this thesis are listed 

in Table 1. For polystyrene and soy spinning, high voltage was supplied by an ES30-

0.1P high voltage power supply (Gamma High Voltage) and a Fusion 720 syringe 

pump (Chemyx) was used to deliver solutions. Custom high voltage supplies and 

syringe pumps were generated and used for preliminary experiments. Further detail 

on these devices is presented in Appendix D. Polystyrene spinning solutions were 

made by dissolving polystyrene (American Styrenics 630) in tetrahydrofuran (THF, 

Alfa Aesar) or dimethylformamide (DMF, J.T. Baker). Soy solutions were made by 

dissolving water soluble soy protein (Clarisoy™ 100, Archer Daniels Miller) in water 

and supplementing with 1MDa polyethylene oxide (PEO, 372781, Aldrich) to 

enhance chain entanglement. Concentrations used for different spinning conditions 

are shown in Table 1. Polystyrene and soy solutions were prepared 1 day before 

use to ensure complete dissolution. In the case of soy, solutions should be used the 
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day after preparation as the protein appears to degrade with extended time in 

solution.  

Scaffold 
name 

Solvent Conc. (w/v) Pump 
rate 
(μl/min) 

Spinning 
Distance 

Spinning 
Voltage 

Air 
press. 

Focus 
Electrode 
Voltage 

Polystyrene THF 20% 5  10cm 20kV -- 20 kV 
Polystyrene 3:1 

THF:DMF 
15% 15 10cm 20kV 5psi 20 kV 

Soy Water 10% + 
1.25% PEO 

8.3 12cm 14kV -- 10.5kV 

Soy Water 10% + 
1.25% PEO 

8.3 20cm 6kV 5psi 6kV 

Aligned 
Soy 

Water 10% 
1.25% PEO 

8.3 20cm 6kV 15psi 6kV 

Table 1: Final parameters used for electroprocessing 

The table above contains all of the variables used when setting up the 
electroprocessing experiments in this thesis. For targets with variable geometry, 
spinning distances represent the average distance to the target. Scaffolds will be 
referred to by the name in the first column combined with electrospun or 
electroblown, depending on whether the air pressure was activated. In the case of 
aligned soy spinning, multiple pressures were tested, as described in section 2.2.5 
Creation of Aligned Scaffolds and Analysis. 
 

2.2.2 Construction of Electrospinning and Electroblowing Needles 

Electrospinning needles must be blunted, but are otherwise unaltered from the 

initial state, while the electroblowing needles must be carefully customized. In this 

thesis, 30 gauge needles were used for all soy spinning and 21 gauge needles were 

used for polystyrene spinning, both 1 inch in length (Becton Dickinson). Details on 

needle preparation are included in Appendix E. For electrospinning of polystyrene, 

the needles were inserted directly into a solvent resistant fluid line used to connect 

the needle to the syringe. The fluid line (Small Parts, PKT-030-10) was made of 

polyether ether ketone (PEEK), which has demonstrated good functionality with all 
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solvents tested.[92] The narrow PEEK tubing limited dead space (and thus wasted 

solution) and was resistant to all solvents used. For electrospinning of soy, a Luer 

male-to-barb adapter was used to couple the needle to a silicone tube as shown in 

Figure 4. 

  
Figure 4: Electrospinning needles 

A: The electrospinning needle used for spinning of polystyrene fibers was made 
from a PEEK feed line with a blunted 21 gauge needle inserted in the end. The 
needle in this image was directly spot welded to a wire to make connection to the 
high voltage supply easier. B: The electrospinning needle used for spinning of soy 
fibers was made from a silicone feed line attached to a luer–slip connector 
connected to a blunted 30 gauge needle. The solution was much less volatile, 
allowing use of cheaper silicone tubing and the luer connector despite a large dead 
space of almost 500µL. These elements were also much easier to clean and inspect. 

 

Electroblowing needles were constructed from four main parts: a pipette tip 

and a ‘tee’ tube fitting, which provides the airflow path, and a spinning needle and 

attached flow tubing to provide the spinning fluid path. Thus far, multiple pipette 

tips have been tested with varying success. Rainin 100µl pipette tips (VWR 89079-

448) fit easily over a 1/8 barb connector and have a lumen on the tip that fits well 

over a 30 gauge needle. This is the current preferred design for electroblowing of 

water soluble proteins. The small needle is prone to blockage, but the fibers appear 

to fail less often than with larger needle gauges. The smaller aperture allows very 

low airflow to create the pressures necessary for electroblowing. Alternatively, 
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1000µl ‘universal’ pipette tips (Fisherbrand 02-707-403) fit well over 20 gauge 

needles and ¼ barb connectors. This is the current preferred design for 

electroblowing of solutions in volatile solvents. In both cases the spinning needles 

were created by removing the needle from the hub of a standard luer-style needle. 

Details on needle prep are presented beside electrospinning needle preparation in 

Appendix E. Examples of both needle constructions are presented in Figure 5. 

  

 

 
Figure 5: Electroblowing needle designs 

The initial electroblowing needle in A was used for electroblowing of polystyrene. 
This design accommodates a PEEK tube for fluid delivery which is necessary 
when dealing with volatile solvent. The needle in B was used predominantly in 
the laboratory for fixed setups and the hand-held electroblowing system. The 
small gauge needle and pipette allow for the reduced airflow necessary for 
execution of the handheld device. The needle in C is a redesigned of B for the 
robotic spinner by including a hard glass element for the spinneret mount. This 
decreases transmission of torque from the fluid connector to the needle during 
motion and allows for easier repositioning of ‘exposed’ needle length. 

 

2.2.3 Creation of Custom Electroprocessing Targets 

The targets used for a majority of the work consisted only of an aluminum 

foil sheet. The aluminum was mounted on a 4x4 inch right triangular prism made 

from cardboard. When flat targets were used, the aluminum was mounted using 

tape on the vertical wall, and when angled targets were used, the aluminum was 

instead mounted on the angled side. The aluminum sheet was connected by alligator 
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clips to the ground terminals on the power supplies. Electrospinning and 

electroblowing of polystyrene was done either tracking the underlying slope, 

termed 3 degrees of freedom (DOF), or moving only up and down, termed 2 DOF. 

As a preliminary biological model, a target was prepared from a model iliac 

crest by covering one face with aluminum foil. Further biological targets were 3D 

printed, including a nose model and a mandible model. These models were 

extracted from a CT scan in 3DSlicer 4.6. The model was then cleaned and simplified 

in MeshLab 1.3.3. 3D printed models were prepared from acrylonitrile butadiene 

styrene (ABS) filament using a PrintRBot 3D printer and Cura software. The print 

was then smoothed by suspending it from an aluminum ‘lid’ above a beaker with 

10mL of acetone (BDH #1101) on low heat. 

Two methods were used to make the targets conductive. The first method 

involved painting the surface with a suspension of ca. 10% w/v of activated charcoal 

(Sigma-Aldrich C9157) in acetone. This method is detailed in Appendix F. Due to the 

difficulty in preparing targets in this way reliably, a second method was optimized 

which involved creating a thin sheet of conductive polycaprolactone (PCL, MakerBot 

Flexible Filament) which could be conformed to the model surface. In order to make 

the PCL conductive, 1mL solutions of 10% w/v PCL in dimethylformamide (DMF) 

were then doped with 0.5%, 1%, and 2% w/v of either activated charcoal or 

polypyrrolle in carbon black (Aldrich 530573). These solutions were then vortexed 

at maximum speed for at least 30 seconds, repeated 4 times, inverting the tube each 

repeat, and poured into small ceramic dishes and allowed to evaporate in the 
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chemical fume hood. The resulting thin plastic sheet was melted with a heat gun and 

reformed to a 1cmx2cm rectangle. Conductivity measurements were made using a 

multimeter (Innova 3320) clipped across the opposite short-sides of the rectangle. 

To create the final sheets used for targets, ~2 grams of polycaprolactone 

were prepared as above doped with 1% w/v of polypyrolle in carbon black (200mg 

into 20mL of PCL solution). This was formed into a sheet and formed over an ABS 

3D printed target to create a conductive shell. Preparation details are presented in 

Appendix F. 

2.2.4 Creation of Scaffolds on Robotic System 

Initial setup was identical to any standard electrospinning system including 

attaching the spinneret, cleaning and attaching the feed line, and connecting a 

syringe filled with spinning solution to the syringe pump. The feed line had to be 

primed before spinning could begin. The spinneret was connected to an external 

high voltage power supply. When using a focusing element driven at the same 

voltage as the spinneret, the focusing element can be directly coupled to the same 

voltage feed line. When using a focusing element driven at a different voltage, a 

second, high-voltage line is run to a second power supply of the same model as the 

primary. The target and all grounds are always connected together. For 

electroblowing trials, an electronically controlled pressure regulator delivering air 

to the electroblowing needle was connected to house air and controlled directly 

from the robot mainboard. 
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Motions of the robot were programmed using text files with gcode containing 

motion instructions. Text files containing gcode were generated via MATLAB scripts.  

Initial versions of the system required that the motions directly indicate the motion 

of the linear carriage along the three towers up and down.  The current software 

revision can accept standard XYZ coordinates for the spinneret in millimeters. 

Simple codes can thus be generated by hand, but a MATLAB script for preparing a 

file of extended length is included in Appendix H.  For tests on triangular prism 

targets, the robot moved the spinneret over a vertical distance of 5cm while either 

keeping the horizontal position unchanged or moving 5cm in the horizontal distance 

to compensate for spinneret-target distance. User interface including manual 

control and gcode selection used PronterFace software 2014.01.10. When spinning 

onto complex targets, the robot was first moved manually using a GUI interface into 

positions that would properly cover the target in fibers. The resulting positions 

were then programmed into a loop and further spinning occurred in an automated 

fashion. 

2.2.5 Creation of Aligned Scaffolds and Analysis 

Aligned scaffolds were generated by positioning a 4x4 inch square target 

with the center at the specified electroblowing distance (data in Table 1) as would 

be used in a traditional electrospinning setup. Grounding wires and fluid lines were 

set up as in 2.2.4 Creation of Scaffolds on Robotic System. The setup was modified 

by including a turntable beneath the target to enable the rotating of the target at 

specified distances. 
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Initial tests with polystyrene were conducted in triplicate with all variables 

detailed in Table 1 with the target set to angles of 10°, 20°, 30°, 45°, and 90° from 

the horizontal. That is, 0 degrees specifies a target in line with the needle, 90 

degrees specifies the standard orthogonal setup. Scaffolds were collected after an 

hour of spinning by cutting the central section from the aluminum target. Fibers 

were imaged under reflected light on a Nikon Microphot-FX microscope. Fiber 

angles were calculated by tracing 30 fibers per image in ImageJ. Alignment analysis 

of the polystyrene fibers was conducted in Excel. Briefly, fibers were individually 

measured as having angles between 0° and 90°, correlating with aligned fibers and 

orthoganol fibers repectively. The resulting data was plotted in a histogram and 

analyzed visually and by the skewness of the distribution. Details on the method are 

presented in Appendix G. 

Tests with soy fibers were conducted in quintuplicate with the spinning 

variables detailed in Table 1 as well as at increased air pressures including 10 and 

15 psi with the target set to an angle of 10°, 20°, 45°, and 90°. At air pressures above 

5psi, the electroblowing needle was modified to have the spinneret positioned 6mm 

beyond the air nozzle. Scaffold fiber alignment was assessed by placing a glass 

coverslip adhered with a drop of water. The coverslip was removed after 30 seconds 

of spinning and imaged at 40x under darkfield illumination on a Nikon Microphot-

FX microsope. Fiber angles were calculated by tracing 30 fibers per image in ImageJ.  

Scaffolds to be used for in vitro assays were collected from 3 minutes of spinning 
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onto cell-culture treated polystyrene cover slips as well as punched from 30 minutes 

of spinning onto the aluminum target as described in 2.3.1 Scaffold Preparation. 

Soy fiber alignment analysis was conducted in MATLAB using the CircStat 

toolbox.[93] Briefly, fibers angles were aligned for each scaffold at 0° by subtracting 

the circular mean, and fit with a Von Mises distribution. The image-specific Kappa 

values from the distribution were then analyzed by a 2-way ANOVA with interaction 

on the angle and pressure variables. For visualization, replicate data is combined 

and the best fit Von Mises distribution is calculated. The ANOVA residuals were not 

significantly non-normally distributed as analyzed by Shapiro-Wilk and the 

distribution of the combined data was not significantly different from the Von Mises 

fit for any of the conditions as assayed by a Kuiper Test indicating that the tests 

were appropriate. Details on the method and MATLAB code are presented in 

Appendix G. 

2.2.6 Robot Control System 

The robotic control module used an Arduino Mega board (Arduino) with an 

ATMega 2560 microprocessor. This control module provided a large number of 

general purpose IO pins to enable further expansion of the control system as 

needed. The device was programmed with the open source Marlin firmware version 

1.1.0 Rev3 designed for 3D printer operation. Versioning and commands used are 

presented in Appendix H. 

The three motors used to drive the robotic motion, as well as two additional 

motors integrated into robot-controlled syringe pumps were all driven by A4988 
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stepper motor drivers (Pololu, 1182). These drivers were set to drive all motors at 

1/16 micro-stepping at the current specified by the motor used. Power was 

supplied to the motor controllers from a 24V power supply (Total Power 

International TPSPU130). The motor driver controllers were current controlled, 

preventing motor over drive from voltages above the motor rated voltage. The large 

drive voltage allowed faster commutation because it overcame the inductive 

components of the motor more rapidly (Appendix D). Micro-stepping was not used 

to provide resolution, but instead was implemented to reduce electrical noise and 

mechanical vibration in the system. Initially, NEMA 14 motors (Pololu, 1209) were 

used for all applications. While the motors functioned well under intended stresses, 

imperfections in the plastics linear actuators that manifested increased the 

resistance of the robot linear actuators and the main driving motors were replaced 

with larger NEMA 23 (Japan Servo Co. KP56KM2-018) motors in the final design. 

The rotational target used a standard servo (Tower Pro SG90). Automatic zeroing of 

robot actuators was provided by laser beam-break sensors constructed using three 

5V 5mW red laser beams pointed across the robot chamber at cadmium sulfide light 

sensitive resistor. These resistors were individually connected to a resistor divider 

so that the voltage in the divider changed from below 1V when lit to above 3.8V 

when the beam was blocked. This was sufficient to trigger the end-stop Boolean 

sensor in Marlin. 

Most of the robot system parts were 3D printed (PrintRBot LC), however, 

some parts were purchased. Polyethylene channeling (Grainger 2NJE3) and ¼” 
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nylon threaded rod (Grainger 2KB48) were used for the linear actuators. Nylon 

screws (McMaster Carr 94613A550) and nuts (McMaster Carr 94812A700) were 

used to assemble most parts together. Locknuts (McMaster Carr 90101A235), ¼-28 

screws (McMaster Carr 92620A571), and the linear rod (McMaster Carr 6061K11) 

were used to construct syringe pumps. 

2.2.7 Imaging 

Polystyrene scaffolds were imaged on a laser scanning confocal microscope 

(Olympus) under reflected light. Fiber diameters for each scaffold condition were 

measured in 3 fields by measuring 15 fibers in each field. Soy fibers averaged under 

400nm and were difficult to measure in optical imaging. Soy fibers were imaged 

using an FEI Quanta 450 FEG scanning electron microscope. Images from scaffolds, 

one image from the top and bottom, were analyzed and 30 fibers in each image were 

measured. 

2.3 In Vitro Assays 

2.3.1 Cell seeding onto Scaffolds 

In vitro assays of cellular proliferation and integration included in the final 

aims used human dermal fibroblasts. These cells represent the dominant cell type in 

skin and are responsible for the creation of the extracellular matrix, a role necessary 

after a wounding event.[94] In order to test whether scaffolds must be removed 

from the aluminum backing before use in cell culture, a toxicity experiment 

comparing free scaffolds with aluminum backed scaffolds was conducted using 

Jurkat cells. Although the cells form monolayer cultures in the cell culture flasks, the 
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cell line natively grows in suspension.[95] In this sense, these cells are not as 

anchorage-dependent as fibroblast lines. Although cells were meant to seed onto the 

scaffold, which was not itself altered by the presence of the aluminum backing, some 

cells were often found on the plastic dish as well, either due to pores in the scaffolds 

or imperfect sealing with the o-ring. The use of a cell line that is less dependent on 

adhesion reduced any obfuscating effect the aluminum might have had through the 

shielding of the underlying tissue culture plastic surface.   

Human dermal fibroblasts were seeded at a density of 5,000 cells per well 

(2,600 cells/cm2) for the studies in Aim 3. These cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s 

modified Eagle’s medium (Corning 10-013-CV) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum (FBS, Gemini Benchmark 100-106) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Pen-

Strep, Corning 30-002-CI).  Fibroblasts were seeded at passage 18.  Toxicity studies 

using Jurkat cells were seeded at a density of 50,000 cells per well (26,000 

cells/cm2). These cells were maintained in RMPI 1640 media (Corning 10-040-CV) 

supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% Pen-Strep.  Jurkat cells were seeded at passage 

20.  Results from Jurkat culture demonstrated no toxicity from the aluminum 

backing and are presented in A10. Preparation of Scaffolds for In Vitro Testing. 

2.3.2 Scaffold Preparation 

Soy protein scaffolds were prepared for cell-based in vitro assays as follows. 

Fibrous scaffolds prepared by electrospinning or electroblowing onto an aluminum 

target were cut into circles fitting a 24-well plate using a single hole-punch. This was 

accomplished by first applying two sheets of copier paper on both sides of the 
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scaffold to prevent the tearing of the aluminum substrate followed by punching with 

the hole-punch. The protective paper was then removed and the aluminum-scaffold 

discs were placed into wells of a polystyrene 24-well plate. To reduce the solubility 

of the fibers, scaffolds were put into a 90°C vacuum oven for 24 hours. It is 

important that the vacuum was applied prior to heating. This process was meant to 

encourage crosslinking through dehydration reactions without compromising 

biological activity.[96,97] See Appendix J for images of the process. If there is latent 

moisture in the fibers, the protein will instead denature. 

Scaffolds were then fixed in position with VitonTM o-rings under sterile 

conditions. To ensure sterility, scaffolds were then treated with 500µl of 10% 

antibiotic-antimitotic (Corning cellgro 30-004-CI) solution in PBS overnight. The 

solution was then aspirated, the scaffolds washed 3 times in PBS, and cells were 

seeded with 500µl of media.  

2.3.2 Cytotoxicity and Proliferation 

The alamarBlue assay of cellular viability was executed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol as follows. A blank well of 500µl of media was added to the 

plate to be assayed. AlamarBlue solution was added to each well (50µl, 10% of the 

well volume), gently shaken, and allowed to incubate for 4 hours. For each well 

assayed, 100µl was removed to a 96-well plate for measurement. The remaining 

media was aspirated and replaced with fresh media. The 96-well plate was then 

analyzed for fluorescence with an excitation of 560nm and an emission of 590nm 

with a fixed gain set to 50 on a Tecan plate reader. For the Jurkat toxicity 
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experiment, this assay was conducted on day 8, for fibroblast data the assay was 

conducted on days 3 and 5. 

2.3.3 In vitro Imaging 

After the final day of alamarBlue, scaffolds prepared above were fixed for 30 

minutes in 10% neutral buffered formalin at room temperature. Fixation buffer was 

then aspirated and replaced with PBS. Scaffolds were kept at 4°C until further 

staining. 

To visualize cell morphology, cell nucleus and the f-actin component of the 

cytoskeleton were stained with DAPI (4′,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole 

dihydrochloride) and Alexa Fluor 546 conjugated phalloidin, respectively. The stain 

was executed simultaneously using a solution diluted from DAPI stock at 1:1000 

(stock concentration of 5µg/ml) and from phalloidin stock at 1:500 (stock 

concentration of 500U/ml). 300µl was sufficient to cover most samples in a 24-well 

plate though care should be taken to ensure sample is fully immersed without using 

excess solution. Permeabilization of the cells, beyond that accomplished by formalin 

fixation, was unnecessary for small molecule actin staining by phalloidin.[98] 

DAPI/Phalloidin was allowed to stain cells for 30 minutes before being aspirated 

and replaced with PBS. Due to the large volumes necessary for the well of the 24 

well plate, wells were not treated with anti-fade reagents. For this reason, only a 

limited number of wells should be stained at a time to ensure imaging can be 

completed while contrast is high. 
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Cells on thick scaffolds produced were imaged by laser scanning confocal 

microsope (Olympus FV1200) set to image the DAPI, AlexaFluor 488, and 

AlexaFluor 546 with a 60x oil-immersion lens. The 488 dye channel was used to 

visualize fiber autofluorsesence. 

Cells on aligned saffolds on coverglass were imaged by fluorescence 

microscopy using an Olympus FSX automated microscope. Imaging was conducted 

at 20x under the green and red fluorescence channels and phase contrast to enable 

visualization of the fibers along with the cell and nucleus. 

2.4 Statistical Analysis 

Most analysis and statistics were computed in Microsoft Excel 2013. 

Comparisons between two groups were conducted as 2 sample t-test and 

comparisons with fixed values (e.g. 100%) were conducted as 1 sample t-test. P-

values were considered significant for p<0.05, however significance is always 

reported as either p<0.05, p<0.01, or p<0.001 which ever value is most significant. 

Graphs display group mean and standard error, unless otherwise indicated. 

Multiway ANOVA were used to analyze the effects of pressure and angle on 

fiber alignment as well as the effects on cellular viability as of soy fiber blowing 

conditions (Top v Bottom, 2 DOF v 3 DOF, electrospun v electroblown, 3 v 5 Days in 

culture). Post-hoc testing between groups was performed by Tukey HSD. The test 

and the graphs of the test results were processing in JMP 12.1 ANOVA residuals 

were checked for normality by Shapiro-Wilk and passed at p>0.1.[99] Statistical 
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analysis of fiber alignment data is addressed in detail Appendix A7. Statistical 

Methods Used for Aligned Fiber Analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MODELING AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTROSPINNING 

ROBOT 

In this chapter, initial design and testing of an electrospinning robot will 

demonstrate its usefulness in the creation of electrospun scaffolds onto targets with 

significant changes in height. Initial electrical field modeling using finite element 

analysis will demonstrate the need for the system and the requirements for using a 

non-conductive design. A robot design using parallel actuators made of plastic is 

then described as implemented. In order to improve the outcomes, additional 

auxiliary electrical elements used to focus fiber deposition are modeled, 

implemented, and optimized. The working design for the robotic system is then 

validated using a polystyrene representative fiber. The second section of this 

chapter will introduce and validate the inclusion of additional aerodynamic forces 

for enhanced speed, control, and uniformity of produced fibers termed 

electroblowing. This chapter includes all preliminary results necessary to validate 

the electrospinning robot concept for application of electrospun scaffolds to non-

uniform implant surfaces. 

3.1 Electrospinning Robot Design and Validation [Aims 1.1, 1.2] 

3.1.1 Electric Field Modeling 

In the past we noticed during repeated electrospinning of soy protein isolate 

scaffolds from hexafluoroisopropanol solutions, that scaffolds can be captured on 

areas other than the ‘target’ positioned in front of the spinneret. Specifically, the 

front of the syringe pump became a fairly efficient target, collecting fibers at a rate 
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that was a substantial fraction of the rate fibers landed on the target itself. While the 

inefficiency could not be easily quantified, during electrospinning of these solutions, 

the dry mass incorporated in the solvent was up to 5 times higher than the mass of 

the resulting scaffold. That isn’t to say that the fibers landing elsewhere made up 

90% of the mass; in this condition, much of the solvent dripped from the needle as 

waste onto the floor of the spinning chamber. Nevertheless, the fact that the fibers 

that were made did not efficiently reach the target became of specific interest. In the 

literature it is common to employ methods attempting to shield the syringe pump 

from the spinneret either with an insulator, or, more commonly, with a charged 

metal sheet.[11,100] In either case, the goal of the alteration is to eliminate the 

effect of the syringe pump on the electric field. Another method that we employed in 

early testing was to set the target at a negative high voltage, and the spinneret at a 

positive high voltage. In doing so, neutral parts, such as the syringe pump become 

effectively less attractive. 

Using the 2D finite element analysis of the partial differential equation model 

for the high voltage system described in Methods, 2.1.1 Electric Field Modeling, the 

comparison of these different setups can be easily seen. Specifically, in the ‘standard’ 

setup, Figure 6A, the field at the spinneret tip is highly divergent, but, more 

importantly, pointed towards the target and the field strength is very high. The 

fibers spend most of their ‘flight’ time in the region where the contours are nearly 

horizontal, indicating that the electric field is propelling them directly towards the 

target, and not spreading the fibers further out. 
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Figure 6: Electric field model on the effect of interfering grounded components and 
the effects of shielding methods 

Electric field models are implemented in MATLAB as described. Color represents 
electrical potential and the red arrows’ length and direction represent electrical field. 
Panel A presents an ‘ideal’ setup without any impinging grounded component. 
Panel B is a model of a typical ‘traditional’ setup, which includes some grounded 
metal devices in the vicinity of electrospinning, specifically a syringe pump. It can be 
seen that there is a strong directional electric field towards the pump. This causes 
loss of fibers to the pump’s grounded metal shell, and has an unpredictable effect on 
spinning from the complex field. One way to shield the effects of grounded 
components is to add a high voltage shield on the spinneret, as shown in Panel C. 
This creates an area of very high electrical field between the shield and the syringe 
pump, and alters the field around the needle. A second way to shield the effect is to 
set the target voltage to a negative voltage instead of having it grounded as shown in 
Panel D. This doesn’t fully remedy the situation and risks changing whipping 
dynamics. Conductive parts are modeled as Dirichlet boundaries, with set voltages, 
while open (or any non-conductive part) is modeled as a Neumann boundaries with 
0 net current. 
  

Spinneret 

Target 

Syringe 
Pump 

Charged 
Plate 
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By comparison, the inclusion of the syringe pump in the model in Figure 6B 

upsets the electric field in 2 major ways: The first, and arguably most obvious is the 

strong field directly between the charged spinning needle and the syringe pump. 

This demonstrates a fairly trivial limitation: if the voltage applied to the spinneret is 

too high, arcing can occur to the syringe pump. Many syringe pumps include plastic 

mounts for the syringes effectively eliminating this issue within the voltages 

considered here, though some (e.g. the Chemyx Fusion 100) which include 

aluminum mounts cannot be used if the syringe body itself (roughly 1mm of 

polypropylene) does not provide sufficient insulation. The second limitation, which 

will remain a consideration throughout this chapter, is that the field becomes 

biased. Rather than the nearly horizontal contours in Figure 6A, in Figure 6B the 

contours demonstrate a voltage field saddle point. For the sake of clarity, consider 

first the regions far from the spinneret (the lower half of the figure). When this bias 

is limited, as it is in this region, the bias will result in a scaffold of uneven thickness 

as the fibers follow the electric field lines favoring one end of the target. Positioning 

of the target below the spinneret can remedy this effect somewhat, and is standard 

practice in the laboratory. The regions near to the spinneret demonstrate the saddle 

point itself: fibers that enter this region suffer from poorly directional electric field, 

with many fibers tending towards the syringe pump itself, and essentially violating 

the field consideration assumed during electrospinning. 

Figure 6C and 6D demonstrate two methods employed during 

electrospinning to remedy these issues by shielding the effect of the syringe pump 
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on the electrospinning field. The first method, presented in Figure 6C, is the simply 

the addition of a conductive plate around the spinning needle. This plate is charged 

to the same voltage as the spinneret, and effectively blocks the grounded syringe 

pump from affecting the electric field beyond the plate. This method has two 

limitations: The first is that the electric field between the plate and the syringe 

pump is extremely high, requiring good insulation to prevent arcing. When using 

short needles, this can actually be quite difficult. The second is that the plate actually 

reduces the divergence of the electric field at the spinneret tip as compared with 

Figure 6A. The divergence of the electric field at the spinneret tip is not essential to 

the electrospinning process, so it can be argued this isn’t a bug but a feature, though 

regardless it means that electrospinning processes need optimization when 

employing high voltage shields. 

The second shielding method, presented in Figure 6D, is to bias the target at 

a negative potential rather than ground it. This requires an additional power supply, 

substantially increasing the cost of the setup, but otherwise provides a fairly easy 

way to remedy the electric field. While there is still technically a saddle point as in 

Figure 6B, it is pushed ‘upwards’ towards the spinneret, and is now close enough 

that it is unlikely that fibers will enter the region.

Unfortunately, despite the electric field being well remedied in Figure 6D, 

the effect on electrospinning processes depends not only on electric field, but also 

fiber charge. The extent of the whipping forces during electrospinning rely on intra-

fiber repulsion driven by embedded charge. By changing the spinneret voltage, 
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despite not changing the electric field, this force has been irrevocably altered. As in 

Figure 6C, this does not result in an unusable method, but does mean that a user 

cannot employ the same settings as used in a ‘standard’ setup and expect similar 

results. 

The modeling in Figure 6 was used to derive one of the requirements of the 

electrospinning robot: it could not have any electrified components within the build 

space that were not used to explicitly control the electric field. The goal of the 

system is to employ electrospinning mechanisms without going through an obscure 

optimization process, and to enable continued augmentation of the system over 

time. Any method of shielding components as described in Figure 6 could at best be 

trusted only when carefully modeled in the setup employed, and effectively 

eliminates any realistic ability for an end user to add additional components to the 

design. The robotic device in essence must require parts to be included in the space 

to enable motion, however, if those parts are of extremely low conductivity, they do 

not affect the electric field, as demonstrated in Figure 7, where such a component is 

modeled as having ‘infinite’ resistance (zero current). To ensure the reliability of the 

electric field within the robot, all parts will be made from plastics, and no electrified 

components will be included in the build chamber aside from those expected, or 

intended to modify the electric field (i.e. the charged spinneret, the grounded target, 

electric field focusing elements, etc.). 
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Figure 7: Effectiveness of insulation for protection of electric field 

A: Electric field model of a standard electrospinning setup. B: Electric field model 
of an electrospinning setup with a non-conductive object inserted in the path 
between the spinneret and the target. While conductive components, especially 
those at fixed voltages, including ground, have substantial effects on the electric 
field, completely insulated components have only a minimal effect (B vs A). The 
box, meant to represent any use implemented object in the spinning path, is 
modeled with a Neumann boundary condition, that is, it is treated as though no 
current will flow through or across it, effectively a perfect insulator. In general, 
the plastics design that is employed in the electrospinning robot constructed, can 
be effectively modeled as such, and the result on the electric field is arguable not 
non-existent, but is substantially minimized. Color represents electrical potential 
and the arrow length and direction represent electrical field. 

 

3.1.2 Initial Robot Design 

The initial functional robot design is presented in Figure 8. The device is 

entirely constructed of plastic materials fully enclosed within a polycarbonate 

chamber. Electrical components, including the motors for motion control, the 

syringe pump to deliver the electrospinning solution, and even laser beam-break 

based position zeroing are all implemented outside the spinning environment. 

Furthermore, there is a large amount of area available for targets of varying 

geometry and the open source electronics provide a large amount of future 

customization and expansion options. The specific design considerations and 

accomplishments are discussed in detail below.  

Non-conductive 
object 
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Figure 8: Example images of electrospinning robot.  

A: Render is completed in Solidworks, and most parts are 3D printed. B: A 
magnified view of the linear actuator. A plastic carriage rides in the polyethylene c-
channel driven by a nylon rod pushing a hidden captive nut. The carriage includes 
two u-joints connecting arms to the spinneret head to keep the head parallel with 
the robot base. C: An image of the robot as completed. The chamber is composed of 
polycarbonate in case future developments require altering chamber pressure, if 
the PC walls fail, they will not be dangerous to the operator. The motors (the only 
electrical component in the motion system can be seen outside of the rear of the 
spinner. It has been tested both on its side as well as upright. On the left an example 
T-shaped scaffold can also be seen. D: Components used to zero the robot position 
also were included outside the spinning chamber. Here a laser is visible at the 
bottom, and a CDS light sensitive resistor is located inside the tube at the top 
forming a line-break sensor triggered when the robot arms are positioned at the 
chamber rear. 
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The prerequisites of the electrospinning chamber are determined by the 

limits of electroprocessing behaviors used in past research in the laboratory, the 

limits posed by the robotic design constraints, and by the size of the targets that will 

be used within. For the sake of simplicity, four recent papers from the i-CTERM 

laboratory were considered to construct the electroprocessing design criteria: a 

paper that uses electrospun soy for wound dressings[7] (which may be made in a 

conformal manner), a paper that uses electrospun chitosan scaffolds as a periosteal 

mimic[8] (which may be used as an osteo-integrative coating for implants), a paper 

that uses a blend of animal-derived polymers with synthetic polymers[1] (which 

may be used to construct complex scaffolds for tissue engineering applications), and 

finally a paper that uses a rotating target to form vascular grafts from 

polyurethane[79]. Parameters used in these papers are presented in Table 2.  

Material Electrospun Excitation 
Voltage 

Spinning 
distance 

Processing 
Solvent 

Poly(lactide-co-glycolide), gelatin, and 
elastin blends[1] 

10-15 kV 12cm HFP 

Chitosan with hydroxyapatite[8] 15 kV 15cm TFA 
Soy protein isolate[7] 12 kV 15cm HFP 
Polyurethane[73]  12 kV 12cm HFP 
Table 2: Materials eletrospun in recent iCTERM papers 

This table includes the spinneret voltages and the spinneret-target distances for 
electrospun scaffolds produced in recent iCTERM papers. The processing solvents 
are also included, either hexafluoroisopropanol (HFP) or trifluoroacetic acid 
(TFA). While the robot can function on a much broader set of criteria, the ability 
to produce these scaffolds in particular was set as the initial goal.  

  

From this table, we derive a few necessities: the spinning distance from the 

spinneret to the target must be able to accommodate distances of at least 15cm, the 
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charged tip must be safe at voltages up to 15 kV, and areas exposed to solvents 

should be resistant to HFP and TFA, though many other solvents should be 

considered as well. Finally, given the extremely small amounts of solution that are 

delivered (in these cases under 5mL through an entire ‘product’), the system should 

keep any waste levels ideally under 10%, or 500µl. In the interest of making the 

robot and enclosure compatible with additional electrospinning methods, room was 

also added to hold a mandrel of up to 10 inches, though it should be noted that the 

device used by Uttayarat et al.[73] was only a centimeter in diameter. This provides 

the potential for use on scaffolds aligned through the use of rotational target, as well 

as generally giving sufficient space to put many types of implants. While initial plans 

included the development of a power supply unit along with the robot, this did not 

make it into final design (see Appendix D). 

The foremost requirement to limit any uncontrolled effects on the 

electrostatic fields in the electrospinning chamber is the driving force behind 

choosing a parallel actuated design. In this design three ‘towers’ are implemented in 

an equilateral triangle geometry. The height of a linkage on the three towers 

provides our three degrees of freedom. They are linked to a single central head by 

pairs of rods with a universal joint on either end. These joints allow motion in two 

degrees of freedom. By using pairs of connectors from the central head to each 

linkage, the control head is maintained perpendicular to the direction of the towers. 

The result is that the three linear actuators can control the spinneret head in three 

degrees of freedom: in/out, up/down, and left/right. 
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While the design is fairly flexible, the sizes of the components were chosen to 

facilitate the best use of space possible. The base shape of the device was fixed early 

based on material availability, but also the size it took on the bench. The final device 

has a square cross section and uses roughly half of the bench depth. Furthermore, 

the robot has free motion over an area significantly greater than the ~16 in2 

scaffolds currently prepared in lab. As the robot is designed foremost for control, 

and not for making larger scaffolds (rotational targets are superior for that use 

scenario) this was considered sufficient. Fundamental to the equilateral spacing of 

the towers and the universal joint design, the head will be able to operate in a 

Reuleaux triangle area, the area defined by the length of the arms from each of the 

three towers.  The area of motion is shown graphically in Figure 9. While longer 

arms do enable a larger area for the device to move, if the towers are included in the 

triangle it becomes possible to accidentally translate the stage ‘through’ a tower 

during motion. In this way, the arm length connecting the carriages riding on the 

tower to the spinneret mount was fixed. There is an amount of ‘dead’ space where 

the robot has reduced control, equivalent to the height of the tower minus the arm 

length on either side. In the interest of spinning as many materials as possible, this 

was used to fix the tower length to allow for 15cm of free motion. 
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Figure 9: Range of motion analysis for delta-robot design 

The maximum range of motion of the parallel actuator (‘delta’) robot design used 
is geometrically complex, though can be simplified for more intents and purposes. 
A: A cross section render of the robot range of motion in the X-Y plane rendered in 
SolidWorks. The orange box represents the walls of the device and the three large 
circles positioned in a venn-diagram orientation represent the area that the 
spinneret can reach from each of the three towers. The center of this venn-
diagram is then the areas that the spinneret can be positioned that is achievable 
using the arm lengths and tower spacing indicated. This shape, called a Reuleaux 
triangle, is actually of constant width, indicated in the red box as 6.44 inches. For 
simplicity, the best fit circle also indicated in the red box has a diameter of 5.39 
inches. B: In 3 dimensions the true maximum range of motion is substantially 
more obscure. For simplicity, the region that the motion is inscribed by the largest 
Reuleaux triangle (when the range of motion in the X-Y plane is largest) is 6 
inches long indicated by the red arrows. 
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The three towers are made from high molecular weight polyethylene 

channeling. This extrusion is widely available, and the plastic has a low friction 

coefficient and is robust to many solvents (including all of those mentioned in Table 

1). The carriage that travels the towers is moved using a screw mechanism and a 

captive bolt within the part. The screw mechanisms travel outside of the spinning 

chamber and are coupled with the driving motors, avoiding any concerns that the 

motor would affect the electrospinning field. The screw mechanism in particular is 

ideal for this scenario because it can be coupled tightly to the chamber. If the 

chamber is air conditioned in the future, the perforation of the screw will provide 

negligible leakage to the conditioned air. Most importantly, this design does not 

require any electromechanical parts to be within the chamber. 

The spinning head itself is designed to be modular, though solutions must be 

delivered through a tether because local pumps easily obscure the electrostatic field. 

This comes with the significant advantage that it keeps the spinning head 

lightweight, which lessens the mechanical requirements of the robotic fixtures. To 

keep solution waste low, the tether must be as thin as possible; here we used a 

tether with an inner lumen of only 760 µm. The tether used is made of polyether 

ether ketone (PEEK). This is a popular plastic that is comparatively stiff and has 

extremely good solvent resistance (including all of those mentioned in Table 1). The 

stiff plastic is ideal for multi-material spinning because it lessens the amount of 

material that will continue to be delivered after pump pressure stops and also 

allows rapid re-initialization. Most importantly, in testing, no solvent evaporation 
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was noticed. Given the long tether, the extremely large surface area-to-volume ratio 

causes any permeability of the tubing to allow bubble formation, which impedes 

regulated fluid flow and alters solution ratios. Unfortunately, the 760 µm inned 

diameter tether tends to accumulate nearly 1mL of spinning fluid in use, potentially 

a waste ratio of 20% or more, but the solution in the tether can be almost entirely 

recovered at the end of a spinning session by simply pushing air through the tether 

and collecting the fluid that is emptied. 

3.1.3 Electric Field Focusing 

Though the design could be considered complete in that it satisfies the most 

limited requirements of a 3D electrospinning robot, the scaffolds the device can 

generate are still of significantly limited use. This is due to the fact that the 

deposition accuracy is, at this point, limited to the standard accuracy of 

electrospinning. Due to the whipping behavior of the fibers, and the parallel electric 

field lines, the fibers spread over a large area. In the case of the polystyrene used 

during device optimization, preliminary results demonstrated a ‘spot’ size of 

roughly 6cm as seen in Figure 10A. Through the use of a focusing electrode this 

spot size was successfully brought down to 1.5cm as seen in Figure 10B. In a target 

with a slope of 45 degrees, the fibers will land only 5mm ‘closer’ or ‘farther’ than 

aimed. Considering electrospinning is usually performed over more than 10cm, this 

would be less than a 5% error. 
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Figure 10: Effect of electric field focusing on polystyrene fiber deposition area 

The electrospinning robot needs further optimization to enable enhanced 
spinning accuracy if the motion control is to be useful. A: The robot spins 
polystyrene while moving up and down. While the motion control does allow a 
stripe pattern to be visualized, the fibers are deposited over a 6cm diameter 
during motion. This would only allow extremely coarse control over local fiber 
properties. B: After the addition of focusing elements, the robot spins the same 
polystyrene solution while moving left and right. The fibers are now deposited in 
a 1.5cm diameter stripe. Scale bar is 3cm. 

 

Electric field focusing is accomplished with a metal ring or annulus which is 

charged from the same supply as the spinneret as shown in Figure 11C. Such a 

design allows the focusing element to be attached to the mobile spinning head 

enabling a constant focusing effect on the spinning fibers without additional control 

variables. In choosing such a simple focusing method, the effect of the annulus is 

governed by three design variables: annulus wire thickness, annulus diameter, and 

annulus position between the spinneret and the target. In fact, the annulus wire can 

be considered infintessimally thin in all realistic annular focusing setups considered 

because the diameter of the ring is at least two orders of magnitude below the 

distances between elements. 

6 cm 
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The two remaining variables, annulus diameter, and position, have effects as 

follows. The narrower the annulus diameter, the smaller the focal ‘window’ there is 

for the fibers to pass through, improving focus. However, this effect is limited as the 

smaller the annulus, the stronger the ‘shielding’ effect it has on the spinneret. The 

electric field gradient at the spinneret is effectively reduced as the annulus positions 

itself close to the spinneret, which can reduce the electrostatic forces present, 

eventually preventing Taylor cone formation. The effect of the focusing annulus can 

be seen in the electric field model in Figure 11. Note the reduction in the field 

strength present at the spinneret (the length of the quiver plot), The position 

between the spinneret and the target functions similarly. When the focusing 

element lies behind the spinneret, it can only provide limited focusing effect during 

jet initiation, because ‘centering’ force drops off with distance squared (from 

Coulumb’s Law). Not only does this limit the ability of such an annulus to cancel 

normal divergent effects because of the aerodynamics during the time of flight, but 

jet initiation is generally straight, with the majority of the fiber spread appearing 

during the whipping phase, a number of centimeters beyond the spinneret. As the 

focusing element is moved in front of the spinneret, it serves to recenter fibers after 

they have begun to diverge, enhancing the focusing effect, though also enhancing the 

shielding of the target attraction. Two edge cases develop from the annulus position 

and diameter: one where the needle stops spinning and one where the fibers simply 

travel ‘around’ the focusing element. In testing up until these edge cases, the result 
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is that the narrower and farther in front the annulus is employed, the more effective 

a focusing element it is. 

   
Figure 11: Electric field focusing with auxiliary electrode 

A: A standard electrospinning field model. B: A focusing ring is added to focus fiber 
deposit at the center of the target. C: A photograph showing a ring focusing element.  
Note that this is a two-dimensional model, so the ring appears as two circles. The 
ring can be seen ‘shielding’ some of the field generated at the spinneret, though it 
can also be seen creating a focusing effect, propelling fibers towards the center. In 
this way the annular focusing element can be a boon to focusing fibers, but if an 
attempt is made to focus too much, spinning will either cease, or the fibers will find 
alternative routes to the target. Color represents electrical potential and the arrow 
length and direction represent electrical field. Scale bar is 4cm. 

 

When using a focusing annulus, there is one additional relationship not 

considered in the model above between the annular diameter and the distance 

between the spinneret and annulus: the potential for the breakdown of the air gap 

between the focusing element and the target. Air, like other dieletrics, can 

breakdown under a high enough electric field, effectively transitioning from an 

insulator, to a conductor, causing a spark to conduct between the spinneret and the 

target. In the best case scenario, this simply stops Taylor cone initiation as the static 

electric field dissipates along the (now conductive) air path to the target. In reality, 

this will also shut down the power supply, and potentially cause any local 

electronics to shut down, reset, or even be damaged by the surge. The minimum air 
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gap between two electrodes in a homogeneous field can be estimated as V(kV) = 30 

* d(cm). At 20 kV, this indicates a distance of roughly 6mm. 

 

 
Maximum spark length in centimeters 
between spherical electrodes in dry air 

Voltage 
(kV) 

Diameter (cm)  
2.5 5 10 needle 

5 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.42 
10 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.85 
15 0.42 0.44 0.46 1.30 
20 0.58 0.60 0.62 1.75 
25 0.76 0.77 0.78 2.20 
30 0.95 0.94 0.95 2.69 
35 1.17 1.12 1.12 2.69 

  
Figure 12: Geometry dictating annular focusing element shape based on 
minimum air gap between annulus and target.  

In the case of a large target, the focusing ring may approach the target as the 
fibers are deposited at the parts furthest away. As a result, there is a risk that the 
charge that is places on the annulus can arc through the air to the target. This can 
cause an acute failure of the electrospinning system. A: The relevant geometry if 
the angle is limited to 45 degrees and the spinning distance is 10cm. B: A table of 
the maximum spark length through air modified from the CRC Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics[101]. Although the annulus and the target may ideally be 
smooth, the annulus can be quite narrow, and imperfections on the surface can 
cause arcing at the distances listed under the ‘needle’ column in a worst-case 
scenario. 

 

In reality, our field is not homogeneous: the spinneret and annulus elements 

are quite thin with surfaces that are often not smooth. These narrow elements have 

an increased ability to build a charged corona and arc at high voltages. A table from 

The CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics[101] is included in Figure 12, which 

indicates that narrow elements (or elements that have very narrow suface features) 

at 20kV, can create a maximum spark length of 1.75cm, almost 3 times longer than a 

1
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D cm 
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smooth surface would. If we were only considering flat targets, this would limit the 

placement of the focusing electrode to positions further than ~2cm from the target; 

however, we are considering the robot for use on non-flat targets as well. If it is 

assumed that the target may have features that include angles up to 45 degrees, this 

limiting distance from our focusing element to the target would hold true for the 

closest any part of the element comes to the target. Considering a spinning distance 

of 10cm with a 20kV spinneret and annulus voltage, Equation 1.1 gives us the 

maximum distance in ‘front’ of the spinneret relative to the annulus diameter. 

Eq 1.1: S − Y = A ∗ cos(45°) + D/2 Eq 1.2: 2Y = 15 − D 

Equation 1: Focusing element position to avoid arcing. 

Eq 1.1: Relation determining the maximum distance a ring focusing element can 
be positioned in front of a spinneret when spinning onto a target with a 45° slope 
when the ring is charged to the same voltage as the spinneret. S is the spinning 
distance, Y is the maximum allowable distance between the spinneret and the 
focusing ring, A is the maximum spark length for the spinning voltage used, and D 
is the diameter of the focusing element. 
Eq 1.2: Simplification of equation 1.1 determining the relationship between the 
maximum distance a focusing ring can be in front of a spinneret given a 10cm 
spinning distance, and a 20 kV spinning voltage. The final relationship involves 
only the diameter, with rings of smaller diameters capable of being placed farther 
in front. This generally gives a better ability to focus, though it shields the target 
to a larger extent. Eventually resulting in an inability to focus. 

 

Based on these steric limitations, the ability of the single annulus to focus the 

fiber deposition was tested for an annulus from 8-12cm in diameter and for 

positions 1-3 cm in front of the annulus. It should be noted that positions of 3cm and 

beyond for diameters over 8cm do not satisfy Equation 1.1, and should be 

considered as indicative of the overall effect of the variables, not as usable positions. 
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The best case scenario, with an 8cm annulus spaced 3cm in front of the spinneret, 

the electrospinning robot yielded a 1.5cm focus. It should be noted that individual 

‘passes’ by the robot had line widths of only a few millimeters (See Appendix C), but 

the line drawn would vary in position over time to give the 1.5cm result. Based on 

this result, an annulus of wire with an 8cm diameter placed 3cm in front of the 

spinneret was used for all further spinning. 
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Figure 13: Effect of focusing element geometry on spot size for polystyrene fibers 

A: Graph of the effect of a focusing annulus to shrink diameter of deposited 
electrospun fibers. B: Table of focus achieved with indicated focusing annulus 
positioned in front of the spinneret at indicated distances. As predicted, the smaller 
the annulus and the farther the spinneret was behind the annulus, the better the 
focus. The 3cm in front, 8cm annulus was capable of focusing electrospinning fiber 
deposition to 1.5cm. Attempting to move the focusing element further forward 
results in an inability to spin except at the widest use case, where it made spinning 
unreliable, but not entirely impossible. Using a simple annulus focusing element, 
8cm positioned 3cm in front appears to be ideal. 
 

3.1.4 Electrospinning of Polystyrene using Robotic System  

The ability of the robot to generate scaffolds across targets that would 

otherwise not be possible to cover is demonstrated by spinning polystyrene fibers 
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onto a target with a large slope. A truly standard electrospinning setup, with an 

unmoving target and needle, cannot even remotely attempt to cover a shape with 

significant surface height deviations because the fibers will collect almost 

exclusively on areas closest to the spinneret, as the electric field dictates. However, 

this is an unfair comparison because electrospinning setups that do include the 

ability to move in at least on axis are quite commonplace, for example, both IME 

technologies and Spraybase, two premiere electrospinning apparatus companies, 

market such ‘scanning’ spinnerets with their rotating drum systems.[40,41] The 

main draw of the new design is that it allows for all three cardinal dimensions of 

control. 

To demonstrate the need for the third ‘z’ direction, a standard right 

triangular prism with a length and height of 4 inches is used as a target. Attempting 

to spin onto the prism without control over the z-position will result in substantially 

uneven electrical fields. For the sake of a ‘fair’ comparison, the ‘standard’ setup will 

involve allowing the robot to track only the y position of the target, and the 

‘enhanced’ setup will involve allowing the robot to track the y and z positions. As a 

demonstration scaffold, polystyrene dissolved in THF at 20kV over 12cm at 5ul/min 

was used. The results can be seen in Figure 14. 

The ‘standard’ robot with two degrees of freedom (X and Y only, no Z), 

referred to going forward as 2DOF, has increased divergence of the spinning area as 

the spinning distance increases. Though it should be noted the success of the 

focusing element does enable coverage of the whole area and the fibers are not 
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located exclusively at the closest point. In comparison, the robot with three degrees 

of freedom (X, Y, and Z capable), or 3DOF, has nearly uniform deposition width. 

Looking at fiber diameters, the fibers are very similar regardless of the z height in 

the 3DOF scaffold, while they are significantly altered in the 2DOF setup. 

Specifically, the lower electrical field present at the ‘far’ end of the target seems to 

have caused an increase in fiber diameter. While the test scaffold was chosen 

partially because it makes fibers even when it is far outside of its ‘ideal’ settings, 

fiber properties beyond just the diameter, such as presence of solvent drops, is also 

highly effected by the distances chosen, though it is harder to quantify exactly how 

this changes.   
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Motion Diagram Deposit Bottom Top 

    

    
Figure 14: Electrospinning of polystyrene dissolved onto a sloped target.  

Polystyrene scaffolds are electrospun onto 5cm x 5cm right triangular prisms either 
maintaining consistent distance (3 DOF) or ignoring the changing distance (2 DOF). 
A: The mean fiber diameter measured from SEM images of triplicate samples. The 
‘top’ is where the target is furthest away versus the ‘bottom’ where the target is 
closest. There is no significant differences between top and bottom on average in 
the 3 DOF setup, but in the 2 DOF setup fibers are thinner on average at the bottom 
(p<0.01 by t-test). The difference in average fiber diameter may be due to the higher 
electric field strength at the bottom vs the top in the 2 DOF setup. The average 
difference between 2 DOF and 3 DOF setups is most likely due to uncontrolled 
environmental variables. B: A schematic demonstrating the motion of the needle in 
the 3 DOF and 2 DOF setups. C: A gross image showing that the 3 DOF setup 
maintains near constant deposition diameter, while the 2 DOF setup appears to 
spread over a larger area at the ‘top’ as opposed to at the ‘bottom’. This can be 
explained by the increased whipping distance of the fibers which would expand the 
area of fiber distribution. D: SEM micrographs of representative scaffolds 
comparing fiber morphology deposited at the top or bottom of the target under 2 
DOF or 3 DOF control. Scale bar is 50µm *=p<0.01 
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3.1.5 Conclusion [Aims 1.1, 1.2] 

Through the combination of electric field focusing together with 3- 

dimensional control from an all-plastic robot, demonstrated that electrospun fibers 

can be deposited onto non-flat collectors without compromising fiber uniformity. 

Finite element modeling of the electric field aided the development of the concept 

for the non-conductive design and the electric field focusing element. The 

practicality of the model makes it ideal for use in ‘trouble-shooting’ electrospinning 

operations and, due to the ease of use, should be considered a standard-operating-

procedure. Empirical optimization of the focusing element enabled sufficient 

depositional accuracy to eliminate concerns of local electrical field deviations for 

targets of moderate slope. While further testing with scaffolds of biological interest 

will be addressed in following aims, polystyrene scaffolds showed improved fiber 

uniformity through the control of spinneret-target distances. 

3.2 Application of Electroblowing to Robot [Aim 1.3] 

3.2.1 Blow Spinning Needle Design 

Until now, it has been presumed that in order to manufacture a consistent 

nanofiber, equivalent electrospinning parameters had to be maintained; instead, the 

method presented here reduces inconsistencies by altering the spinning mechanism. 

The Taylor cone is initiated during electrospinning by forces that are generated 

from the electric field on our charged solvent that resides on the tip of a needle. 

Without going into more detail of the other forces that counter it, this electromotive 

force is controlled principally by altering either the voltage we place on the needle 
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or the distance from the high voltage needle to the low voltage collector; the latter is 

our ‘problem’ variable. After the charged fiber is formed and leaves the Taylor cone, 

the effects of voltage field are more minimal.[25] The fiber is already substantially 

embedded with charge, and the attraction of the charged ‘particle’ will guide it to the 

target and is otherwise relevant primarily to the whipping action. If we consider 

that the whipping action becomes more severe farther away from the nozzle, the 

relevant fields at play will be generated mainly by the (consistent) charge 

embedded in the fiber affecting intra-fibrillar forces and the target voltage, but not 

the electric field generated by the needle. The effect of changing spinneret-target 

distance on fiber morphology is then principally due to the changing of forces near 

to the Taylor cone, though time of flight and distance spent in the whipping phase 

can still be a minor confounding variable. 

This implies that while the field is extremely important to the initiation of the 

fiber, and setting its initial velocity/stretch, the later effects of the field will be 

minimal by comparison. Using high voltage to only generally direct fibers along the 

field while mainly leveraging inter-fiber forces in this way is popular in related 

fields such as flocking: in order to get an even felt surface, chopped fibers are 

charged between 5 and 60 kV depending on the device, and then the electric field 

force propels them towards a piece of wood, metal, or plastic coated in an adhesive 

with no regard to surface shape.[102] Not only is an even coating on the target 

accomplished due to the landing fiber repelling each other during travel, but the 

inter-fiber electrostatic forces also orient the fibers parallel to each other, creating 
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the soft surface associated with flocking,[102] This is meant to indicate that a 

significant ‘solution’ to electrospinning dilemmas may be found by augmenting the 

Taylor cone formation through the use of a device that would not depend on target 

geometry and that such a device would not necessarily compromise electrospinning 

behavior into the whipping phase. 

The solution was significantly inspired by a recent publication describing the 

In Situ Deposition of PLGA Nanofibers via Solution Blow Spinning.[50] 

Fundamentally, there are quite a few methods for generating fibers at a commercial 

rate. One such method, called melt spinning, is performed by melting the polymer of 

interest and then pumping it into a stream of air. The air pressure atomizes the 

molten fibers into strands at extremely high production rates. While only a minority 

of compounds used for tissue-engineered scaffolds are suitable to be melted for 

spinning, recently it has been appreciated that the same technique can be applied to 

solutions where the solvent evaporates, often termed blow-spinning.[45] This takes 

the form of an airbrush, or airbrush-like, atomizer nozzle. While this works quite 

well for thin solutions based on volatile solvents, it would be ideal if the nozzle 

design could be applied to solution like those of water soluble proteins: solutions 

that are thick, have low volatility, and are prone to foam formation. 

This last issue was that hardest to overcome with many traditional atomizer 

nozzle designs. An internal mix atomizer used for a sprinkler system and a jet 

nebulizer were both tested with identical outcomes: large amounts of foam were 

produced. These systems essentially mix high pressure air into the spinning solution 
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and rely on the expanding air and shear forces to then break it into droplets. While 

this works well for some linear polymers like PLGA in solvents with limited surface 

tension, it simply generated foam when used with protein solutions in water. A 

finite element model of the needle is shown in Figure 15, which demonstrated the 

generation of a high pressure mixing region at the needle tip in internal mix designs. 

Repositioning the air nozzle slightly behind the fluid needle tip created an external 

mix nozzles with an ideal profile for drawing the solution into a fiber without 

generating the high-pressure region. Indeed, spraying solutions commercially that 

are too thick to reliably atomize through internal mix nozzles is often compensated 

with external mix nozzles. The nozzle design that successfully worked was 

accomplished simply by putting a 1mL pipette tip around the 21 gauge 

electrospinning spinneret. 

0.5mm 0.1mm 0mm -0.1mm -0.5mm 

     
Figure 15: Example of Ansys model of electro-blowing spinnerets with the 
airflow nozzle positioned from 0.5mm behind to 0.5mm in front of the needle tip 
as indicated above. 

In testing, only external nozzles appeared to work, this can be seen most clearly 
by comparison to the rightmost, internal mix nozzle. The air compresses the fluid 
flow and this results in bubble formation as pressure drops. If the nozzle was 
external by too much, it can be seen that the airflow is highly divergent and the 
‘drawing’ effect it would have on fluid in the center drops off rapidly. As it is this 
‘drawing’ effect that functions to produce the electro-blowing capabilities, the 
best results are usually can when using the 0.1mm external mix design. Color 
represents air velocity. 

 

Air nozzle 

spinneret 
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3.2.2 Application to Electrospinning Robot 

To apply this mechanism to the electrospinning robot as described required 

a few modifications. Specifically, the spinneret was augmented with a gas assist and 

an air pressure controller, and the focusing elements must be re-tuned. The needle 

was modified simply by allowing the electrospinning spinneret to pass through a T 

fitting. The entrance was then glued shut, and a pipette was positioned around the 

spinning needle to act as the gas assist nozzle. The open side was then connected to 

the air pressure controller. The pressure controller (SMC ITV 1011) can be signaled 

by an analog voltage generated by the robot to control the air pressure though the 

needle. The analog signal was derived using a low-pass filter on a PWM (pulse-

width-modulated) output from the robot’s main control board using control codes 

already available in the firmware. The robot controlled pressure regulator can be 

seen in Figure 16B. 

Outfitted with the new electroblowing apparatus, the robot was used to 

conduct a similar test as earlier, spinning onto a right prism with either 2 degrees of 

freedom (motion in the X-Y plane only) or with 3 degrees of freedom (motion in the 

X, Y, and Z directions and thus capable of tracking the slope of the targeted prism). 

The results can be seen in Figure 16. In the 3DOF case, the robot demonstrated 

identical fiber diameters on average regardless of spinning distance, while there 

was a significant variation of fiber diameter between the top and bottom when the 

distance was not compensated. Scaffolds were prepared serially, and it is likely that 

environmental or other uncontrolled variables caused the significant change in 
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average fiber diameters between the two groups, however the fibers were 

statistically significantly thicker at the top of the target as compared to the bottom 

in the 2DOF case. 

3.2.3 Conclusion [Aim 1.3] 

The application of electroblowing to the robotic electrospinning system was 

meant to provide production rate advantages, as well as to test whether the 

variability in force due to electric field could be easily compensated. Fiber 

production rates were increased almost 3x with the introduction of the 

electroblowing method (consult Table 1). Furthermore, the robotic system was 

capable of driving the new spinning technique. However, in initial testing there 

remained a significant effect of spinneret-target distance on fiber diameter. While 

the application of the robot was sufficient to control the fiber diameter the results 

nevertheless unpredicted. While the drag force from the air current during blow 

spinning is not variable with spinneret-target distance, the application here 

continued to use a large electrical field which may limit how much the non-variant 

drag force can compensate. This issue will be further addressed in the following 

chapter. 
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Figure 16: Electroblowing polystyrene onto sloped target 

Polystyrene scaffolds are electroblown onto 5cm x 5cm right triangular prisms 
either maintaining consistent distance (3 DOF) or ignoring the changing distance (2 
DOF). A: The spinneret used for electroblowing of polystyrene fibers. B: The voltage 
controlled pressure regulator used to enable robot control of electroblowing 
pressure. C: The mean fiber diameter measured from LSCM images of triplicate 
samples. The ‘top’ is where the target is furthest away versus the ‘bottom’ where the 
target is closest. There is no significant differences between top and bottom on 
average in the 3 DOF setup, but in the 2 DOF setup fibers are thinner on average at 
the bottom (p<0.01 by t-test). The difference in average fiber diameter may be due 
to the higher electric field strength at the bottom vs the top in the 2 DOF setup. The 
average difference between 2 DOF and 3 DOF setups is most likely due to 
uncontrolled environmental variables. D: The percent change of the fiber diameters 
deposited at the ‘bottom’ where the target is closest versus the ‘top’ where the 
target is furthest away. The 2 DOF result is significantly positive by 1 sample t-test 
(p<0.01) indicating that scaffolds do not maintain equal fiber diameter under that 
setup, instead fibers are thinner in areas where electrospinning is done under 
higher electrical field. E: SEM micrographs of representative scaffolds comparing 
fiber morphology deposited at the top or bottom of the target under 2 DOF or 3 DOF 
control. Scale bar is 50µm. * p<0.01 
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CHAPTER 4 
MODIFICATIONS NEEDED TO IMPLEMENT GENERAL USE 

SCENARIOS 

In this chapter, the design from Chapter 3 will be further modified for more 

general use. The fibers tested in the system thus far have effectively been 

exclusively of polystyrene. The polystyrene serves as a functional test fiber due to 

its forgiving nature, allowing careful tuning and testing of parameters with 

comparatively little risk of the solution failing to form fibers. In the interest of 

testing the system with a more useful fiber, further analysis was carried out with 

fibers made from soy protein. 

While previous research has demonstrated the ability to spin soy protein 

from solutions of hexfluoroisopropanol, the solvent is both expensive and 

dangerous.[7] While solvent is largely absent from the final electrospun product, the 

ability to spin a modified soy protein directly from water is attractive from a safety 

and ease of production perspective. Using a modified soy protein which is soluble in 

water, this is now possible. Furthermore, the high surface tension of the water 

borne soy solutions makes the fiber a better test of the system to function in a 

general use case as the solution is especially sensitive to the forces generated during 

fiber creation. 

The chapter will begin with alterations to the electrode setup and electric 

field considerations necessary when implementing these soy fibers when 

electroblowing and especially when electrospinning. The fibers will be validated on 
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a sloped target initially, however, additional control and methods needed to apply 

fibers to targets of custom design and of slopes beyond those already considered 

will also be tested. Based on the positive results using soy fibers in the 

electroblowing system, a hand-held electroblowing apparatus will also be 

demonstrated. 

4.1 Application of Soy Based Fibers in the Robotic System [Aims 2.1, 2.2] 

4.1.1 Electroblowing of Soy Fibers 

In Figure 17, the need to retune the focusing annulus is demonstrated. 

Electroblowing of soy fibers deposits scaffold over a large area of ~8cm. Applying 

the focusing electrode as used for polystyrene spinning in chapter 3 narrowed the 

deposition area to ~5cm. Electroblowing of soy fibers occurs at a much lower 

spinning voltage than polystyrene. Leveraging Equation 1, the focusing ring was 

repositioned 5cm in front of the spinneret resulting in a depositional area of 1.8cm. 

The ability of the airflow to both initiate and direct fibers prevented issues 

relating to shielding and reduces the potential for the fibers to navigate ‘around’ the 

focusing annulus, both significant issues present when optimizing electrospinning 

focus. That said, the result is not better than that accomplished with electrospinning. 

This is consistent with the prediction that the airflow force is dominant during the 

straight jet phase of electrospinning, a phase that does not result in significant fiber 

dispersion, and it does not significantly alter fiber whipping motions resulting in 

similar fiber dispersion. 
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Figure 17: Electroblowing of soy protein with the robot and the effect of focusing 

Soy solution is electroblown A without annular focusing, B using the same 8cm 
ring focusing electrode positioned 3cm in front as used when electrospinning of 
polystyrene, and C using an 8cm focusing electrode positioned 5cm in front of the 
spinneret. D: The final setup used for electroblowing of soy fibers. The soy 
solution is spun at only 6kV, as opposed to the 20kV for spinning polystyrene. 
Positioning the annulus further forward is therefore possible, increasing focus. 
The focus element does not ‘shield the target region because the drawing effect of 
the air flow is not electric field dependent. The airflow also forces the fibers to 
remain directed over the initial short distance, which prevents fibers from finding 
alternate routes ‘around’ the focusing element. Scale bar is 3cm. 

 

Electroblowing of soy protein onto triangular prisms as in chapter 3 

demonstrated the ability of the electroblowing force to compensate for the varying 

electric field presented when spinning onto an uneven surface as seen in Figure 18 

even without robot tracking of the surface geometry. This differs from the 

polystyrene results in chapter 3. While there did appear to be differences between 

the average fiber diameter in 3 DOF and 2 DOF samples, the scaffolds are prepared 

serially and this is likely due to uncontrolled environmental variables. Soy fibers 

spun from water solutions are especially sensitive to environmental humidity levels. 

Neither 3DOF nor 2DOF samples differed significantly in fiber diameter between the 

top and bottom of the generated scaffold. This result coincides with the prediction 

that implementing a spinning force which is largely not affected by spinneret-target 

8cm 
5cm 

1.8cm 
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distance can compensate for some degree of fiber non-uniformity. The fact that the 

result differs from the similar test of polystyrene fibers may be a result of the 

substantially reduced electric field (2kV/m for polystyrene versus 300V/m for 

electroblown soy). Further model development of the electroblowing process may 

enable better prediction of what scenarios require target tracking to control fiber 

morphology. 

While fiber diameters are uniform through the scaffold, thickness differs 

significantly as shown in Figure 19. Scaffolds generated from the 3DOF setup were 

not statistically significantly different in thickness between the two ends of the 

scaffold, but scaffolds generated from the 2DOF setup were significantly thicker at 

the top than at the bottom. This may be caused by the target being closer at the 

‘bottom’ than at the ‘top’ in the 2DOF setup. A possible explanation is that the closer 

the target is positioned, the more turbulence the airflow will create as it impacts the 

target. This may scatter fibers, or, in the case of an angled target as used here, may 

direct fibers towards the top of the target. 
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Figure 18: Electroblowing of soy protein onto sloped target: Fiber morphology 

Soy scaffolds are electroblown onto 5cm x 5cm right triangular prisms either 
maintaining consistent distance (3 DOF) or ignoring the changing distance (2 DOF). 
A: The mean fiber diameter measured from SEM images of triplicate samples. The 
‘top’ is where the target is furthest away versus the ‘bottom’ where the target is 
closest. There is no significant differences between top and bottom on average in 
either 2 DOF or 3 DOF setups. The difference in average fiber diameter between 
setup is most likely due to uncontrolled environmental variables. B: The ratio 
expressed as a percent of the fiber diameters deposited at the ‘bottom’ where the 
target is closest versus the ‘top’ where the target is furthest away. There is no 
significant differences between top and bottom on average in either 2 DOF or 3 DOF 
setups indicating that the aerodynamic forces may compensate for variability in the 
electric field strength in the 2 DOF case. C: SEM micrographs of representative 
scaffolds comparing fiber morphology deposited at the top or bottom of the target 
under 2 DOF or 3 DOF control. Scale bar is 5µm. 
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Figure 19: Electroblowing of soy protein onto sloped target: Scaffold deposition 

Soy scaffolds are electroblown onto 5cm x 5cm right triangular prisms either 
maintaining consistent distance (3 DOF) or ignoring the changing distance (2 DOF). 
A: The ratio expressed as a percent of the thickness of deposited scaffolds at the 
‘top’ where the target is furthest away versus the ‘bottom’ where the target is 
closest. The 2 DOF result is significantly above 100 by 1 sample t-test (p<0.05) 
indicating that scaffolds do not maintain equal thickness under that setup. B, C: A 
comparison of the deposition area between the 3 DOF and 2 DOF setups 
demonstrates a similar depositional area in the 2 DOF setup as compared with 3 
DOF. Scale bar is 3cm. *p<0.05 

 

4.1.2 Electrospinning of Water-Soluble Soy Fibers 

Electrospinning of water based soy solutions presented substantial 

difficulties. Electrospinning conditions were optimized on a benchtop 

electrospinning setup and then validated in the robot model without issue. 

However, when the focusing electrode was employed in the system, throughout the 

entire search space used for polystyrene optimization, the solution was incapable of 

Taylor cone formation. The resolution of fiber deposition without focusing elements 

is too low for use as a coating a described in chapter 3, however it appeared that the 

methodology employed to optimize focusing electrode setup was deficient for this 
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application. The electric field model developed in chapter 3 was deployed with a 

focus on the electric field at the spinneret tip as seen in Figure 20. When spinning 

polystyrene, only narrow elements positioned far in front of the spinneret were able 

to prevent Taylor cone formation. This effect was termed ‘shielding’ earlier, and set 

only the extreme limitations of focusing electrode design. The field strength used for 

the polystyrene electrospinning was double that used for soy spinning and the 

solvents exhibit lower surface tension (26mN/m for THF versus 72.8mN/m for 

water). As a result, the polystyrene solution still generated a Taylor cone even at the 

lowered field strengths at the needle tip caused by the focusing electrode shown in 

Figure 20B. The water-borne soy solutions could not initiate fiber formation at the 

lowered electric field strength, and all spinning ceased. In order to reinitialize 

Taylor cone formation, the focusing element could be electrified to a voltage 

between that of the target and the spinneret to lessen the shielding of the electric 

field. Specifically, using the electric field model, the voltage necessary to maintain a 

constant electric field at the spinneret was predicted and a second power supply 

was then used to electrify the focusing electrode accordingly. 

Through the use of a variable voltage focusing element, focused 

electrospinning of soy solutions was enabled as shows in Figure 21. Due to the 

lower voltages on the compensated focus electrode, it could also be brought closer 

to the target without risk of arcing. As with polystyrene, focus correlated with 

narrowness of the focusing ring and distance it was positioned in front of the 

spinneret the electrode. While the smallest spot size was enabled with a 6cm 
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focusing element positioned 5cm in front of the spinneret, this setup also resulted in 

a second outer ring of fiber deposition of fibers when traveled around the focusing 

element. For this reason the 8cm focusing element was used. 

One side effect of the compensation of the focusing ring voltage is that 

electric field over the first ~5cm was controlled by the relative voltage of the 

spinneret and focusing element. The focusing element could then be brought to 

higher voltages to improve focus, while the spinneret could be similarly 

compensated. This further improved the focus as shown in Figure 21B to a similar 

spot size as achieved earlier. 
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Figure 20: Electric field model of 'compensated' focusing element 

The electric field model presented shows the field in both color and direction and 
length of the arrows. A: A high field strength is present at the spinneret tip in the 
‘traditional’ electrospinning setup used for soy protein spinning. B: Field strength 
at the spinneret is substantially diminished by the focusing element. The focusing 
element is identical to that used for polystyrene fiber spinning: the voltage on the 
ring is the same as that on the spinneret (though for soy electrospinning the 
voltage used is only 12kV). Unlike the polystyrene fibers used earlier, the soy 
electrospun fibers are spun directly from water media. The high surface tension 
makes it difficult to form a Taylor cone, especially so at the lower voltage used, 
and the diminished field resulting from the focusing element prevents fiber 
formation. This was not an issue when blow spinning as in Figure 18 because the 
air current is sufficient for fiber formation and remains unaffected by the focusing 
element. C: To compensate for the reduction in the field strength, the focusing ring 
can be brought to a lower voltage using a second high-voltage supply. For the 8cm 
ring positioned 3cm in front of the spinneret, such compensation occurs when the 
focusing element is charged to 7kV. The model must be used to optimize focusing 
element voltages for any changes in geometry or spinneret voltage. 
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Figure 21: Focusing element geometry and voltage effect on spot size of 
electrospun soy 

A: The effect of the positioning and size of the focusing element on the deposited 
spot size was tested for focusing rings from 6 to 10cm in diameter positioned 1 to 
5cm in front of the spinneret. While spinneret voltage was fixed at 12 kV, using the 
model presented in Figure 20, the voltage on the ring was varied to maintain a 
constant electric field at the spinneret tip. B: If the spinneret is excited to a higher 
voltages, the focusing element can also increase in voltage while maintaining a 
constant field strength at the spinneret. This increases the focusing forces from the 
element, and the spot size can be further reduced.  It should be noted that excitation 
voltage is the principle force behind fiber whipping dynamics, and the fiber 
properties change when this variable is used to improve focus. C: The narrowest 
fiber spot the system was capable of generating. Scale bar is 5cm. 

 

4.1.3 Conclusion [Aims 2.1, 2.2] 

With the spinning conditions fixed, soy solutions were electrospun onto 

triangular prisms as in earlier aims with the results presented in Figure 22. On 

average, the uncontrolled spinneret-target distance did not significantly affect fiber 

diameter. While there was a statistically significant shift of 8% between the top and 

bottom, this was substantially below sample-sample variation. This indicated that 

the effect of the uncontrolled electric field caused by varying spinneret-target 

distance was of relatively minor consequence, especially as compared with 

polystyrene electrospinning in chapter 3. 
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Figure 22: Electrospinning of soy onto sloped targets: fiber diameter 

Soy scaffolds are electrospun onto 5cm x 5cm right triangular prisms either 
maintaining consistent distance (3 DOF) or ignoring the changing distance (2 DOF). 
A: The mean fiber diameter measured from SEM images of triplicate samples. The 
top is where the target is furthest away versus the bottom where the target is 
closest. There is so significant differences between top and bottom on average in 
either 2 DOF or 3 DOF setups. The difference in average fiber diameter between 
setup is most likely due to uncontrolled environmental variables. B: The ratio 
expressed as a percent of the fiber diameters deposited at the bottom where the 
target is closest versus the top where the target is furthest away. The 2 DOF result is 
significantly positive by 1 sample t-test (p<0.05) indicating that scaffolds do not 
maintain equal fiber diameter under that setup, instead fibers are thinner in areas 
where electrospinning is done under higher electrical field. C: SEM micrographs of 
representative scaffolds comparing fiber morphology deposited at the top or 
bottom of the target under 2 DOF or 3 DOF control. Scale bar is 5µm, *p<0.05. 
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Despite the minimal effect on the fiber diameter, the thickness of the scaffold 

deposition is strongly correlated with spinneret-target distance as seen in Figure 

23a. In the 2DOF case, when the robot did not compensate for the slope of the 

target, the scaffold became 20% thinner at the top than at the bottom, while no 

difference was demonstrated in the 3DOF case, when the robot maintained a 

constant spinneret-target distance. This could be seen easily by the dramatically 

increasing area of deposition during 2DOF spinning as shown in Figure 23 B vs C. 

 

3 DOF 

 

2 DOF 

 

Figure 23: Electrospinning of soy onto sloped targets: fiber deposition 

Soy scaffolds are electrospun onto 5cm x 5cm right triangular prisms either 
maintaining consistent distance (3 DOF) or ignoring the changing distance (2 
DOF). A: The ratio expressed as a percent of the thickness of deposited scaffolds at 
the ‘top’ where the target is furthest away versus the ‘bottom’ where the target is 
closest. The 2 DOF result is significantly below 100% by 1 sample t-test (p<0.01) 
indicating that scaffolds do not maintain equal thickness under that setup. B, C: A 
comparison of the deposition area between the 3 DOF and 2 DOF setups 
demonstrates a changing depositional area in the 2 DOF setup as compared with 3 
DOF. Scale bar is 3cm. *p<0.01 

 

The results were not initially expected, but are strongly predicted by the 

electric field model as shown in Figure 24. Specifically, the implementation of the 
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compensated focusing element used to create fibers from the soy solutions 

functions maintain a near constant electric field during fiber formation despite 

unequal spinneret-target distances. In the uncompensated case, as in ‘traditional’ 

electrospinning as well as the polystyrene electrospinning from Aim 1, the distance 

from the spinneret to the target and the difference in the two voltages, fully defines 

the electric field present at the spinneret tip. When the target is positioned closer, 

such as at the bottom of the pyramidal target, or farther, as at the top, the electric 

field at the spinneret tip varies as a direct ratio of the change in spinneret-target 

distance. 

When the compensated element is used, the electric field is substantially 

generated between the spinneret and the focusing ring. When the target moves 

closer or farther it changes the electric field (and thus the stretching force on the 

Taylor cone) only a small amount. In many ways, this functions similar to how the 

electroblowing force was hypothesized to function: by including a force at the 

spinneret which does not vary with target geometry, the effect of target geometry 

on fiber morphology is reduced. Nevertheless, with increased distance between the 

spinneret and target, the fiber is given more time to diverge and whip over a larger 

area. 3DOF control is then still necessary to maintain scaffold thickness uniformity. 

With modification, the robot is capable of processing soy fibers into nano-

fibrous scaffolds. The need for a true 3DOF robot was demonstrated only to 

maintain an even scaffold thickness. In parallel, it has also been demonstrated that a 

substantial degree of fiber uniformity can also be enabled though the use of forces, 
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either electrical or air flow driven, which are controlled independently of target 

geometry. In this way, the current system can compensate through three distinct 

mechanisms, motion, airflow, and focus electrode voltage, for electrostatic field 

induced fiber morphological inaccuracies. 

 

 ‘Close’ ‘Far’ 
Uncompensated focus 

  
Compensated focus 

  
Figure 24: Model electric field generated by targets at varying distances with and 
without a compensated focusing element 

A model of the electric field generated between a spinneret at 12kV and a grounded 
target positioned either 9cm apart in the near case, or 12cm apart in the far case. An 
8cm wide focusing ring is positioned 3cm in front of the spinneret either at 12kV in 
the uncompensated case or 7kV in the compensated case. Using an uncompensated 
focusing element, as the target increases in distance, the electric field drops from 
2750 to 2000 V/m, a drop of 27%. Using a compensated focusing element, as the 
target increases in distance, the electric field drops from 6500 to 5800 V/m, a drop 
of 10%. This indicates that the use of a focusing element which is compensated to 
create an electric field between the spinneret and the focusing element itself can 
shield the effects of a changing spinneret-target distance on the electric distance 
derived forces during Taylor cone and initial fiber formation. Color and the red 
arrows’ length and direction represent electrical field strength. 
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4.2 Robotic Electrospinning onto Natural Shaped Targets [Aim 2.3] 

4.2.1 Application of Electrospun Polystyrene Fibers to Iliac Crest Model 

While the model validation with the prism gives good results, it still must be 

determined if this extends to biological shapes as well. While it is perhaps not a 

realistic use scenario, the ilium is a useful bone to test because of its extreme 

geometrical anisotropy. A model hip bone was wrapped in aluminum foil. The target 

for electrospinning must be conductive, and the model bone must also not be altered. 

Seven points along the surface of the bone were programmed into the robot in 2DOF 

and 3DOF modes, and the polystyrene material was spun on the ilium. The extreme 

shapes presented yielded extremely poor deposition of fibers in the 2DOF scenario, 

with only the two ‘peaks’ on the bone showing visible deposition, but there was 

sufficient fiber deposition for the fiber diameters to be measured and compared. It 

can be seen (and is significant by two-way ANOVA) that the effect of the spinning 

distance is much less of an issue for the 3DOF settings than for the 2DOF setup. Other 

scaffold parameters, such as mechanical properties should also be assayed, but 

representative scaffolds should be prepared with similar thickness. Attempts to use 

sections taken from different locations within a single scaffold, in a similar approach 

as that used for fiber image analysis, resulted in a significant confounding effect of the 

scaffold thickness, a parameter that was addressed separately. This validates that the 

robot model constructed is capable of coating biologically relevant shapes with even 

scaffolds in ways not possible using more standard electrospinning setups. 
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Figure 25: Example coating a model hip bone in an electrospun polystyrene 
scaffold. 

Polystyrene scaffold was electrospun onto a target made of a plastic iliac crest 
model covered in aluminum foil. The robot was programmed to track the 
underlying target shape in all cases, but in the 2DOF setup (A), it didn’t track the 
z-height of the target, while in the 3DOF setup (B), all dimensions were accounted 
for. The ability to coat the entire target is seen clearly in the side view (C). 
Punching out 4 areas of the target and measuring on an Olympus IX83 laser 
scanning confocal microscope, the fiber dimensions in areas of varying z-heights 
are displayed in the graph D. It can be seen that the 3DOF robot is capable of 
compensating for the varying z-height. 
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4.2.2 Target Design for Patient Specific Devices 

As the main purpose in designing a robotic spinner was for applications 

using complex anatomic surfaces, scaffolds deposited on such surfaces must be 

tested directly. To develop these tests two requirements must be met by the target: 

it must be created from anatomic models, and it must be made suitable for use as an 

electrospinning target. As there is no patient in mind, ‘patient’ derived renders can 

come from bone CT scans in the case of bone related scaffolds, image based renders 

from 3D imaging, or simply artistic renders that are sufficiently life-like. For the 

sake of realism, two models are used here: a mandible model derived from a CT 

scan, and a nose model derived from an artistic render.  These present the two most 

divergent use scenarios: the covering of an implant meant to replace bone, or the 

production of a conformal bandage. 

The models thus far have been produced using a fused deposition 3D printer 

printing with ABS plastic. In order to be suitable for use as an electrospinning target, 

the models must also be conductive. Bone replacement implants almost always 

integrate a metal component, and as such, no modification would be needed, 

however, rapidly prototyped parts meant to serve as imitations of patient skin 

surfaces may commonly be made from plastic materials. As a result, the 

development of a methodology to make the products of a rapid-prototyped 

construct suitable for use as a target is useful generally. The conductivity of the 

target can be surprisingly poor before it presents a problem. Electrospinning 

currents are ideally under a single microampere.[42,52] Considering the electric 
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field while electrospinning uses voltages on the order of 1kV/cm, voltage drops on 

the order of 1V (0.01% for 10cm spinning distance) are negligible. From Ohm’s law 

a current of 10uA, a voltage drop of 1V would result from a resistance of 100kOhm, 

a fairly high resistance. While in initial tests the parts were made conductive by 

simply painting the parts with acetone mixed with activated charcoal, target 

conductivity uniformity was optimized through the creation of ‘shells’ of 

polycaprolactone  doped with 10% polypyrrole-carbon blend (Figure 26). 

  
Figure 26: Creation of polypyrrole doped polycaprolactone targets for 
electrospinning 

A: From left to right: 1. A model nose 3D printed out of polycaprolactone (PCL). 2. 
A model nose 3D printed out of ABS plastic covered in a conformal polyethylene 
sheet. 3, 4. A conductive PCL shell on a 3d printed nose and by itself. It is created 
by including 10% w/w polypyrrole in carbon powder in PCL followed by molding 
onto the model #2.  B: Conductivity of PCL doped with indicated fractions of 
polypyrrole in carbon powder (PP) or activated charcoal (AC).  Conductivity with 
10% polypyrrole in carbon powder was sufficient for producing targets  

 

4.2.3 Integration of Target Rotation to Compensate for Extreme Slopes 

Initial tests were performed on a mandible model extremely unsuccessfully. 

With the electrospinning needle tracking the surface, fibers were only found on the 
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tip of the chin. Even with manual control over needle placement (as opposed to the 

needle tracking the actual target shape) large areas on the target could not be 

coated as seen in Figure 27. 

  
Figure 27: 3D render and attempted electrospinning onto model mandible.  

A: A mandible render in SolidWorks derived from a head CT scan. Such models 
are commonly available from patients undergoing mandible reconstruction. B: 
When the model was reproduced, it was coated with a carbon layer to make it 
receptive as an electrospinning target. When the robot attempted to coat it, the 
scaffold failed to make a good coating. 

 

In order to diagnose the cause, an electrostatic model as processed in chapter 

3 was applied (Figure 28). What can be seen is that for objects with steep sides, if 

the needle moves sufficiently off to the side of the target that the electric field would 

pull the fibers to the area of interest besides the tip, the focusing ring actually 

shields the target. In samples tested in aim 1, angles were limited to 45° so the 

problem never manifested. While it can be argued that in most real-world scenarios, 

simply positioning the target at an appropriate angle will remedy this situation, in 

an effort to generalize the use of the robotic system another approach was taken. 
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Figure 28: Electrostatic model of electrospinning setup with focusing element 
attempting to spin onto a target with a steep slope.  

A: Following the electric field lines from the spinneret it can be demonstrate that 
despite being ‘aimed’ to the center of the target, the electric field clearly biases the 
fibers toward the front. B: If the spinneret is positioned far enough to the side it is 
possible to bias fiber further towards the middle. C: Further offsetting of the 
spinneret does not deposit fibers further down the target because the focusing 
ring generates a substantial shielding effect. Color and contour lines correlate 
with electrical potential. Red arrows’ direction and length correlate with electric 
field strength. 
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The 3DOF robot is inherently limited when applied to objects with severe 

angles because the fibers must approach from the front; this can be remedied by 

adding additional degrees of freedom to the robot. If size was not a concern, the 

pairs of linkages used to fix the robot head to the towers could be separated into 

their own towers. Such a six linear actuator design is often referred to as a Stewart 

platform and is a method for designing a true 6 DOF robot.[100,103,104] 

Unfortunately, the region in which full range of motion can be achieved is extremely 

small, and the robot would need to take up several times the current volume to 

achieve similar target performance. The alternative approach used is to add an 

additional degree of freedom by moving the target instead of the spinneret. 

Specifically, the target is mounted on a rotating platform controlled from the robot 

which allows the robot to reposition the target to always enable spinning angles 

under the roughly 45° limit where spinning is always successful. In testing 

electrospinning on the nose target, this device functioned as needed (Figure 29). 

    
Figure 29: Additional degree of freedom for rotation of target.  

A: A rotating target platform using a servomotor for programmatic angle control. 
B, C: By being able to rotate the target, it is possible to avoid attempting to 
electrospin onto angles greater than 45°. D: This allows successful spinning as 
demonstrated on the 3D printed nose target. 
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Conclusion [Aims 2.3] 

Through the application of a rotating target mount, it has now been 

demonstrated that fibers can be deposited from the robotic electrospinning system 

onto surfaces of even extremely variable height geometry. It has furthermore been 

demonstrated that electrospinning fibers onto complex surfaces that mimic natural 

elements does indeed benefit from the use of a XYZ capable robotic device and that 

such control can improve fiber uniformity. Finally, a method to create targets for 

demonstration of controlled deposition onto custom geometry is also demonstrated. 

4.3 Application of Electroblown Soy into Handheld System [Aim 2.4] 

4.3.1 Handheld Miniaturized System 

Perhaps the most interesting application of a less sensitive, lower voltage 

electrospinning setup demonstrated earlier in this chapter with the electroblowing 

of soy, is that it can become a manual handheld operation similar to air brushing. If 

there are deviations in spinning distance that are large enough to necessitate 

moving the needle, it is trivially accomplished with sufficient accuracy by the user, 

the data so far demonstrates errors of ±2.5cm are nearly without consequence. 

However, the electrical systems used for the electrospinning robot are too 

large for a handheld device. To reduce the size, the device created is principally 

powered by a 16g CO2 cartridge instead of electricity. This is the larger of the two 

most standard sizes. The high-pressure gas goes through two regulators, one to 

generate force on the plunger of a syringe and the other to generate the gas-assist. 

There is a substantial limitation of using a gas cylinder; specifically, there are 
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extremely limited amounts of gas flow to work with. In order to last as long as 

possible, the electroblowing needle was redesigned with a 31-gauge needle and a 

smaller 100ul pipette tip to serve as the nozzle. Because using a 31-gauge needle the 

entire length of the spinneret would be both expensive and easily clogged, the 

needle is actually constructed from a 25-gauge needle inserted into a glass capillary 

tube and a 31 gauge needle inserted into the other end with hot glue serving to 

ensure a fluid-tight seal (Figure 30). 

 

  

Figure 30: Handheld electroblowing system 

A: Render of an enclosed handheld electrospraying device. 1- High pressure 
regulator with screw-on adapter for gas source controls extrusion of spinning 
solution, 2- Low pressure regulator for controlled gas assist during spinning, 3- 
Small high voltage generator (creates extremely low currents sufficient for spinning 
but incapable of injury), 4- Compressed gas cylinder (16g CO2), 5-Syringe with 
spinning solution, 6- Custom electroblowing spinning head. 
B: A view of the spinning head construction. 
C: An image of the prototype used for the creation of preliminary results. 

 

The smaller needle and tighter fit between the air nozzle and the spinning 

needle greatly reduce the airflow needed. In use, the needle can spin for over 5 

minutes. This is extremely close to the 6.5 minutes that can be estimated from the 

1 2 

3 

4 

5 6 
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Hagen Poiseuille equation presented in Equation 2. It should be noted that the 6.5 

minutes operates under the assumption of incompressible laminar flow. While this 

result is 20% better than what was actually realized, note that the ε variable in the 

Hagen Poiseuille equation represents how centered the nozzle is in the flow path. In 

actuality, the nozzle is usually nearly against the side, which would indicate that 

flow may be as high as 150% greater than would be accomplished with tighter 

building constraints. Thus the Hagen Poiseuille equation actually estimates that flow 

can only be maintained somewhere between 2.6 and 6.7 minutes. 

Eq 2.1: 𝑞 =
𝜋𝑅(𝑅−𝑟)3

6𝑣𝜌𝐿
∗ (1 +

3

2
𝜀2) ∗ 𝑝 Eq 2.2: 𝜀 =

𝑒

𝑅−𝑟
 Eq 2.3: 𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇 

R = 0.205mm, r=0.155mm, ν=15.11e-6 m2/s, ρ=1.23 kg/m3 
e = 0 (assuming well centered nozzle, e=R-r is a worst case scenario) 
p = 5psi, L= 0.75 mm (pipette is beveled, L is chosen when the flow rate is 
doubled)  
q=3.32e-5 m3/s = 4.08e-5 kg/s = 2.45g/min. 
For a 16g cartridge, this is 6.5 minutes, but as low as 2.6 when nozzle is off center.  
Equation 2: Hagen Poiseuille prediction of gas flow from electroblowing nozzle 

Eq 2.1 is the Hagen Poiseuille equation derived for incompressible flow through 
an annular opening as is the case in the electro-blowing nozzle. R=radius of the 
outer nozzle, r=radius of the inner nozzle, v=kinematic viscosity of air, ρ=density 
of air, L=length that the nozzle, e=distance between the centers of the outer and 
inner nozzle. It can be clearly seen the value of shrinking the nozzle and 
tightening the gap on the flow rate. Additionally, as seen in 2.2, the effect of the 
nozzle not being well centered can be quite strong. In the worst-case scenario, 
where e=R-r, the flow rate increases 150%. Calculating the total gas available in 
the 16g CO2 canister from the ideal gas law as in Eq 2.3, the estimate is that 
spinning can occur for almost 6 minutes. This correlates extremely closely with 
the flow rate observed despite the problematic assumption of incompressible 
flow, and can likely be used for any further needle design optimization. 

 

While the Hagen Poiseuille model does give an effective estimate of nozzle 

functioning, it does not allow further optimization of nozzle properties beyond 
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aperture geometry. Furthermore, in order to check whether the assumptions made 

to estimate nozzle effective length or other parameters are problematic, the model 

was constructed in ANSYS Fluent and rerun using compressible flow, and a full 

model of the needle and pipette, though still under laminar assumptions. 

Surprisingly, the Fluent analysis of the needle from Figure 15 gave a result of only 

0.834 g/min, or an emptying time of 19 minutes when the needle is constructed as 

planned. While this model fits poorly to our empirical testing, it does indicate that 

better control over nozzle geometry can allow the device to operate far more 

effectively with enhanced needle design.  

Using the system as it is currently implemented indicates that if thicker 

scaffolds are needed, a different form of propellant will be required. To get an idea 

of how fast the scaffold is created and the maximum scaffold thickness, soy scaffolds 

were spun in triplicate onto a 2x2 inch aluminum target. The mass of the resulting 

scaffold and an image showing the scaffold thickness is presented in Figure 32. 

Despite the system being small and handheld, the mass deposition rate matches the 

solids percentage of the spinning solution and the desired pump rate extremely 

closely. 
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Figure 31: Spinning from handheld electroblowing device onto skin directly 

A: The prototype handheld electroblowing system is pointed at the ‘target’ on the 
forearm. B: After ~90 seconds, the sprayed on ‘wound dressing’ is well developed. 
C, D: After 2 minutes of spraying, the drape is removed leaving behind a rectangular 
’wound dressing’. E, F: When applied to the hand, the scaffold is conformal and 
easily stretches and moves with the underlying tissue. 

 

4.3.2 Conclusion [Aim 2.4] 

The handheld system proved capable of generating scaffolds of fibers visually 

similar to those prepared from benchtop setups as seen in Figure 32. Furthermore, 

the creation of soy scaffolds directly onto human participants was conducted easily 

and of visibly high quality. However, the system remains strongly manually tuned 

during setup, simply because the exact spinning head design and the solution 

delivery rate are imprecise. When three replicate scaffolds were spun from 3 

individual 16g CO2 cartridges total spinning time varied between 4 and 5 minutes. 

While the thickness of the generated scaffold did correlate with the time-to-empty 

of the cylinders, which may be principally due to assembly differences between 

trials, the correlation was quite poor, indicating that the error in air flow rate as well 

as solution delivery rates likely vary between trials. Further development of the 
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system is quite promising as it may allow conformal fibrous matrices to be 

deposited directly in situ. 

  
Figure 32: Rate of deposition of soy scaffold from hand held electro blowing 
system.  

Three scaffolds were generated and the time to make the scaffold and final 
scaffold mass was assayed. A: The deposition rate over time (1.3mg/min) matches 
quite closely with the solid % of the solution and delivery rate (~2mg/min). The 
poor correlation is likely due to the difficulty in setting the fluid delivery rate 
accurately. B: An SEM side view showing the scaffold created in 5 minutes. A 
10µm line indicating scaffold thickness is overlaid in orange. Scale bar is 50µm. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CELLULAR VALIDATION AND INTEGRATION OF ANISOTROPY 

In this chapter there will be an in vitro comparison of the scaffolds generated 

in chapter 4. Although the fiber data presented earlier showed no significant 

difference after the electrode compensation, or aerodynamic assist forces were 

implemented, the comparison is deserved nonetheless. Furthermore, differences in 

scaffold thickness can alter cellular behavior. 

As a final test of the usefulness of the models demonstrated thus far for the 

electric field and aerodynamic forces during electroblowing, there is an attempt to 

use the robot system to create fibers of specified alignment. This is validated 

initially through fiber measurements. Alignment of fibers also enables cells to be 

‘contact’ guided to align themselves during culture, and the suitability of the aligned 

scaffolds to accomplish this will also be demonstrated in vitro. 

5.1 Cell Viability versus Methods of Deposition of Scaffolds [Aim 3.1] 

For all scaffolds deposited onto flat targets in chapter 4, discs of scaffold 

were collected near to the top and the bottom of the scaffold. The scaffolds were 

then tested for biocompatibility by first seeding the scaffold with human dermal 

fibroblasts for 5 days. On days 3 and 5, cellular viability was assayed by alamarBlue. 

On day 5 scaffolds were fixed and stained with DAPI and phalloidin. The results are 

shown in Figure 33. Statistical analysis of the data by ANOVA showed significant 

growth over time as expected, though perhaps an earlier time point or lower 

seeding density should be used for future testing. There was also a significant effect 
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of the side of the scaffold used, with the scaffold bottoms demonstrating increased 

viability, especially so in the electroblown scaffold. No effect of robot setup (2 DOF 

vs 3 DOF) was demonstrated. Furthermore, no individual comparisons of interest 

were significant by Tukey HSD. In general, these results appear in concert with the 

results from chapter 4. 
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Source LogWorth  PValue 
Day 2.827  0.00149 
Top v Btm 2.555  0.00278 
EB vs ES*Top v Btm 1.371  0.04256 
EB vs ES*2 v 3 DOF*Top v Btm 1.090  0.08123 
Top v Btm*2 v 3 DOF 0.507  0.31088 
EB vs ES*Day 0.364  0.43243 
EB vs ES*2 v 3 DOF 0.284  0.52058 
2 v 3 DOF*Day 0.140  0.72485 
2 v 3 DOF 0.014  0.96844 
EB vs ES 0.011  0.97479 

 

Figure 33: Fibroblast cell viability 3 and 5 days post seeding onto scaffolds 

A: Viability as measured through alamarBlue fluorescence of human dermal 
fibroblasts seeded onto scaffolds generated in Aim 2 after 3 and 5 days of culture. 
Specifically, scaffolds were generated onto a 5cm x 5cm right triangular prism by 
either tracking the underlying geometry at constant distance (3 DOF) or not 
tracking the changing target distance (2 DOF). Pieces of the scaffold taken at either 
end of the pyramid, bottom being the ‘closest’ and top being the ‘farthest’ parts of 
the pyramid for culture. B: The result of a 5-way ANOVA analysis conducted in JMP 
12.1 including sample as a random effect variable on alamarBlue fluorescence 
shows significant effect of days in culture, position on the pyramid, and a significant 
interaction demonstrating that the effect of position was different for electroblown 
and electrospun scaffolds. Despite the significance of these terms, a Tukey HSD post-
hoc analysis showed no direct significant comparisons of interest. C: Scaffolds were 
fixed in formalin after 5 days and stained with DAPI and Alexafluor 546 conjugated 
phalloidin. Fluorescence imaging at 20x on an Olympus FSX 100 shows cells 
proliferating across the scaffolds surface. Scale bar is 100µm 
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5.2 Creation of Aligned Fibers and Validation by Contact Guidance [Aim 3.2] 

Perhaps the most common way of integrating electrospun scaffolds into a 

treatment or test regime for anisotropic tissues is to align the fibers in the scaffolds. 

In order to align the fibers, there must be a strong force orthogonal to the electrostatic 

attraction of the target. Due to the extremely large aspect ratio of the fibers, this can 

be easily accomplished by simply moving the target. Fast moving targets catch the 

fibers and then pull them to be aligned with the direction of movement. To ensure 

fiber alignment is kept consistent, this is accomplished by rotating the target at high 

speeds. There are some limitations with this method, specifically: the entire ‘target’ 

must be of the same alignment along the circumference of the direction of rotation. 

While the robot design as currently implemented can accommodate a rotating target 

for this purpose, this does not enable the general case of controlling local fiber 

properties. 

Within chapters 3 and 4, it was presented that the gas-assisted setup would be 

used with the gas providing forces in line with that of the electric field, but this need 

not be the case. By using a target that is at an oblique angle to the spinneret, 

(essentially the failure case resulting in the addition of the 4th degree of freedom in 

chapter 4), the gas can create a shear force to the landing fibers causing alignment in 

a similar way that a rotating mandrel would. This is demonstrated in a FEM model of 

the airflow from the electroblowing spinneret processed in QuickerSim CFD as 

compared with a model of the electric field as seen in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Directionality of shear forces of airflow compared with electrostatic 
forces during electroblowing.  

A: A model of airflow from an electroblowing needle towards an angled target 12cm 
away generated in QuickerSim CFD in MATLAB. Air from the electroblowing nozzle 
turns and runs along the direction of target angle. This in turn will generate a drag 
force in the direction of airflow. B: A model generated in MATLAB PDETool of the 
electric field from a charged electroblowing needle positioned toward an angled 
grounded target 12cm away. The electric field generates a force nearly orthogonal 
to the drag force shown in A. 

 

Initial testing of the principle of using electroblowing to create aligned fibers 

was conducted on polystyrene fibers. Alignment of the fibers was detected, though 

only at low levels (see Appendix G). Further optimization was conducted on 

electroblown soy fibers reaching significant levels of alignment as seen in Figure 

35B. This optimization was significantly enabled by the result of the Ansys modeling 

results from Figure 15. Specifically, there is a significant effect of both air speed and 

target angle on fiber alignment which will be demonstrated. Increased airspeed could 

be accomplished by increasing the air pressure, but rapidly led to the degradation of 

the fibers into fragments or even beads due to the high shear forces. By extending the 

spinneret further outside of the air nozzle, the drag forces of the air on the Taylor 
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cone could be easily reduced to maintain fiber integrity separately from the total 

airflow available to shear across the target. In the most severe cases, this was realized 

with the spinning element positioned 6mm beyond the orifice, though, due to 

difficulty constructing the electroblowing spinneret to specifications, the setup was 

optimized empirically at the beginning of each spinning session. 

It should be noted that there is a tradeoff of depositional resolution with 

alignment, with the shear forces also changing the aspect ratio of the deposited spot 

as seen in Figure 35A. This was not considered a failure criteria simply because large 

scaffolds can still be constructed with fibers of different alignment and differing 

degrees of alignment across the gross structure, as well as changing the direction of 

alignment through the fiber thickness. 

  
Figure 35: Morphology of electroblown soy fibers aligned using an angled target 

A: Soy fibers electroblown onto oblique targets display reduced focus due to the 
smearing of fiber deposition. Scale bar is 3cm B: Soy fibers spun at 15psi onto a 
target positioned at 20° (90° indicating an orthogonal target as used in traditional 
electrospinning) The air current successfully drives the fibers into a state of 
significant alignment. Scale bar is 50µm. 

 

The effects of target angle and air pressure on the alignment of soy fibers are 

demonstrated in Figure 36. While the effect of alignment is almost indistinguishable 
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at angles over 45°, as in all scaffolds demonstrated thus far, the effect is strongly 

correlated with acute target angles. In a multiple regression analysis, target angle 

showed extremely strong effect on fiber alignment (as measured by kappa value of a 

Von Mises distribution fit of fiber angle from the predominant fiber direction) with 

p<0.001 and strong effect of pressure as well with p<0.01. The interaction of the two 

terms was not significant with p=0.07. Visually, the effect of pressure seems angle 

dependent, it is likely that the interaction may be non-significant due to insufficient 

power of the study. An improved model of the system will be necessary improve 

predictability and enhance alignment further, potentially with better resolution. 

Fibrous scaffolds of soy protein were collected onto cell culture treated 

polystyrene coverslips with the target set at a traditional 90° (orthogonal to the 

spinneret) and with the target set to 20°. These scaffolds were seeded with 

fibroblasts at a concentration of 2,600 cells/cm2 and allowed to grow for 3 days. Cell 

viability as assayed by alamarBlue 3 days post seeding showed improved viability 

on the aligned scaffolds. The cells also showed clear effects of contact guidance on 

the aligned scaffolds aligning universally with the predominant direction of fiber 

orientation while cells seeded on unaligned scaffolds organized somewhat 

randomly, though usually tracking one or two fibers.[47] 
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κ of Von 
Mises Fit 

Target angle relative 
to spinneret 
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 10° 20° 45° 90° 

5 psi 1.9 2.0 0.93 0.36 

10 psi 2.5 1.7 0.84 0.46 

15 psi 2.9 1.8 0.96 0.43 
 

 

Std. dev. of 
fiber angle 
(degrees) 

Target angle relative 
to spinneret 
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 10° 20° 45° 90° 

5 psi 26.4 26.6 41.3 48.5 

10 psi 22.2 28.9 49.6 54.9 

15 psi 20.7 30.1 37.6 46.0 

Figure 36: Fiber alignment vs air pressure and target angle 

Electroblowing of soy protein fibers under 5-15 psi of air pressure towards targets 
positioned at various angles of the airflow direction display alignment proportional 
to angle and air pressure. A: Histograms of fiber alignment were generated by 
measuring fiber angles for ~30 fibers from triplicate scaffolds deposited on glass 
coverslips. Images were not taken at identical angles for all replicates, so 
measurements were aligned by subtracting the average angle to fix direction of 
alignment at 0° and the data was combined to form a composite histogram. In green 
the best-fit Von Mises distribution is displayed. The slight alignment displayed at 
90° may be an artifact of the method of aligning the images. All data processing was 
done in MATLAB with the use of the CircStat package. B: A table of the average κ of 
the Von Mises fit generated on each replicate. The value of κ increased from 0 for a 
perfectly flat distribution with the concentration of data. 2-Way ANOVA analysis in 
JMP 12.1 showed a significant effect of both angle (p<0.001) and pressure (p<0.01). 
C: For the sake of interpretation, a normal distribution was also fit to the data and 
the standard deviation in degrees is displayed. 
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Figure 37: Results of 3 days of culture of fibroblasts on aligned and un-aligned 
scaffolds. 

Human dermal fibroblasts were seeded onto soy scaffolds spun onto polystyrene 
coverslips. A: Scaffold was generated with aligned fibers by positioning the target at 
an acute 20° while electroblowing with 15 psi air pressure. Human dermal 
fibroblasts seeded onto the aligned fibers demonstrated contact guidance 
preferentially aligning with the underlying fiber direction. B: Scaffold was generated 
with random fiber alignment by positioning the target orthogonally at 90° while 
electroblowing. Fibroblasts on the scaffold still tend to follow fibers but no specific 
orientation was displayed. It should be noted that limited regions of alignment can 
still be found as the cells begin to guide each other. C: AlamarBlue showed increased 
viability of cells on the aligned scaffolds. This may be caused by an increase in cell 
metabolism and migration connected with the production of extracellular matrix 
*p=0.05, Scale bar is 100µm 
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The successful generation of aligned fibers in a specific spot is truly the 

beginning of a much-expanded use scenario for the electrospinning robot. Not only 

is the ability to spin aligned scaffolds demonstrated, but the ability to spin these 

scaffold with the degree and spatial positioning of alignment set programmatically. 

Over the first two aims (chapters 3 and 4), methods were developed to improve 

fiber uniformity despite collector irregularities, and this appears to be borne out in 

the in vitro culture results. With an ability to successfully control fiber morphology 

enabled, these same techniques may be used to create scaffolds with fiber 

morphology customized spatially. Preliminary results presented in A7. Statistical 

Methods Used for Aligned Fiber Analysis demonstrate that using multiple robot 

controlled spinnerets can allow spatial control over fiber type of loading deposition 

as well. The ability to programmatically design scaffolds spatially with oriented 

fibers, growth factors, and fiber properties may enable the creation of scaffolds 

which better mimic the anisotropy of biological tissues.  
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CHAPTER 6 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Although successful coating of substantially complex surfaces in electrospun 

scaffold has been demonstrated, the scaffold functionality on biological complex 

surfaces has not. The demonstration of the coating in Figure 29 to provide a 

uniform surface for cellular integration in vitro is of immediate benefit. However, 

the overarching goal is that these techniques can enable application of the scaffolds 

to implant surfaces to enable reliable and uniform would require a significantly 

more complex experimental design. It is proposed that the seeding of scaffolds, 

either on those shown or on implants more closely modeled on implantable devices 

in a 3-dimensional culture environment, would validate the concept. The ‘shell’ 

target concept demonstrated should make this a realistic goal. Alternatively, 

scaffolds which are patient conformational can be made onto complex targets and 

removed for use (and in vitro testing). If such a tactic is taken, improved methods to 

decouple the scaffold from the target must be developed. 

The devices demonstrated thus far have enabled enhanced uniformity of 

electrospun scaffolds applied to non-even surfaces through a mixture of different 

techniques. This was accomplished through the combination of three different 

mechanisms: 3-dimensional control over spinneret positioning and target angle, 

manipulation of the electrical field during electrospinning, and the inclusion of 

additional aerodynamic forces unaffected by the electrical field. These principles 

have been demonstrated to enable devices not yet considered, such as the hand held 
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electroblowing system for in-situ fiber application. A further examination on how 

these forces can act together to predictably effect fiber forces and spinning 

dynamics can enable enhanced predictive modeling of a complex combinatorial 

system. 

For example, tests combining target orientation with electroblowing enabled 

a degree of ‘programmable’ anisotropy, allowing aligned fibers to be deposited in a 

controlled fashion as demonstrated. This leaves a significant potential for 

‘programmable’ scaffolds, with controllable fiber properties throughout the 

geometry of the final scaffold. Tendon tissue demonstrates alignment along the 

central bulk, which diffuses near the osteo-integrative regions where fibers conduct 

the stress onto a much larger area. Collagen density similarly differs spatially. Such 

scaffolds need to be created and tested for the ability to better imitate native 

biomechanics. 

The programmable nature of the scaffolds can expand beyond fiber 

mechanical properties. For example, efforts presented in the Appendix I 

demonstrate the robotic system can integrate multiple controllable fiber sources to 

enable local deposition of drug loaded fibers. Deposition of loaded growth factors in 

a gradient or oriented fashion can enhance cell guidance.[105] The ability to create 

growth factor gradients across the surface of a scaffold, combined with the ability to 

create parallel alignment is difficult, or impossible, with most scaffold generating 

techniques and is of particular interest in the development of nervous tissue graft 

materials. 
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Finally, the development of a handheld system prototype for in situ fiber 

deposition enables an array of further development in its own right. In the current 

state, the prototype has only demonstrated the capacity for fiber generation. To 

enable further testing, especially in vivo testing, spinning parameters must be 

optimized beyond the imitation of the benchtop parameters used. If possible, the 

time for application should also be shortened, potentially through the use of 

multiplexed spinning nozzles. The design will also have to be made less reliant on 

user manipulation of fiber production settings (flow rate especially). However, 

should these issues be addressed, it may provide a remarkable new platform for the 

treatment of large, complex, difficult to bandage wounds. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 

Here a method has been demonstrated for the creation of devices capable of 

coating arbitrary geometry with electrospun scaffolds of uniform fiber properties. 

This was enabled principally by the application of an all-plastic robot capable of 

controlling the electrospinning spinneret in three dimensions, enabling the careful 

tracking of underlying target geometry. The design is capable not only of motion 

over a wide prescribed area, but includes the ability to be housed in an 

environmental chamber. The all-plastic design leveraging parallel actuators to 

enable all motors to be placed outside of the electrospinning chamber aids not only 

in the creation of predictable electric fields, but also in the ease of which additional 

high voltage components used for the manipulation of the electric field could be 

included. 

Indeed, the final design required substantial supplementation of the original 

concept, including auxiliary electrodes at minimum to ensure fibers are deposited 

into a small area where electrospinning variables could be effectively fixed. When 

electrospinning or electroblowing polystyrene fibers, these control methods proved 

sufficient to generate fibers onto sloped surfaces without fiber properties being 

location dependent. For implementation onto surfaces with more extreme slopes, or 

for which multiple sides must be covered, the addition of target angle control 

proved sufficient and easy to use. 
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The intention of the design was focused on the need for motion control to 

improve electric field uniformity, however in order to generalize the approach for 

all fiber types, control over spinning forces through other means was also 

demonstrated. The implementation of electroblowing, which included an 

aerodynamic force assisting initial fiber formation enabled uniform fiber diameters 

even without electric field uniformity when applied to soy based fibers, though the 

robotic control was necessary for uniform scaffold thickness. Further manipulation 

of the electric field by altering the voltage of the focusing electrodes was similarly 

demonstrated to enable uniform fiber diameter despite non-uniform spinning 

distances both empirically with soy fibers, but also in finite element modeling. 

Development of these techniques enabled two implementations beyond the 

initial goal of generating uniform fibers: a handheld electroblowing system and the 

creation of controlled fiber alignment. After demonstrating that electroblowing 

could diminish the importance of uniform spinning distance, the system was 

miniaturized into a handheld device. Operators would not need to maintain robot-

like precision to create scaffolds in-situ to a high degree of quality. By combining 

target orientation control with the same aerodynamic forces, the potential to create 

fibers with controllable levels of alignment in a focused spot was also demonstrated. 

The ability to extend the research here to enable further developments that can 

improve the complexity of tissue engineered constructs, and increase the ability to 

apply the scaffolds to patients in need of improved care is both clear and exciting.  
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APPENDIX A 
ELECTRIC FIELD MODELING DETAILS AND AIRFLOW 

MODELING CODE 

The electric field finite element model relies on the development of partial 

differential equations which adequately explain the electrostatic field in the 

electrospinning chamber. The partial differential equations used can be simplified 

quickly to the Laplace equation as shown in Equation 3. 

Boundary conditions are set as either first type, or Dirichlet, or second type, 

or Neumann. Both boundary conditions are shown in Equation 4. Dirichlet 

conditions are used for elements of known voltages such as the target, spinneret, 

and focusing elements. As applied in this thesis, h is always set to 1 as all objects are 

given equal weight, and r is set to the voltage of the boundary, or 0 in the case of a 

grounded component. Neumann conditions are used for elements of known charge. 

There are no specific components in our system of known charge, instead this 

boundary condition is used for the edges of the solution space. Effectively returning 

to Gauss’s law as in Equation 3, g is simply equal to zero in free space. Thus, g = 0 

on the edges of all models where the edge lies in free space. In most models 

employed, all edges were in free space with the exception of those modeling the 

effect of a nearby syringe pump, whose grounded case formed a few of the 

boundaries of the model. Using the PDE tool set to electrostatics mode in MATLAB, 

most of the values mentioned will be available to set under the boundary conditions, 

however the tool will use the general Poisson equation instead of the simplified 

Laplace equation, so it is important to set ρ=0. 
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1. E = - ∇V The electric field E is defined as the gradient of the 
electrostatic scalar potential V (voltage). 

2. ∇ · D = ρ Gauss’s law. Divergence of the D field [net electric flux] 
equals the amount of enclosed charge ρ. 

3. D = Eε Assumption of isotropic linear dieletric in the air filled 
spinning chamber indicate the D field is equivalent to the E 
field times the permittivity ε. 

4. ρ = 0 No free charges in the chamber. Arguably there is some 
charge due to corona losses from high voltage components, 
but the number is effectively insignificant. 

5. ∇ · D = 0 Substitute 4->2 
6. ∇ · Eε = 0 Substitute 3->5 
7. ∇ · E = 0 ε can be removed as it is non-zero constant. The FEM model 

in MATLAB requires that a value must be set despite no 
effect. 

8. ∇ · ∇V=0 Substitute 1->7 
9.  ∴  ΔV=0 Simplification of 8. This is the Laplace equation used for 

FEM model. 
Equation 3: Derivation of electrostatic FEM model 

While the Laplace equation is sufficient to model the electrostatic field in the 
electrospinning system, the PDE Tool function in MATLAB 2015b uses the Poisson 
equation. This is a more general function and setting ρ = 0 is sufficient. Similarly, 
leave the value ε = 1, as some value must be set. 
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Dirichelt boundary condition: h*V=r 

V = voltage, h = weight, r = boundary voltage 

Neumann boundary condition: ε∇V=g 

V = voltage, g= surface charge, ε = permittivity of space 

Equation 4: Boundary conditions in electrostatic model 

Boundary conditions used in the electric field model. Dirichlet conditions are used 
for elements of known voltages such as the target, spinneret, and focusing 
elements. As applied in this thesis, h is always set to 1 as all objects are given 
equal weight, and r is set to the voltage of the boundary, or 0 in the case of a 
grounded component. Neumann conditions are used for the edges of the solution 
space with g set to 0. Values of ε do not alter the result and can be left at 1. 

 

It should be noted that the 2D model implemented in this thesis comes with 

some limitations in this application, though it has been used in past papers as 

well.[30] Specifically, in the models used, the field is not linearly or rotationally 

symmetric. This is essentially the fundamental difference between 2D and 3D FEM 

models, and it is for this reason that 2D models are only fully accurate when those 

conditions are met. For the sake of description, consider the rendered plane (in 

Figure 10, for example) to be the midsagittal, with the depth of the robot being un-

rendered in the 2D model. The assumption of the 2D model is that there is no effect 

of the voltage field in the midsagittal plane from any other sagittal planes. Consider 

the out-of-plane issues for each part one at a time. For the rectangular targets this is 

effectively true for renders that are not near the edge of the target, which is satisfied 

in all models implemented by rendering only the midsagittal plane versus any other 

sagittal planes that may be nearer the target edge. Similarly, this issue is satisfied for 

the spinneret as all models include the spinneret itself, which is narrow enough that 
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it can be considered to have no presence in any parallel sagittal plane and is then 

fully described in the 2D model. Unfortunately, the render of the focusing element 

does suffer from imprecision as the 2D model of the ring is treated as two parallel 

wires. The specific result is that the annular element would have a slightly lessened 

field than that estimated. The code used to generate an example model is presented 

in Program 1. 
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function pdemodel 
[pde_fig,ax]=pdeinit; 
pdetool('appl_cb',5); 
set(ax,'DataAspectRatio',[1 1 1]); 
set(ax,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[8 6 1]); 
set(ax,'XLimMode','auto'); 
set(ax,'YLimMode','auto'); 
set(ax,'XTickMode','auto'); 
set(ax,'YTickMode','auto'); 

  
% Geometry description: 
circvolt='12000';%8000 
needle='12000'; 
dist=3; 
diam=8; 
pderect([-7 7 7 -7],'R1'); 
pderect([6 6.5 6 -6],'R2'); 
pderect([-7 -6 0.10000000000000001 -0.10000000000000001],'R3'); 
pdecirc(-6+dist,diam/2,0.3,'C1'); 
pdecirc(-6+dist,diam/-2,0.3,'C2'); 
set(findobj(get(pde_fig,'Children'),'Tag','PDEEval'),'String','R1-

(R2+R3+C1+C2)') 
% Boundary conditions: 
pdetool('changemode',0) 
pdesetbd(20,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(19,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(18,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(17,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(16,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(15,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(14,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(13,'dir',1,'1',circvolt) 
pdesetbd(12,'neu',1,'0','0') 
pdesetbd(11,'neu',1,'0','0') 
pdesetbd(10,'neu',1,'0','0') 
pdesetbd(9,'dir',1,'1','0') 
pdesetbd(8,'dir',1,'1','0') 
pdesetbd(7,'dir',1,'1',needle) 
pdesetbd(6,'dir',1,'1',needle) 
pdesetbd(5,'dir',1,'1',needle) 
pdesetbd(4,'dir',1,'1','0') 
pdesetbd(3,'dir',1,'1','0') 
pdesetbd(2,'neu',1,'0','0') 
pdesetbd(1,'neu',1,'0','0') 

  
% Mesh generation: 
setappdata(pde_fig,'Hgrad',1.3); 
setappdata(pde_fig,'refinemethod','regular'); 
setappdata(pde_fig,'jiggle',char('on','mean','')); 
setappdata(pde_fig,'MesherVersion','preR2013a'); 
pdetool('initmesh') 
pdetool('refine') 

  
% PDE coefficients: 
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pdeseteq(1,'1.0','0.0','1.0','1.0','0:10','0.0','0.0','[0 100]') 
setappdata(pde_fig,'currparam',['1.0';'1.0']) 

  
% Solve parameters: 
setappdata(pde_fig,'solveparam',... 
char('0','4326','10','pdeadworst',... 
'0.5','longest','0','1E-4','','fixed','Inf')) 

  
% Plotflags and user data strings: 
setappdata(pde_fig,'plotflags',[2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1]); 
setappdata(pde_fig,'colstring',''); 
setappdata(pde_fig,'arrowstring',''); 
setappdata(pde_fig,'deformstring',''); 
setappdata(pde_fig,'heightstring',''); 

  
% Solve PDE: 
pdetool('solve') 

Program 1: Code to generate an electrostatic FEM model in MATLAB. 

The above code uses the MATLAB PDE tool to construct a model of electrostatic 
behavior as used in 4.1.2 Electrospinning of Water-Soluble Soy Fibers. The code is 
partially computer generated by the PDE tool, but is edited to allow for 
programmatic searching to determine the best setting for the focusing ring.  
Specifically the block below % Geometry Description allows the setting of the 
voltage on the focusing ring, circvolt, and the needle, needle.  The distance the ring 
is in front of the needle can be set, dist, as well as the ring diameter, diam.  These 
variables were varied appropriately so that upon running the code, the field at the 
needle tip was controlled for the electrospinning setup employed.  Other parts of 
the code can be edited, but, as it is machine generated, the code is not particularly 
easy to parse. 
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clc; 
clear; 

  
% Import mesh generated by Gmsh 
% p, e, t arrays store the computational mesh. Type: 

  
[p,e,t] = importMeshGmsh('C:\Users\Jon\Downloads\gmsh-2.12.0-

Windows64\gmsh-2.12.0-Windows\test.msh'); 

  
% For a fluid flow simulation we always need to convert mesh to second 
% order. nVnodes stands for number of velocity nodes in the mesh, 

nPnodes 
% number of pressure nodes and indices is a MATLAB structure which 

will 
% help us to refer to solution fields (x-velocity, y-velocity and 
% pressure), since all of them will be stored in one solution vector 

u. 
% Indices will enable us easy access. 
[p,e,t,nVnodes,nPnodes,indices] = convertMeshToSecondOrder(p,e,t); 

  
nu = 6e-4; 

  
[u, convergence] = initSolution(p,t,[0 0],0); 

  
outflow=0.0113*10; %m^3/min 
nozzlediam=0.0012*2;% m 
nozzlearea=pi*(nozzlediam/2)^2; %m^2 
exitvelocity=outflow/nozzlearea / 60; %m/s 
exitvelocity=exitvelocity/2; %from ansys 
maxres = 1e-3; 
maxiter = 2000; 
% Start iterations 
h = 1/9*ones(3); 

  
for iter = 1:maxiter 
  waitbar(iter/maxiter); 

  
  [NS, F] = 

assembleNavierStokesMatrix2D(p,e,t,nu,u(indices.indu),u(indices.indv),

'supgDoublyAsymptotic');%'nosupg'); 
  [NS, F] = imposeCfdBoundaryCondition2D(p,e,t,NS,F,17,'wall'); 

  
  [NS, F] = imposeCfdBoundaryCondition2D(p,e,t,NS,F,18,'wall'); 
  [NS, F] = imposeCfdBoundaryCondition2D(p,e,t,NS,F,21,'wall'); 

  
  vel = exitvelocity;%166; 
  nu = 1.5e-5; 

   
  [NS, F] = imposeCfdBoundaryCondition2D(p,e,t,NS,F,19,'inlet', [vel 

0]); 
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  % Solve equations 
  u = NS\F; 
end 

  
% Displaying and Exporting Solution Fields 

  
% Generate pressure data in all mesh nodes (of the second order mesh - 

not 
% only in nodes of the first order mesh, where it is actually solved). 
pressure = generatePressureData(u,p,t); 

  
% Display x-velocity to figure(3) 
figure(3) 
displaySolution2D(p,t,u(indices.indu),'x-velocity field [m/s]') 

  
F = 

pdeInterpolant(p,t,(u(indices.indu).^2+u(indices.indv).^2));%.^0.5); % 

create the interpolant 
[x,y] = meshgrid(0:0.0005:0.2); 
uOut = evaluate(F,x,y); 
%uOut(uOut<0.1)=0.1; 
figure; 
h=pcolor(x,y,real(log(reshape(uOut,length(x),length(y))))) 
set(h, 'EdgeColor', 'none'); 
colormap(jet); 

Program 2: Code to generate the airflow model used for aligned fiber analysis 

Initial testing of the possibility of airflow to generate a shear force on the target 
capable of aligning fibers was modeled using a primitive FEM of flow 
implemented in the MATLAB app QuickerSim 1.6. The code here was generated 
by following the QuickerSim tutorial editing only as necessary for the geometry 
we used. 
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APPENDIX B 
EXAGGERATED MODEL OF AIRFLOW 

The Ansys Fluent model described in 2.1.3 Airflow Modeling of 

Electroblowing Spinneret was unable to visualize the flow of liquid through the 

electroblowing needle. Specifically, the fluid is rapidly drawn into a thin fiber. This 

fiber is too small to adequately model in the limited solution density enabled by the 

license available for Fluent. Furthermore, the solution times for such a method 

would be far too long to employ. Finally, the Fluent model employed does not take 

into account the concentrating of the solid phase in the solution as the water phase 

evaporates. Together, this resulted in the model only being used to display airflow 

dynamics instead of the multiphase flow present in electroblowing. A rough idea of 

the multi-phase result can be estimated for solution flow rates high enough that the 

fluid is not rapidly pulled into a thin stream or evaporated as shown in Figure 38. 

 
Figure 38: Ansys Fluent FEM model of electroblowing nozzle 

The above model shows electroblowing of water rendered in Ansys. The airflow 
velocity is shown in the contours (slow is rendered blue and faster is rendered 
red). The blue in the middle represents water flow. There is no fiber formation as 
these forces are not well rendered in Ansys. 
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APPENDIX C 
ELECTRIC FIELD MODELING DETAILS 

Development of focused fiber deposition was essential to the success of the 

project. As mentioned in 3.1.3 Electric Field Focusing, without focused deposition, 

fibers landed across a large area. If the underlying geometry of the target varied at 

even moderate angles, the effective spinning distance from the spinneret to the 

locations that fibers would land could vary greatly. Even more concerning is the fact 

that the fibers tended to follow the electric field lines, and were then attracted 

principally to the areas ‘closest’ to the spinneret, making even coatings difficult to 

accomplish. While attempts to focus fibers using additional electrodes was 

successful, there appeared to be a limit as to how focused a single electrical element 

could bring the fibers. While there are reasons addressed in the text that a more 

complex electrode setup was not used, the fact remains that the focus accomplished 

was not far from that accomplished by Deitzel et al., who managed a spot size of 

around 1cm.[30] From a theoretical standpoint, one reason that focus is limited is 

simply because electrospinning requires a final whipping phase, which spreads out 

fiber depositional area. A more empirical cause can be seen in Figure 39: fibers can 

be focused to a great degree for short periods of time. The robot was programmed 

to trace a ‘T’ shape while electrospinning and individual tracks appeared during the 

tracing. These tracks, however, did not overlap from one tracing to the next. It is 

hypothesized that the electrical field forces causing the depositional misalignment 

are affected by the deposited fibers themselves. The fibers are of much lower 

conductivity than the surrounding metal target, and the fibers are embedded with 
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charge, which may take time to fully bleed off. As a result, fibers may be more drawn 

to ‘virgin’ areas, or at least, ‘cleaner’ areas on the target. This may indicate the only 

way to focus fibers under 1cm would be to either sterically contain them (use a 

stencil, for example, or to move towards a near-field electrospinning setup, where 

fibers are not allowed to enter a whipping phase and diverge from the target spot at 

all. 

 
Figure 39: An example of a only a few passes spinning a T shaped scaffold 

Seen here, it is evident that the focus of the electrospinning system is very 
different in the short term than in the long term. A single pass may lay down a 
stroke only a few millimeters wide, but multiple passes are not well aligned. The 
result is a much thicker region of deposition. This is likely made worse by the fact 
that the fibers do not immediately discharge on landing due to their low 
conductivity. Depositing fibers may actively avoid regions already occupied by 
fibers. Resolution of deposition likely decreases to a steady state value. 

 

  

25mm 
6mm 
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APPENDIX D 
ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS DEVELOPED FOR THE ROBOTIC 

ELECTROSPINNER 

While the robotic electrospinner was able to function for the uses presented 

in this thesis without the electrical field or syringe pump behavior directly 

controlled from the robot, such behavior is likely necessary for future use scenarios. 

As such, a custom syringe pump and high voltage supply that could be directly 

interfaced were prototyped as shown in Figure 40. The syringe pump underwent 

two revisions. Essentially, the robot designed could support control over additional 

stepper motors, owing to the flexible nature of the programming. The syringe pump 

was then conceived as a stepper motor directly driving a screw which pushed the 

syringe plunger. The screw pushed a captive nut in a carriage, which ran along two 

linear shafts. The design worked with one significant caveat: the imprecision of the 

3D printed parts led to binding of the carriage along the linear rods. Using ¼ inch 

linear rod or thicker remedies the issue.  

Though functionality was good, it was useful to keep the pump running when 

the robot was disabled for cleaning or setup to prevent clogging, something that 

could not be accomplished without redesigning the interface on the robot as 

implemented. It is for this reason that is was more convenient to use a traditional 

syringe pump so motion of the robot can be controlled independently of solution 

delivery. This is especially important when using solutions which clog the spinneret 

quickly. When the user chooses to manually control the robot motion, it would be 

tedious to input continued pump progress in parallel with the motion commands. 
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The result is that during manual control, the robot controlled syringe pump will stop 

pumping, relieving the pressure in the fluid line and causing a significant delay in 

the re-initiation of fluid flow to the spinneret. 

  
Figure 40: A 3D printed syringe pump under robot control 

Two revisions of the syringe pump were design in SolidWorks (A) and created 
(B). While they function well under robotic control, most scaffolds created in this 
thesis were powered by independent syringe pumps. The robotic controlled 
syringe pump responded only to the programming of the robot, and would not 
continue to pump when the robot was disabled. This increased the likelihood that 
the needles would clog when targets were switched out, or samples were being 
analyzed under the microscope.  With an improved user interface, these pumps 
would be a much better fit for the system. 

 

An inexpensive high voltage supply was also prototyped. A 1500V 

fluorescent backlight power supply (TDK Corporation, CXA-P10A-P) was used to 

drive a 19 stage Cockroft-Walton generator made from 10nF capacitors rated to 2kV 

and 1.6kV diodes. A schematic of the design prototyped in CircuitLab (CircuitLab, 

Inc.) is shown in Figure 41A. At maximum input voltage (5V) this resulted in a 28kV 

output, roughly 90% of expected. The constructed generator is shown in Figure 

41B. Although the output voltage was successfully modulated using pulse-width 

modulation from the robot control system amplified by a Darlington transistor, the 

resulting output voltage did not scale linearly. While this is to be expected given the 
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fluorescent power supply design, there was no straightforward remedy. Continued 

development will enable more complex electrode designs with multiple elements at 

varying voltages. Furthermore, if these supplies are controlled by the robot, varying 

voltages can be used during spinning to alter focus dynamics. 

 

 
Figure 41: High voltage generator for robot controlled power supply 

A: A model of a Cockroft-Walton generator driven by a high voltage flyback 
modeled in CircuitLab. B: A 19 stage Cockroft-Walton generator driven by a 
2000V fluorescent backlight power supply as constructed. At 1µA the output 
could reach 28kV. 

 

In section 2.2.6 Robot Control System the use of high voltage to improve 

motor computation speed is mentioned. It is addressed in detail below in Equation 

5. Fundamentally, motor voltages have resistive and reactive attributes. The motor’s 

nominal voltage is a reflection of the resistive components. When using current 

mode drivers as used in this thesis, there is no concern of over driving motor 

current. As a result, voltages above the nominal voltage can be used to compensate 

for the reactive components in the motor impedance behavior. 
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𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝐿
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
 

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝐼 ∗ 𝑅 

L = coil inductance, I = coil current, t = time, R = coil resistance 

Equation 5: Relationship determining voltage needed for optimal driving of a 
stepper motor 

Despite stepper motors usually having fairly low rated voltages, this is calculated 
based on the resistive component of the motor and the maximum current. Using 
current controlled drivers such as the A4988, overdriving the current is not a 
concern, and driving voltage should be calculated from the resistive and inductive 
attributes of the motor. The coils of wire used to generate magnetic fields in a 
stepper motor are fundamentally inductors. Each step, the motor must change the 
direction of the current flowing through the coil 180°. For the smaller NEMA 14 
motor used, for which all attributes are available, the inductance is 5.4mH, the 
resistance is 2.7Ω, and the motor is designed to step as fast at 2000 times per 
second. Plugging all of these into the equation above yields a total maximum 
voltage of 19.9V to drive the motors at peak performance. The larger motors used 
can require even higher voltages, though maximum speed used during spinning is 
roughly 475 steps per second. 
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APPENDIX E 
ELECTROSPINNING AND ELECTROBLOWING NEEDLE 

PREPARATION 

Electrospinning and electroblowing needles were derived from sharp 

needles as described here. Blunting of the needle is the first requirement of all 

needles. Needles should be carefully monitored under a stereo-microscope or other 

magnifier to ensure the quality of the spinneret end. Two common failure cases are 

that the end has too many burrs or is otherwise uneven, or that the lumen of the 

needle is somewhat occluded. While both can be remedied as detailed below, trying 

to use the needle without these considerations will result in strange spinning 

behavior and often the clogging of the needle. 

Blunting of the electrospinning needles is done in two steps: cutting of the 

sharpened end on a diamond saw (Beuhler IsoMet 1000), and the finishing of the 

new surface. It should be noted that many needles can be purchased blunted, and 

that the factory finish is sufficient for electrospinning, if such needles are chosen. To 

cut the needle on the diamond saw, the tip is first embedded into a rubber cork, and 

then, holding both the cork and the needle base, the needle is cut on the spinning 

saw. Although the system is non-optimal, the safety shield can be disabled with a 

magnet on the lower left of the diamond saw platform, and gentle pressure will 

allow rapid cutting of the sharpened tip. This will almost always result in a burr on 

the final edge of the cut needle. This can be polished off with a hand file. If when 

polishing, the metal is bent inward and occludes the needle lumen, deburr the inside 
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using the tip of a pointed needle by rotating the pointed tip inside the newly blunted 

needle. 

Electrospinning needles can often be reused many times if they are washed 

well after use, however needles are not compatible with all solvents for reuse. 

Dimethyl formamide (DMF), for example, will strongly degrade the glue used to fix 

the needle to the hub in standard polypropylene needles and therefore a needle 

usually works fine for single use, but should not be reused, if possible. For solvents 

which react or soak-through polypropylene, full metal needles are available as well. 

Electroblowing needles are inserted directly into tubing, and thus must be 

freed from the hub. Although this can be done as above, the end in the hub is already 

blunted. If the needle is then removed from the hub without damage, it is already in 

a state to be used. This can be accomplished by soaking the needle in DMF for two 

days followed by chipping off the softened adhesive connecting the needle to the 

hub. Repeat this process a second time and the needle should pull freely from the 

hub yielding a well-polished blunt needle end. The sharp end can then be inserted 

into the proper flow tubing and the needle can be ready to use. Alternatively, larger 

needles (such as the 20 gauge needle) can be cut off from the hub as described 

above in the creation of the electrospinning needle. Smaller needles can be broken 

off from the base by clipping the needle in a hemostat and rapidly bending back-

and-forth a single time. In both cases it is important to polish the newly blunted end. 

The main reason for the different choices of needle and pipette size during 

electroblowing is not that the aerodynamics are different (although they certainly 
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are), but instead is based on the lumen size of the pipette tip used for airflow. The 

PEEK tubing used for polystyrene spinning has fairly thick walls and when the 

needles used are only 1-1.5 inches long, the tubing occludes the 100µl pipette tips, 

requiring the use of larger 1000µl pipette tips. The PEEK tubing is very rigid and 

does not allow any solvent to evaporate through the tubing walls, allowing a long 

tube to extend all the way through the robot to the syringe pump without issue. The 

needle for water-based electroprocessing is coupled to extra thin silicone tubing. 

This tubing is permeable to water vapor and prone to protein deposits from the 

solution. It is not recommended for re-use and should be kept short to limit the 

chance of spontaneous bubble formation. This is solved by coupling the short tubing 

to a second needle, which can then be coupled to a much thicker feed line of any 

plastic.  

Two syringes were used during spinning experiments: Becton Dickinson and 

Norm-Ject in 1mL and 5mL volumes. It is important to note that not all syringes of 

the same total volume have equal internal diameters. For example, the 5mL BD 

plastic syringes have a diameter of 12.06mm, while the 5mL Norm-Ject have a 

diameter of 12.45mm. Mistakes regarding internal diameters are frequent among 

users who do not appreciate that more than one brand is used. The ‘all-plastic’ 

Norm-Ject syringes are superior for use with a wider range of solvents, including 

THF and DMF as used here. Norm-Ject syringes are also compatible with 5mL air-

pressure connectors. The BD syringes include rubber stoppers which require lower 

and more consistent force during fluid delivery, which simplifies use in the hand-
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held application. Both syringes are easily modified for use in the hand-held system 

as demonstrated in Figure 42. 

  
Figure 42: Syringes as prepared for use in air-driven electroprocessing 

Syringes are prepared from 1mL Becton Dickinson (A), or 5mL Norm-Ject (B) 
syringes for use in the handheld electroblowing system. The difference is 
necessitated by the mating of the air-pressure connectors. Note that the plunger tip 
is replaced in both use cases to prevent air from entering the solution reservoir. In 
the case of syringes with volumes over 1mL, this necessitates the inclusion of part of 
the plunger body as well as the tip to prevent the tip from sliding sideways. 
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APPENDIX F 
PLASTIC TARGET PREPARATION TO IMPROVE 

CONDUCTIVITY 

When using carbon to coat plastic targets as done in preliminary research, 

the process is described here. A small paintbrush was used to brush a carbon-

acetone mixture onto the surface, attempting to move fast enough that the plastic 

was not be dissolved sufficiently that the brush would mar the surface. A copper 

wire was then pulled into the edges of the softened ABS plastic, blackened with 

carbon to create an accessible electrode to ground the target. The painting process 

was repeated at least 3 times and was considered complete when a multimeter 

could detect resistance less than 1 MΩ when clipped to the grounding electrode on 

one side and pushed lightly against the target with the other probe. If non-

conductive regions are found, it is best to repaint the area, taking care to not go too 

slowly as to melt, and potentially break, the conductive coating already laid down. 

When using the PCL-polypyrrole plastic prepared in 2.2.3 Creation of Custom 

Electroprocessing Targets, the final PCL-polypyrrole plastic was made into a target 

as follows. After drying, the conductive sheet was held by forceps and softened 

using a heat gun. The softened material was kneaded to ensure even distribution of 

carbon and polypyrrole under repeated heating. Finally, the plastic was rolled 

between two polyethylene sheets. After cooling slightly, the PCL released easily 

from the polyethylene and the rolling out process was repeated until the sheet was 

large enough to fit over the intended target. An ABS target was then prepared by 

tightly covering in a thin polyethylene sheet. The sheet was made more conformal 
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by heating under a heat gun. The soft PCL was then laid on top of the ABS target and 

pressed into place with a polyethylene sheet. After allowing the plastic to cool for a 

couple of minutes it can be easily removed from the target. Excess material was 

trimmed. The conformal ‘shell’ is now ready for use as an electrospinning target. 

The final shells can be seen in Figure 26. 
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APPENDIX G 
STATISTICAL METHODS USED FOR ALIGNED FIBER ANALYSIS 

Although fiber angles on all scaffolds were calculated in ImageJ, analysis of 

the results was performed either in Excel or in MATLAB. Initial testing of 

polystyrene fibers in Excel are described here. Fibers are non-directional, so all 

angles were recalculated to be from -90°–90°. The absolute value of these angles 

was then taken so that if the direction of alignment is assumed to be 0°, values from 

0° – 90° correlate with aligned or orthogonal fibers. Although the direction of fiber 

alignment was attempted to be fixed at 0° during imaging, scaffold image alignment 

cannot be fixed perfectly. This was compensated by including an offset term used to 

rotate all the initial fiber measurements so that the number of fibers within 0°–20° 

was maximized. Distributions of fiber alignment were compared visually by 

histogram and by the measurement of the histogram skewness. The results are 

presented in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43: Alignment of electroblown polystyrene fibers onto angled targets 

A: Fibers showed only minimal alignment. In this image, fibers rarely project 
up/down, and are aligned somewhat left/right. B: Proportional distribution of fiber 
angle from the horizontal for polystyrene scaffolds electroblown onto angled 
targets. While statistical analysis does show a slight shift towards alignment with 
the distribution skew being significantly correlated with angle. 

 

Testing of soy aligned fibers was completed using a more statistically 

rigorous approach in MATLAB with the CircStat plugin. The code is shown in 

Program 3. Fibers are non-directional, so all angles were recalculated as above to 

be from -90°–90°. However, the distribution is ‘wrapped’, that is, fibers at -90° are 

equivalent to fibers oriented at 90°. The CircStat plugin contains methods used for 

analyzing data from wrapped distributions with radian angles with wrapping 

occurring over 360° as opposed to 180°. This is compensated by first doubling the 

corrected angles and converting to radians. The circular mean of the modified fiber 

angles was then subtracted from each image to ensure that fiber alignment 

replicates were centered at 0°. For statistical analysis in JMP a Von Mises 
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distribution was then fit and the Kappa variable recorded. For visualization, 

replicate data is combined and the best fit Von Mises distribution is calculated. The 

distribution of the combined data was not significantly different from the Von Mises 

fit for any of the conditions as assayed by a Kuiper Test. The data is then converted 

back into -90°–90° and displayed as a histogram. The image-specific Kappa 

measurements were then analyzed by a 2-way ANOVA with interaction on the angle 

and pressure variables. The ANOVA residuals were not significantly non-normally 

distributed as analyzed by Shapiro-Wilk. It should be noted that Kappa is not 

generally normally distributed as analyzed by Monte-Carlo, however the fit is 

sufficient in the data measured here. Due to the unfamiliarity readers may have with 

Kappa values, a normal distribution is also fit to the data and the standard deviation 

in degrees of the fit is presented. 
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%% 5 psi data 

data_5psi10deg_1=[-38.193  47.465 -79.611 -112.473  -100.458  -76.933 

-84.102 10.096 -74.671 -55.699 106.641 98.297 86.406 -90.75 122.112 

71.402 46.118 94.788 117.66 -87.288 -67.78 98.499 -67.479 -73.805 -

55.399 104.768 107.613]; 

data_5psi10deg_2=[162.203  30.964 -154.356  -4.093 15.456 134.116 -

16.63 -70.133 -55.437 -4.907 13.319 -7.056 141.806 128.558 -19.43 -

11.188 -12.14 23.085]; 

data_5psi10deg_3=[-117.779 -17.546 -94.482 88.682 73.928 -94.821 -

99.695 56.282 -86.004 -78.891 -80.848 -84.022 69.392 -54.246 120.44 -

69.69 69.444 -99.191 -82.397 127.43 -72.518 120.658 -75.04 -106.896  

106.765 -78.597 101.449 -73.971 134.844 94.764]; 

  

data_5psi20deg_1=[12.635  -119.432  -122.515  -122.037  -113.013  -

3.764 -130.192  -117.88 -114.482  46.626 73.74  174.979 118.87 69.935 

72.725 65.536 46.948 61.399 -124.192  -136.401  -115.508  -176.108  

36.4  55.564 62.006 -117.728  -130.073  -8.691 62.148 -126.172]; 

data_5psi20deg_2=[11.25 29.496 -107.257  41.479 -152.709  -133.187  -

160.278  33.627 41.082 12.683 38.327 -144.431  -32.706 33.604 37.6  

30.256 -152.057  -101.55 -147.971  -123.555  -151.502  -157.755  

64.127 -140.564  4.602  -152.142  -131.686  -142.639  -99.305 -

106.428]; 

data_5psi20deg_3=[34.613  20.973 10.722 -127.469  -106.255  -141.61 

31.966 46.986 -151.502  -12.397 -151.117  -141.669  -148.65 43.648 

170.697 11.665 -136.397  -149.192  30.997 51.897 -19.983 1.56  47.169 

-150.961  34.336 72.743 -76.938 -152.432  -155.703  -172.126]; 

  

data_5psi45deg_1=[57.51 -22.449 87.896 75.104 18.13  38.97  40.975 -

23.354 -16.27 148.833 139.399 -106.232  -51.976 -63.239 -62.914 -

53.411 -58.492 -60.688 131.055 85.879 136.165 -50.734 97.154 139.961 -

141.03 -81.693 -39.584 -57.909 -129.174  -120.861]; 

data_5psi45deg_2=[-112.49  -20.574 63.575 -53.558 -0.169 -7.197 -

88.439 123.225 69.217 -83.133 104.792 144.796 109.872 108.938 -93.428 

-110.021  74.735 123.729 -94.185 -73.54 -104.405  80.608 -90 -14.881 -

132.397  94.322 -71.428 -105.293  -77.969 -132.397]; 

data_5psi45deg_3=[33.198  78.031 -83.511 64.042 -3.714 63.957 -48.107 

-8.982 -105.389  113.784 56.515 -100.176  -45.52 -97.699 -84.441 

127.055 72.201 139.408 -80.295 -86.501 -71.807 -87.328 -52.671 -55.84 

120.416 32.638 74.745]; 

  

data_5psi90deg_1=[11.114  -118.728  -27.12 8.262  -119.252  -118.426  

161.156 -142.761  35.986 -132.985  -110.594  56.653 -39.653 127.144 -

104.607  -124.767  100.986 -14.515 27.933]; 

data_5psi90deg_2=[9.379 -129.541  128.517 50.492 -9.658 162.501 -

144.561  -8.767 -163.247  127.095 74.189 -49.935 -176.078  -177.429  -

46.822 -72.618 -90 168.156 92.993 -118.462  -76.675]; 

data_5psi90deg_3=[23.065  -134.379  -147.302  12.889 84.09  -105.064  

98.72  -10.66 -28.103 -6.896 -104.975  -138.287  -173  -22.084 -52.943 

-69.936 151.589 -84.257 120.228 -7.391 124.386 -144.435  -57.115 

12.734 105.729 69.631 -37.503 -56.263 -35.261 116.272]; 

  

%% 10 psi data 

data_10psi10deg_1=[14.274  13.84  -157.159  142.843 1.035  -161.261  

24.877 -10.917 -165.194  23.534 -1.262 33.888 5.702  13.985 -128.124  
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15.751 10.045 -99.491 -7.114 -162.329  16.843 3.519  13.627 21.251 -

12.607 152.083 57.579 17.354 14.876 140.803]; 

data_10psi10deg_2=[9.906  171.267 10.413 12.311 23.177 6.763  0.724  -

148.56 -148.179  -146.697  -155.959  -164.308  -133.264  15.142 -0.597 

-149.931  -26.772 22.916 5.453  -33.048 33.012 -3.593 -166.855  72.332 

5.38  -54.962 12.265 -145.539  11.201 -16.96]; 

data_10psi10deg_3=[12.646  14.978 37.956 -8.544 15.21  -3.003 15.658 

22.519 16.823 -4.399 -0.777 36.158 15.748 12.252 8.014  -157.025  

19.134 -29.358 22.352 19.544 20.954 38.804 20.708 21.577 16.639 -

158.274  -11.162 18.336 40.359 2.512]; 

  

data_10psi20deg_1=[72.17  -16.966 -73.452 -73.036 -50.422 -77.921 

124.984 21.679 -73.695 -93.822 125.494 -78.124 -57.887 -111.294  -

70.072 -60.76 -81.236 -82.989 -8.082 -72.818 -51.784 -65.171 162.826 

61.928 108.879 -106.396  120.029 -67.642 -68.292 -48.337]; 

data_10psi20deg_2=[-78.924 -81.064 -78.785 115.362 -90.81 100.418 -

86.758 -8.634 130.091 -89.875 -133.193  -89.769 -63.745 -81.532 

104.886 56.906 -92.66 -63.715 -93.257 -78.417 -53.241 116.517 -71.703 

-90.794 -27.571 -62.145 -84.036 -83.123 88.772 -33.221]; 

data_10psi20deg_3=[137.159 -90.242 -83.171 -63.029 -89.521 -133.706  

115.714 -98.219 100.152 -105.807  -76.544 130.281 -72.181 94.517 

144.996 -93.226 -81.272 -92.845 95.826 -84.49 21.146 -172.042  -31.451 

-100.93 -87.138 -113.289  -44.433 -67.119 -67.826 -78.501]; 

  

data_10psi45deg_1=[-119.77 60.901 -106.121  163.82 -90 -27.597 -83.335 

-63.965 142.343 -51.909 -44.215 100.073 86.453 -76.929 -40.957 -70.043 

-69.232 -47.564 -78.621 -78.079 124.646 107.592 69.681 58.339 140.964 

-50.621]; 

data_10psi45deg_2=[-124.518 -145.946  -128.866  -147.559  -92.517 -

100.838  2.229  -114.092  -48.037 -93.038 -69.343 -67.513 65.787 -

46.306 -8.56  16.501 -2.677 22.386 -69.093 -74.698 -139.736  -72.282 

19.963 -151.39 75.324 26.952 -161.381  -50.803 36.399 -45]; 

data_10psi45deg_3=[17.204  -104.009  -111.908  -29.624 -135.333  -

163.928  6.957  -160.985  -161.941  -4.656 -127.474  -163.065  18.721 

34.33  13.699 48.814 -19.035 -135.797  -20.439 -149.847  -146.973  

26.182 0.508  -98.215 56.524 -31.821 -92.396 6.814  -78.549 -80.422]; 

  

data_10psi90deg_1=[10.305  25.007 49.842 58.178 25.095 -32.852 61.473 

57.421 -90.644 71.423 -28.378 102.381 108.489 99.547 -81.306 -115.281  

59.417 31.715 -29.614 18.92  39.597 -72.007 -96.786 148.228 -55.665 -

92.613 -51.52 -81.243 -96.353 51.977]; 

data_10psi90deg_2=[57.63  5.168  57.163 73.151 52.729 -10.765 51.832 

64.769 80.183 18.864 10.745 -50.468 31.355 -101.627  -97.156 -103.473  

-4.665 -131.468  -143.261  -128.501  -85.663 53.297 45.915 124.046 

119.967 -28.943 146.942 -42.115 -108.886  -51.445]; 

data_10psi90deg_3=[-8.588  -136.867  -126.66 -103.02 -99.714 -0.512 

70.128 61.078 25.608 -14.578 -58.191 -132.378  -57.777 -73.571 -24.858 

-36.105 -34.205 61.541 -88.924 61.631 -29.636 41.132 -53.773 18.104 -

121.701  38.204 -95.301 -32.631 4.185  -88.779]; 

  

%% 15 psi data 

data_15psi10deg_1=[-37.097 -26.565 -30.575 -19.103 -42.293 -20.425 -

46.299 -36.404 -34.442 156.497 1.084  -36.073 -7.651 -42.064 -12.677 

167.134 -18.731 -35.037 -17.763 157.38 142.687 123.887 140.323 147.578 

-35.077 -19.872 -36.493 -28.496 -87.202 -23.136]; 
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data_15psi10deg_2=[6.573  -16.802 -23.153 -3.784 174.531 150.231 

165.276 -3.769 -22.822 151.928 -25.621 -46.455 21.854 -24.426 -79.852 

156.828 147.956 -29.476 -31.564 137.272 -16.468 -17.43 -26.252 -11.871 

147.133 -7.411 142.704 -107.264  148.964 113.711]; 

data_15psi10deg_3=[-65.995 -41.959 136.444 116.008 -51.467 117.79 

139.104 119.52 141.871 147.107 112.726 -65.522 90.114 132.379 -64.885 

134.052 125.125 -39.548 138.797 -76.571 -108.323  60.101 -62.382 

136.185 130.666 150.709 -48.035 123.476 -58.103 -75.814]; 

  

data_15psi20deg_1=[71.637  -157.075  65.158 12.629 -90.12 86.17  

108.017 -92.07 -99.192 -87.546 -81.784 -87.898 -67.855 -96.217 -

115.717  -140.694  87.489 85.764 73.41  -94.231 100.513 -104.729  

109.662 103.665 -88.939 82.298 83.29  -22.56 -79.371 57.984]; 

data_15psi20deg_2=[-51.161 -86.74 -89.608 143.798 -71.759 -36.983 -

78.962 -61.102 -121.523  -79.509 -82.98 -73.324 -142.274  -61.378 -

91.201 -85.611 -2.304 -93.668 -107.697  130.641 137.306 -70.633 

115.436 -68.473 -68.548 -96.116 -58.941 -21.41 -93.453 -94.632]; 

data_15psi20deg_3=[125.447 -73.072 -12.494 134.354 133.107 -95.634 -

37.134 -28.469 53.895 137.934 132.698 122.729 -34.778 -71.747 40.689 -

9.36  -44.329 -34.162 -72.607 -80.233 -41.726 -34.136 -75.374 -49.161 

140.398 127.918 -87.031 -39.015 132.225 -52.536]; 

  

data_15psi45deg_1=[-158.057 -84.358 -150.738  -141.086  -145.235  

179.658 -133.152  -139.128  58.351 -31.615 28.926 123.517 16.352 44.27  

-150.307  46.397 124.189 13.632 -4.983 14.995 60.69  156.501 28.047 

74.683 27.017 17.401 -124.397  -145.44 -56.719 29.275]; 

data_15psi45deg_2=[-113.757 -39.532 37.24  -116.703  -110.612  -13.837 

-86.358 -42.862 -126.578  -92.121 -5.633 -90.36 -58.683 91.134 -75.994 

-86.55 -68.567 -58.294 38.239 -122.389  -75.419 145.641 -68.924 

108.155 -66.519 -53.007 -73.065 -77.969]; 

data_15psi45deg_3=[64.555  -35.921 -72.514 -79.352 62.12  -127.94 -

2.936 -8.654 -86.121 -80.613 -103.417  135.844 169.875 -19.637 -15.923 

-102.466  -130.195  -24.515 -58.358 47.353 -54.446 131.842 -76.586 -

54.808 -75.851 105.656 -80.051 -41.337 -79.586 -132.788]; 

  

data_15psi90deg_1=[-109.285 159.564 -118.838  -46.894 -158.879  -9.077 

22.066 26.666 -98.572 -111.778  -117.672  137.116 -114.926  -164.539  

-33.504 -153.517  41.595 -27.979 58.379 24.538 44.446 22.331 -42.827 

151.111 -101.778  32.286 -121.289  -120.722  49.635 88.241]; 

data_15psi90deg_2=[14.316  -168.66 159.961 40.914 9.728  44.671 -8.253 

-82.973 36.637 -124.689  -177.739  -121.913  27.043 -19.473 -31.387 -

58.063 30.978 -17.089 -31.6  -41.409 116.272 -95.206 8.518  17.969 -

100.305  49.228 122.922 18.098 -88.879 -47.548]; 

data_15psi90deg_3=[4.605  17.345 13.812 -121.995  -123.44 -17.25 -

158.378  -41.634 -120.691  103.911 -19.04 -103.587  132.993 168.062 -

141.831  -147.983  -104.669  87.86  155.264 -116.003  35.378 110.317 

109.198 45.119 26.075 -15.24 -116.641  150.815 -38.254 104.891]; 

  

%% Gather 

sumdata={data_5psi10deg_1,data_5psi10deg_2,data_5psi10deg_3,data_5psi2

0deg_1,data_5psi20deg_2,data_5psi20deg_3,data_5psi45deg_1,data_5psi45d

eg_2,data_5psi45deg_3,data_5psi90deg_1,data_5psi90deg_2,data_5psi90deg

_3... 

  

data_10psi10deg_1,data_10psi10deg_2,data_10psi10deg_3,data_10psi20deg_
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1,data_10psi20deg_2,data_10psi20deg_3,data_10psi45deg_1,data_10psi45de

g_2,data_10psi45deg_3,data_10psi90deg_1,data_10psi90deg_2,data_10psi90

deg_3... 

  

data_15psi10deg_1,data_15psi10deg_2,data_15psi10deg_3,data_15psi20deg_

1,data_15psi20deg_2,data_15psi20deg_3,data_15psi45deg_1,data_15psi45de

g_2,data_15psi45deg_3,data_15psi90deg_1,data_15psi90deg_2,data_15psi90

deg_3... 

  }; 

  

%% Correct angles 

% Angles in the third quandrant are equivalent to those in the first 

% quadrant, and the second to those in the fourth. Convert to angles 

from 

% -90->+90 

tempdata=sumdata; 

kapparray=zeros(1,length(tempdata)); 

for i=1:length(tempdata) 

tempdata{i}(tempdata{i}>90)=tempdata{i}(tempdata{i}>90)-180; 

tempdata{i}(tempdata{i}<-90)=tempdata{i}(tempdata{i}<-90)+180; 

%data is still circular, that is, -90 and +90 are the same. But 

%circularity tests assume 0-360. Double all values to remedy this. 

tempdata{i}=tempdata{i}.*2; 

tempdata{i}=circ_ang2rad(tempdata{i}); 

tempdata{i}=tempdata{i}-circ_mean([tempdata{i}]'); 

  

kappaarray(i)=circ_kappa(tempdata{i}); 

end 

  

%% combine replicates to increase n in histogram 

for i=1:3:length(tempdata) 

  smalldata{ceil(i/3)}=[tempdata{i} tempdata{i+1} tempdata{i+2}]; 

end 

  

%% plot it 

histfig=figure; 

sigmasdata=zeros(1,length(smalldata)); 

for i=1:length(smalldata) 

  

  kappa=circ_kappa(smalldata{i}); 

  sigma = kappa; 

  [p, angles]=circ_vmpdf(-pi:0.1:pi,0,kappa); 

  

  %check for fit 

  vonmis = circ_vmrnd(0,kappa,5000); 

  [pValue,k,K] = circ_kuipertest(smalldata{i}, vonmis,200,0) 

  

  curplot=subplot(3,4,i); 

  if(pValue<=0.01) 

    plot((angles/2*360/(2*pi)),p/20,'-r','LineWidth',1.5); 

  else 

    plot((angles/2*360/(2*pi)),p/20,'-g','LineWidth',1.5); 

  end 

  hold on 
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  smalldata{i}=circ_rad2ang(smalldata{i}); 

  smalldata{i}=smalldata{i}./2; 

  smalldata{i}(smalldata{i}>90)=smalldata{i}(smalldata{i}>90)-180; 

  smalldata{i}(smalldata{i}<-90)=smalldata{i}(smalldata{i}<-90)+180; 

   

  histogram(smalldata{i},20,'Normalization','pdf') 

  axis([-90,90,0,0.035]); 

  

  sigmasdata(i)=sigma; 

  curplot.XTick=[-90 0 90]; 

  curplot.YTick=[0 0.03]; 

end 

   

  

   

sigmaarray=reshape(sigmasdata,4,3); 

subplot(3,4,1); 

ylabel('5 psi','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

title('10 degrees','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

subplot(3,4,2); 

title('20 degrees','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

subplot(3,4,3); 

title('45 degrees','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

subplot(3,4,4); 

title('90 degrees','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

subplot(3,4,5); 

ylabel('10 psi','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

subplot(3,4,9); 

ylabel('15 psi','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold'); 

Program 3: Code used to analyze aligned fiber data in MATLAB 

The above code was used to analyze the aligned soy fiber data. The first 3 pages 
compile the raw data gathered from the ImageJ output of fiber angle 
measurements. The final pages compile the Kappa values for individual images as 
well as fit data from each preparation condition with the best fit distribution and 
plot it. 
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APPENDIX H 
CODE AND COMMANDS USED TO CONTROL THE 

ELECTROSPINNING ROBOT 

Early versions of the robot Marlin firmware provided only limited control for 

parallel actuated designs, and required computation in MATLAB of individual 

actuator motion for target tracking. This method is extremely flexible despite the 

increased complexity. Although several revisions slowly added necessary 

functionality, all versions after May 2015 will work adequately, supporting all 

functions used here. Specifically, in this revision all motor control can use standard 

XYZ Cartesian coordinates using the G1 command. Home offset can be set for either 

automatic homing using the M666 command, or manually using the G92 command. 

Multiple extruders (implemented as syringe pumps) are supported using the T0, T1, 

etc. commands. Air pressure for electroblowing can be set using the M42 P7 

command, and angle of the target can be set with the M280 P0 command. It is 

recommended that after homing, M121 command is sent to disable the laser-break 

sensors. This prevents accidental triggering of these stops. The final code used to 

prepare path files for electroblowing onto a rotating target for the robot is 

presented in Program 4. 
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% Delta robot electrospinner 

  
%% Variables 
% New File 
NewFileName = 'nose.gcode'; 
gcode = fopen(NewFileName,'w'); 
fopen(gcode); 

  
%target speed in mm/min 
speed=200; %default is 200 

  

  
%Pump Rate 
rate=100; %ul/min 

  
syringdiam=8.66; %mm %4.78 is a 1mL syringe 

  
syringarea=pi*syringdiam^2/4; %mm^2 
pumpspeed=rate/syringarea; %mm/min 

  

  
%pattern to draw [X Y Z] 

  
pattern1=[-4 -33 188; -4 -15 170;-4 -33 188; -4 -55 170]; %90 degrees 
pattern2=[-65 -33 146; -65 -15 150;-65 -33 146; -65 -55 140]; %55 

degrees 
pattern3=[50 -33 156; 50 -25 155;50 -33 156; 50 -50 146]; %125 degrees 

  
%number of repeats before turning 
linerepeats=3; 

  
%number of total repeates 
repeats = 1000; 

  
%% Gcode Generation 

  
fprintf(gcode,'M42 P7 S153; \n'); %turns on air for spraying at 10psi 

  
pumppos=0.01; 
%Red=Y, Yellow=X, Blue=Z; 
for cyclenum=1:repeats 
  pattern = pattern1; 
  fprintf(gcode,'M280 P0 S90; \n'); %sets angle of target (90 is 

straight ahead) 
  position=pattern(1,:);  
  for numts=1:linerepeats 

   
  for i=1:size(pattern,1) 

  
  %Calculate distance traveled for next move on pattern 
  diff=(pattern(i,:)-position); 
  distance=sum(diff.^2)^.5; 
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  %Calculate time to finish command 
  steptime=distance/speed; %minutes 
  pumpdist=pumpspeed*steptime; %mm 

   
  pumppos=pumppos+pumpdist; 

   
  position = pattern(i,:); 

     
  fprintf(gcode,'G1 X%-8.3f Y%-8.3f Z%-8.3f E%-8.3f F%8.3f ; 

\n',pattern(i,1),pattern(i,2),pattern(i,3),pumppos,speed); 
  end 
  end 

   
  pattern = pattern2; 
  fprintf(gcode,'M280 P0 S55; \n'); 
  position=pattern(1,:); 
  for numts=1:2*linerepeats 

   
  for i=1:size(pattern,1) 

  
  %Calculate distance traveled for next move on pattern 
  diff=(pattern(i,:)-position); 
  distance=sum(diff.^2)^.5; 

   
  %Calculate time to finish command 
  steptime=distance/speed; %minutes 
  pumpdist=pumpspeed*steptime; %mm 

   
  pumppos=pumppos+pumpdist; 

   
  position = pattern(i,:); 

     
  fprintf(gcode,'G1 X%-8.3f Y%-8.3f Z%-8.3f E%-8.3f F%8.3f ; 

\n',pattern(i,1),pattern(i,2),pattern(i,3),pumppos,speed); 
  end 
  end 

   
  pattern = pattern1; 
  fprintf(gcode,'M280 P0 S90; \n'); 
  position=pattern(1,:); 
  for numts=1:linerepeats 

   
  for i=1:size(pattern,1) 

  
  %Calculate distance traveled for next move on pattern 
  diff=(pattern(i,:)-position); 
  distance=sum(diff.^2)^.5; 

   
  %Calculate time to finish command 
  steptime=distance/speed; %minutes 
  pumpdist=pumpspeed*steptime; %mm 
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  pumppos=pumppos+pumpdist; 

   
  position = pattern(i,:); 

     
  fprintf(gcode,'G1 X%-8.3f Y%-8.3f Z%-8.3f E%-8.3f F%8.3f ; 

\n',pattern(i,1),pattern(i,2),pattern(i,3),pumppos,speed); 
  end 
  end 

   
  pattern = pattern3; 
  fprintf(gcode,'M280 P0 S125; \n'); 
  position = pattern(1,:); 
  for numts=1:2*linerepeats 

   
  for i=1:size(pattern,1) 

  
  %Calculate distance traveled for next move on pattern 
  diff=(pattern(i,:)-position); 
  distance=sum(diff.^2)^.5; 

   
  %Calculate time to finish command 
  steptime=distance/speed; %minutes 
  pumpdist=pumpspeed*steptime; %mm 

   
  pumppos=pumppos+pumpdist; 

   
  position = pattern(i,:); 

     
  fprintf(gcode,'G1 X%-8.3f Y%-8.3f Z%-8.3f E%-8.3f F%8.3f ; 

\n',pattern(i,1),pattern(i,2),pattern(i,3),pumppos,speed); 
  end 
  end  

   
end 

  
fprintf(gcode,'M42 P7 S0; \n'); %turns off air 
fclose(gcode); 

Program 4: Code to coat the nose target by electroblowing 

The above code traces the shape of the nose target with the target rotating during 
spinning to enable even coating. The exact positions are determined empirically 
by manually controlling the robot before programming in MATLAB. 
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APPENDIX I 
DEPOSITION OF LOADED FIBERS IN AN ORIENTED FASHION 

With the program controlled syringe pumps derived in A4. Additional 

Components Developed for the Robotic Electrospinner, the possibility to electrospin 

multiple scaffolds in a single program became possible. Although the method was 

not pursued in enough detail to become an aim of the thesis, preliminary results are 

included below. Specifically, two such syringe pumps were used, one loaded with a 

polystyrene solution as used for electrospinning, the other loaded with the same 

solution saturated with riboflavin (BulkSupplements.com). Riboflavin was chosen as 

an example bioactive small molecule to load due to its strong fluorescent peak 

visible in the green channel under fluorescent microscopy. The robot was then 

programmed to deposit a single spot of riboflavin loaded fibers on the left size of a 

glass slide, spinning onto the spot for 30 minutes. This was then followed by 

spinning a simple rectangular scaffold by moving back-and-forth over the glass slide 

while spinning the unloaded fiber for 1 hour. Finally a second spot of loaded fibers 

was deposited on the opposite side of the glass slide. The success of the procedure 

was measured through taking of stitched 4x images in the green channel across the 

length of the slide on an Olympus FSX microscope. The average fluorescence along 

the stitched image was then plotted, demonstrating the clear deposition of two 

spots of loaded fibers on either side. Given the quantity of loaded fiber delivered and 

the thin unloaded fiber deposited, there was no clear effect of the loaded fibers 

being deposited on top vs on the bottom of the scaffold. These results are presented 

in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: A dual spinneret head capable of spinning multiple fibers types 

A: A dual spinneret head with two needles connected to two separate robot 
controlled syringe pumps. Both needles are connected to the same power supply. 
The solution to be spun is selected based on which pump is activated. B: 
Fluorescent image of a polystyrene scaffold loaded with Riboflavin. C: Image of a 
scaffold integrating two fiber types: polystyrene and polystyrene loaded with 
riboflavin. Overlaid on the image is a stitched fluorescent image showing local 
riboflavin loading in the circles areas. D: Fluorescence profile across the scaffold 
showing the regional riboflavin depots. 
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APPENDIX J 
PREPARATION OF SCAFFOLDS FOR IN VITRO TESTING 

Scaffolds used for in vitro testing were prepared for use in a 24-well plate as 

follows. The scaffold, still attached to the aluminum foil was punched to the correct 

diameter using a 15mm circle punch (Annie Howes). The scaffold, with or without 

the aluminum backing, cannot be punched directly due to the design of the device. 

Instead two sheets of paper are placed on either side before punching. This prevents 

the scaffold from becoming damaged and stiffens the pile enough that the punch 

comes out circular. The soy scaffolds used in this study are crosslinked at elevated 

temperatures and low pressures, and by crosslinking them in the plates to be used, 

the scaffold is substantially sterilized. In use, scaffolds seeded immediately after 

crosslinking have not resulted in contaminated plates. This stands in contrast to 

attempts using only antibiotics or UV to sterilize the scaffolds. It should be noted, 

that although the polystyrene plates used are stable at the crosslinking 

temperatures indicated, the vacuum oven surfaces are often far above the bulk 

temperature of the system. Only after placing the plate onto a ceramic insulator was 

it possible to crosslink the scaffolds in the tissue culture plate without deformation 

of the plate. 

In order to validate the protocol using the scaffolds attached to the aluminum 

sheet, a cytotoxicity test was undertaken using Jurkat cells described in section 2.3.2 

Cytotoxicity and Proliferation. The results of the cytotoxicity experiment on the 

scaffolds as well as steps used to prepare the scaffolds is shown below in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45: Method of preparing scaffold for culture using hole punch 

Scaffolds under 100µm in thickness are difficult to remove from the target. 
Furthermore, it is challenging to cut discs that properly fit a 24-well plate from 
the scaffold, especially for more brittle materials. A: By layering paper on both 
sides of a scaffold, the sandwich can be punched perfectly by a 15mm circle 
punch. There is a risk that the paper can stick to some scaffolds, in this case other 
media should be used to support the aluminum target. B: After punching, the 
scaffolds are crosslinked in the 24-plate that will be used for cell culture by 
placing the plate into a vacuum oven at 90°C for 16 hours. The crosslinking 
procedure also sterilizes the scaffold. The vacuum oven average temperature is 
much lower than hotspots on the metal surface. On the left is the result of placing 
the plate directly on the vacuum oven bottom. On the right the plate was insulated 
with a ceramic brick. C: The disk on the left is punched and crosslinked as above. 
On the right is what happens if the aluminum is punched directly. D: Disks of 
scaffolds of either polystyrene (ps) or soy (ws) bare or left on the aluminum 
target (foil) were seeded with 50,000 Jurkat cells and cultured for 8 days. The 
alamarBlue fluorescence is proportional to viability and showns no ill effect of the 
aluminum backing. 
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